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PRESS STATEMENT ISSUED BY
THE NATIONAL UNION OF NAMIBIAN WORKERS &

THE CONGRESS OF SOUTH AFRICAN TRADE UNIONS
6 APRIL 1989

A high level COSATV delegation comprising Jay Naidoo
(General Secretary). Sydney Mufamadi (Assistant General Secre
tary). James Motlatsi (NUM President), and Alec Erwin (Education
Secretary NUMSA), mCI with a senior delegation of NUNW (Na
tional Union of Namibian Workers) yesterday.
The delegation had extensive discussions about the current crisis in
Namibia and about a programme for solidarity with NUNW.
The meeting noted that at a time when the Namibian people were
celebrating their freedom from the colonial yoke of apartheid occu
pation, wholesale slaughter of people was taking place in Northen
Namibia.
The meeting reiterated thallhc only foreign aggressors in Namibia
were the colonial occupation forces from racist South Africa.
SWAPO is rccOgni7..cd by the vast majority of people in Namibia
and the rest of the world as the aulhcntic reprcscm.ativc of the Nami
bian people. We therefore reject the auempt by illegitimate South
African representatives and their erstwhile backers in Britain and
the United States of America to lay the blame for the carnage in
Northern Namibia at the doors ofSWAPO.
COSATU together with the entire·democratic movement in South
Africa reiterates its full support for SWAPO and the NUNW in
their struggle for self-detennination and independence. We call
upon particularly those fOl'ces which arc monitoring this process to
act effcctively and impartially and not to collaborate further with
those forces which have illegally occupied Namibia for decades.
The meeting discussed the illegal regime's plans to privatise the
public services in Namibia. It was decided to take united action to
stop this process.
COSATU has pledged solidarity with NUNW in a number of areas.
These pledges will be taken back to the respective South
African mass organizations for ratification and implementation.
We believe that the freedom of Namibia will be a solid blow to
apartheid and will advance the cause of pennanent peace in
Southern Africa as a whole. "Ct



EDITORIAL

Editorial notes

Dave Kaplan leaves Bulletin

Dave Kaplan has been a Cape Town
member of the editorial board since
1982. He has resigned because he has
gone on study and research leave in
Britain. During the seven years that he
has served on the editorial board,
Dave has played a very valuable role
as a clear thinker with a sound knowl
edge of the South African political
economy and the labour movement
His contributions in board meetings
and refereeing of articles submitted to
the Labour Bulletin submitted for pub
lication to the Bulletin have been of
the highest quality and he has done
his best to ensure that readers of the
Bulletin are provided wilh information
and analysis that is sound and reliable.
He shall be missed by other board
members. We wish him well in his
undertakings.

New administrator

We would like to welcome
Lumkile Mondi, our new administra
tor, to the Labour Bulletin. He has
been active in Black Students Society
at the University of Witwatersrand
and in community organisation. We
hope he will enjoy working with us.- ,

Letters to the Bulletin

In this edition we carry our first
letters section. We would like to
encourage readers, especially those ac
tive in the labour movement, to

comment on articles, participate in de
bates or raise issues through writing
letters.

New overseas
subscriptions rates

Some subscribers, especially those
who pay in dollars, will find that our
subscriptions rates have increased.
This is for two reasons. Firstly, we
have taken a decision to send all over
seas subscriptions airmail instead of
surface mail, which greatly increases
costs. This has been requested by
readers who want the Bulletin as soon
as it appears, and it also makes things
easier for our subscriptions depart
ment. Secondly, there were big
disparities between our pound rates
and our dollar rates, which we have
now ironed out.

We regret these increases, but
hope that the spcc.dy arrival of the
Labour Bulletin will compensate.

The editors
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BRJEFINGS

Anglo giant
- crushing
farmworkers
By PI/lUIP MASJA and OVGWU

Soetveld Fanns, an Anglo American
subsKiiary, hasreuenched 17 ofilS
workers at the Uitvlucht catOe feedkJt
in Veneniging.

Management called in the Orange
Vaal General Workers Union
(OVGWU) on 6 March to tell them
that they had Slarted retrenching from
1 March. They said that the decision
was reached on the last Monday of
February and the siLuation was
beyond review.

Management rust gave the reason
for closure as the deterioration of the
feedlot grounds. They said lhat as a re
sult of ilS kx:ation on fiat rather than
sloping ground, it became 100 low as
manure was removed. Feeding callIe
under those conditions made them
lose weight. Thus they were fceding
at a loss.
, Later, howevu. when the union
queried this, management responded
by saying there were a combination of
other factors, citing the declining beef
market as anolher.

Other sources say that the beef
market is fairly steady, and feedlot
owners disagree with the fial/low con·
dition explanation.

The union at a later meeting re
fused to accept the relrCnchmcnt and
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poinlCd out that the Terms and Condi
tions of Employment introduced by
Amfanns in 1984. SlalCS that. the com·
pany ~shall endeavour to avoid the
need for retrenchment by considering
alternative measures. ~

The union poinlCd out also lhat
Soetveld has atlcast18 fanning unilS
in the Transvaal, Orange Free State
and Natal, as well as RFF subsidiary
farms in the Western Cape. Amfanns,
to which Soetvekt and RFF belong, is
owned by the giant Ang'o American
Corporation, with close links to Anglo
American Industrial Corponltion, to
Amcoal (where the current chairman
Mr David Rankin, successor to Mr
Murray Hofmeyr of JCI. comes from),
and also Rand Selection Corporation
LimilCd. These are big companies
where the workers could have been
employed, argued the union.

Management responded by saying:
• these waders are agriculturally

based
• they have no skills required by

the industry
• and they (management) are not re

sponsible to look for jobs for
these workers.

Looking at the first reason, the
union gained the impression that man
agement is still clinging to the
historical influx control position of
fannworkcrs lhat curtailed their free
dom to move from fann to industry or
from rural to urban.

The second reason clearly under
mined lhe fazmworkers' intellectual
ability and capability to perform work
anywhere oUlSide the farming sector,
funhcrccmenting management's men-
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Anglo breaks promises

These reasons also contra
dicted a statement by lhe
former chainnan in a newslet
ler late in 1988. He said, "I
hope Wat Amfanns will con
tinue its policy of trying to

help each employee to im
prove himself and we
contribution he can make to
the success of we company.
We are, after all, a South Afri
ca in miniature and we must
set ourselves we goal of
breaking down we racial and
other barriers which tend to
divide our society."

According to the Am
farms newsleuer the feedlOl
recorded substantial profit at
the end of 1987. Amfarms
also leased six new farms and
increased the size of an exist·
ing caule ranch over recent
years. The reason for expan
sion was that because of the
"uncertainty involved in the
profitability of dry land crops
like maize, caused by drought
and also pricing problems, it
has become clear that it might

';;;c;;;;""",,"" be wise for Amfanns to ex
Farmworkers who won a te"fJOrary reprieve pand the production of other
from the courts after being forced to leave commodities like beef, mut-
the farm where they worked. Others, such ton and pork.....the cheapest
as the SoetveJd workers, are not~ lucky. . way to produce beef is from
- Photo: Cedric Nun,vAfrapix pasture or grazing."
Iality regarding influx control. To the union it is also clear that

The third reason was in breach of the decision to close the feedlot was
the Terms and Conditions ofEmploy- Iaken before the end of February.
mCnt of Amfarms. Large companies do not suddenly de--
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BRIEFINGS _

eide to close meir operations. and Am
farms has recently been expanding in
what appears to be a very carefully
planned manner. Here too me union
says they have breached the Terms
and Conditions of Employment in
their arbitrary action.

Amfarms moves into pigs

The OVQWU has reasons to dis
trust Amfarms' reasons. Amfanns
have been expanding into pig farming
over the last few years. setting up
links with the international pig re
search companies and local canned
meat processors. As a result of this
they closed down a dairy in 1986,
lying to the union that they intended
to sell the farm, and saying that the
workers had to leave the farm. The
workers refused to leave their homes
saying that they would stay until me
new fanner came.

As it turned out Amfarms wanted
to conven the dairy inLO a piggery.
This piggery became the home of Am
farms' research and development
programme into pig fanning. The
caule from the dairy were taken to an
other farm mat was expanded. and is
today a major supplier to Nels Dairy
in Johannesburg.

Another area of Amfarms' expan
sion progamme over the recent years
has been the Western Cape. where
they bought a large wine and mixed
farming estate in 1987 and very re
cently they bought piggcry at
Klapmunts. near Stellenbosch. Wages
on this new estate are as low as R45
per week and the housing conditions
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have been described by local Food
and Allied Workers Union (FAWU)
farm project organisers as "shocking."
Also the workers on the RFF (West
ern Cape) farms do not have the same
gratuity payments as me Sretveld wor
kers. receiving only R100 every year
they have worked, compared to me
R2S0 offered to the Uitvlucht workers.

What will hapren to the feedlot
once it is closed. asks the OVGWU1
Amfanns would surely not sell a farm
that was profitable and sold all irs
cattle to another Anglo company.
Rand Cold Storage. OVGWU be
lieves they have planned to make the
farm even more profitable. Given Am
farms recent pattern of expansion, the
union fccls that Amfarms is likely to
tum the feedlot into a piggery. If this
docs happen. why should the feedlot
workers not be employed at the new
piggery. or on whatever else Amfarms
decides to produce on this land? ~

Farmworkers'
rights
by LABOUR BUlLETIN
CORRESPONDENT

A book which summarizes the legal
rights of farmworkers is long overdue,
if only to highlight their desperate lack
of rights. One which docs so brieny,
readably and even opt.imistically is
therefore more than welcome.
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I

I
Disabled farmworker: book explains the possibilities and difficulties for
farmworkers needing legal protection

Photo: GiU de VIi69/Afrapi)(

~Farmworkers and the law~ is di
rected al farmworkers themselves and
al people without fonnallegal training
who may be called upon LO help lhem 
advice office workers, union
organisers, church workers and so on.
But others, such as lhose with legal,
paralegal or academic training, will
also find the book a mine of infonna
tion on almost every aspect of
farmworkers' lives. (For those aspects
not covered, a second book • Book
Two - is promised!)

Book One begins with a preface
explaining how the book came about
and indicating how to use the book.
The preface also cautions the reader
against too much reliance on the law
and emphasises, on the one hand, the
need LO involve the fann worker in

5

any decision regarding legal action on
his,lher behalf and, on the other, the
need for organisation if fannworkers
are LO free themselves from exploita
tion and oppression. These points are
repeated throughout the book, bUllhe
book's other offerings may sometimes
make an eager reader forget them.

There are three introducLOry chap
ters, describing the different kinds of
law, the courts and court procedures,
and the role of lawyers. These chap
ters provide a necessary background
10 the chapters which follow.

The meal of the book is the chap
ters on employment and health and
safely. The chapter on employment
starts by looking at the differences be
tween farm and industrial workers as
far as the law is concerned. Once

SALB Vol 14 No 1
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again, the desperale 1ack of strong
legal proccction for farmWOfters is
highlighted (and, conversely, the
strides which have been made by in
dustrial workers organised in
progressive trade unions.) The chap
ter notes the fact that farmworkers
may sometimes be defined as indus
trial workers and thus have access to
[he rights embodied in the Labour Re
lations Act, such as they are.
However, this is a changing area of
law and therefore supportS the book's
caution on legal suategies.

The chapter also examines con
tracts., conditions and temJination of
employment, as they apply or could
apply 10 fannworker$. As in the book
as a whole, the emphasis is down to
eatth, but also alive to possibilities.
This chapter goes on 10 the question of
organisation, with a review of what a
union is and the legality of fannwor
kers joining unions. The chapter ends
with income tax - necessary for com
pleteness, but, one would have
thought, of limited importance to farm
workers, given the average wage
levels that are probably below a taX·
able income.

t
The chapter on health and safety is

di ided into three sections. The tim
and third deal with MOSA and com
mon law provisions. Given the lack
ofenforcement of MOSA even in in
dustry and the difficulty of getting
action from officialdom, the informa
tion contained in these sections may
seem rather academic. But it is valu·
able in pointing to an area of rights 
and dangers - too oflCn ignored, even
amongst industrial workers. The sec-
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ond section deals willi Workmen's
Compensation and here there may be
more immediate practical application.
It is not widely known that farrowor-·
leers areoovered by the Workmen's
Compensatioo Act and that they may
claim, not only for accidents, but also
for divases· indeed, a nwnber of
scheduled diseases would more com
monly be found amongst fannworkers
than amongst other workers.

Two shon chapters on the tot sys·
tern and farm shops point to aspects of
continuing exploitation outside the
more obvious injusttccs affecting farm
workers. A final section outlines
various kinds of 'ega! action open to
farm workers· but mainly ones requir
ing the services ofa lawyer.

Such a comp-ehcnsive book could
easily cause indigestion. But a major
strength of !.he book is its carefully
planned layout The chapters are
divided into sections. There are de
tailed contents pages at the start of
each chapter and section. Each section
ends with a summary and, in most
cases, a questionnaire which serves as
a practical guide to the contents.
Technical or difficult words are aste
risked and explained in a gktssary at
the end of the book. 1bere are also
useful cross-references and a list of re
sources and addresses.

All of this is set out in what has
clearly been designed as a pocket
book. But the book's thickness makes
it unlikely to fit into a pocket - at least
not unobtrusively. Perhaps a slightly
larger Labour Bullelin size would
have been more practical, especially if
one ends up carrying about not only



-BoOk One. but also BooIc Two!
Mae imponantly. it is possible

IDat the inexperienced reader may take
wo literally the few protections which
are available 10 fannwoders and in
cautiously nm 10 the law. only 10 be
disappointed, or even worse. lose
h;sIhe< job.

But these are small concerns. set
beside what is a thoroughly useful
guide for the fannworker and hislher
allies in the fight for the rights of fann-
workers. "Cl

'Farmworken and the Ilw' is Ivailable
from the Bid Sash, Queensbidge, au
Jutl &. Bertha Su., Brumfonlein, Jhb.
Price: Wotken - R2. Sallried people.
RS. Organisations - Rto. Postage: Rl

Miners
International

by LABOUR BULLETIN
CORRESPONDENT

The Miners International Federation
(MIF) celebrated its tOOth birthday at
its congress held in Harare. Zimbabwe
in March. South Africa's NUM is the
MIF's biggest affiliate. Unions from
17 countries. including the United
States, Germany. Norway. Phillipines.,
India and Zimbabwe. were represented
by III delegates. Namibia. Peru, Bot
swana. and olhers attended as guests.

The congress passed a resolution
to COnvene an international health and
safety conference on lhe mining indus
lry. Anolher resolution called for lhe
~IF executive to push for a merger

7
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with the othef" international miners
federation, the IMO. This resolution
was proposed jointly by NUM and
Uni\Cd MineworteB of America. In
the IMO are communist-oriented mi
ners' unions in the east, the west and
the Third Workt. It is affiliated to
WFI1J. It was fmned in 1985 when
the British NUM and the AusuaIian
Miners Federation broke with MlF.

The congress was generally ~very

dull" according to NUM. But the dis
cussion on South Africa ~PUl all
congress delegates into top
gear.....Speaker after speaJccrcon
demned \he sy=n orapanhcid and
brutal trealment of workers at the
hands of the mining bosses and the
apartheid regime. Delegates would not
have hesitalCd to march on Pretoria.~

The NUM report on the congress
summed it up as follows:

"The congress proceedings seemed
to be a bit down for NUM delegates
who continuously rose to sing at the
end of each session, thus bringing
some life into ongross proceedings.

-rhe congress could have been a
lot more interesting and educative if
open debate and discussion was a con
cept whk:h is built into MIF traditions_
It was patently clear to South African
delegates as well as Latin American
delegateS that in the MIF traditioo de
cisions on resolutions and other major
issues are taken by the offICe bearers
and the executive committoe way be
fore the congress is hekt, resulting in
the denial of congress delegates the
right to speak and debate issues thor
oughly before decisions are taken.

~In the MIF tradition. it would

SALB Vol f4No f
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seem like lhe resolution committee is
given too many powers in that lhe res
olutions are seemingly debated in a
committee setting and only com
promises are recommended to
congress for acceptance. This proved
to be clearly frustrating particularly
for unions like NUM where thorough
dcbate and discussions precede a deci
sion that is taken by congress on any
Issue.

WA number of the delegates on
NUM's sidc felt that there was a need
to stan changing the traditions and
practices of the MIF if unions from de
veloping countries where miners are
still waging important struggles
against oppression and exploitation
are to benefit This evaluation seemed
to have the support not only of the
NUM delegates but delegates from
countries such as Latin American and
African countries.

"Finally, it became apparent dur
ing the proceedings of the congress
that our delegation had not prepared as
much as it should have and had it done
so, it would have made its interven
tions in a much more effective way
than it did. This however does not
mean that the NUM delegation did not
prove themselves to be members of a
progressive and militant union in
tenns of the clarity of lheir views and
forcefulness with which they made in
terventions at the congress.

"International congresses such as
this one arc clearly extremely import
ant in forging solidarity amongst
miners world wide and also fonning
important contacts. This proved to be
true when some members of our dele-
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gation met sometime with comrades
from Peru, Colombia and Guiana and
discovered that the struggle lhey arc
waging in their countries are no differ
ent from the struggle we are pros
ecuting in this country. The Peruvian
Miners lOOk the opportunity to express
their deepest gratitude to the NUM for
having made a solidarity grant of
SIO,OOO to them during their strike in
1988. [See anicle on Peru on p 114]

In typical tradition and fashion,
the NUM delegates once again proved
their dominance ofcongress proceed
ing by rising as the President closed
the congress to sing the South African
national anthem (N1cosi Sikeleli Afri
ka), at which all delegates at the con
gress rose to join in even if some of
them could not sing or follow the
words. What is significant is that they
all raised their fists in the way that mi
ners and workers in this country do
and thus the congress ended on that
high revolutionary note." '*

CCAWUSA
organises in
the food
retail trade

ByCCAWUSA

Fast food outlets represent the fastest
growing sector in the South African
economy. Their growth rate has been
estimated at between 15 and 20% a



y"".
Recent market research figures

shoW that there are more than 8.000
ouLlets around South Africa, with a
total annual turnover in CACCSS of
R1.080 million. These outlets serve
more than 630 meals annually.

The general consensus is that the
fasl food and restaurant business is
still in its infancy. The major actors in
lhis area are Inteeleisure and Anglo
vaal Indusuies, who are engaged in a
race 10 capture the multi-million rand
food retail market Both have ac
quired a substantial number of chains.

Up till recently, this area remained
vinually unorganised by trade unions.
However, CCAWUSA is becoming
finnly established in all the major
food groups, having signed recogni
tion agteements with a nwnber of
companies. The union expects 10
grow rapidly in the food retail trade.

In 1988. CCAWUSA signed a rec
ognition agreement with Interfare
(Ply) lld, which is part of the gianltn
terleisure Group. Included in the
Interleisurc Group are Squires Loft,
Mikes Kitchen, Longhorn, RJ.'s,
Combined Caterers, Captain Dorego,
Squires Village, Porterhouse, Grillo's
and Ster-Kinekor.

lnteeleisure is 81% owned by Sal
bel Holdings, which in tum is 5()IJ,

owned by Federale VoIksbeIeggings
Bepc.rk and 50% by Kersaf. Kersaf
also owns a 79% share of Sun Interna
tional. FederaIe's controlling
shareholder is Sanlam.

This is the firsl major recognition
agreement with an InlCtleisure com
~ny, and is setting an important

9
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precedenl within the Group.

Lasl year, CCAWUSA also signed
a recognition agreement with Juicy
Lucy Supplies (Ply) Ltd, which is a di
vision of Pleasure Foods Ud. The
holding company or Pleasure Foods is
Avbalc Food Holdinp Ltd., and its ulti
mate holding company is Anglovaal
Holdings Ltd. Pleasure Food is the
leading branded food service group in
South Africa. The group owns and
operales franchise agreements for
Juicy Lucy, Wimpy, Milky Lane,
Golden Egg, Golden Grill, DJ's Pantry
and Pizza Hut As 31 December 1988,
Pleasure Foods operated 381 outlets.

A number of recognition agree
ments have been signed with the
Fedics Group, which is South Africa's
largest catering organisation, specialis
ing in contract catering 10 offices,
factories, instilutions and airtines.
Recognition agreements have been
negOliat.ed with the Airport Services
division and the Food Services divi
sion. Federale Volksbeleggings and
Imperial Cold Storage each hold 47%
of Fedics shares.

Several years of painstalcing nego
tiations have gone inlO these
recognitions agreements. The results,
in lhe view of the union, are strong
agTeCments which are well suited to
the fluid situation in which the labour
movement fmds itself. Important as
pects of all the agreements are the
dispute procedures, which operate in
dependently or the Labour Relations
Act. These procedures took a con
siderable amount or hard bargaining to
achieve, bUI are considered vital Wlder
prevailing condilions. *
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WORKERS SUMMIT

Interview
with COSATU

CHRIS DLAMINI, vice-president of COSATU, was one of the
rotating chairpersons at the Workers' Summit. He discusses
the importance of the summit and decisions that were taken.

labour Bulletin: What was the sig
nificance o/the decisions that canu
out o/the Workers' Summit?

Dlamlnl: The Labour Relations
Amendment Ael (LRA) was promul
gated in September, and some
employers have already started to use
it. Workers conclude that employers
have decided on a repressive ap
proach. They want to neutralise the
trade union movement.

That was when people decided a
summit should be held. In fact the
idea eaihe from NACfU. h was dis
cussed in theCOSAnJ CEC, and
there were differences in the feder
ation about whether to
accept the summit There
were suspicions that it was
to replace the Anti-apart
i)eid Conference, which was
banned last year.

But through debate il be
came clear to everyone thal
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the idea of a summit was a genuine
one. Firstly, it would bring workers
together. Secondly, it would bea
forum where workers could work out
a programme to defend themselves
against the LRA.

Adecision was taken to meet
NACfU and draw up an agenda for
the summit. We proposed three items
for !he agenda: the LRA; one country,
one federation: and state repression.
NACfU was not happy about the sec
ond point. h was then suggested that
thai item should not be termed ~one

federation", but rather "building
unily". and all present in the working
committee agreed.

OK. When we debated
the LRA at the summit all
the unions rejected the Act
as it stands because it is a
disaster for the working
class as a whole. It was
then decided that the wor
kers. as they were gathered
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at the summit, should talk about for·
ming their own LRA which takes into
account all the sectors in the country.
The delegates then went on to say that
we need to canvass the ideas ofwor
kers countrywide - the domestics, the
workers on farms, the rural people,
those who are fighting the homeland
system - they should all come up and
say what they want to see in a LRA.

It will also generate militancy
among people in the outlying areas. to
get involved in organisation and fol
low up the demands. So it is also a
mobilising factor.

This process would culminate in
workers' LRA. The proposals would
be discussed at a conference. If there
IS agreement that this is the sort of
LRA we want, it would then be placed
~forc management for negotiating. It

CHRIS DUMINI

couk1 then become
the LRA for our
country.

1be summit rec
ommended that
convening commit
tees should be fonned at kx:al. re
gional and national level, with all the
unions represented on them. It was de
cided that the people who were
chairing - there were 3 from the inde
pendent unions, 3 from NACTU and 3
from COSATU· should take responsi
bility for co-ordinating the national
structure. This is the long-term pr0

gramme on the LRA.
The summit also decided 00 an im

mediate programme. Delegates
decided that unions would continue to
calion management 001. to use the
LRA. At the same time. unions should
try not to usc the Industrial Court. be
cause companies are using it to
interdict unions on strike. Since the
new LRA no union has won an IC
case. There was a feeling that unions
should go for arbitration and media·
tion rather than the IC.

But the main thrust of our immedi
ate programme will be for unions to
submit a series of demands to all man
agement in the country by or on 2
May. If they do 001. respond within 30
days we will declare a nationaJ dis
pute, and we will stan baJlouing.
After ballouing we will convene an
other summit. Th.at summit would
include all othel" forces fighting for
the liberation of the people of South
Africa. That would not mean that we
are replacing the Anti-apartheid Con
ference. But the reason for calling the
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community and all other organisations
in the country is that we would be can
vassing ideas on possible action to get
rid of the LRA. We would need their
support. We envisage that summit tak
ing place before I September, which
is the anniversary of the promulgation
of the new Act

Labour Bulletin: How does the
long-term programme ofdrawing up
a workers' LRA. relaJe to the short
term plan ofdeclaring a dispute?
The deftUlnds to be placed before the
employerr by 2 May, how are those to
be drawn up?

Dlamlnl: The summit drew up a list
of six demands [sec Workers' Summit
Recommendations. p. 32]. These de
mands will also be part of the LRA
we draft. together with others that will
be canvassed throughoUl the country.

Labour Bulletin: The process of
preparing for 2 May, what will that
process be?

Dlamlnl: Meetings are going to be
held locally and nationally. and across
industries. Unions working in the
same industry should get together.
Workers may add any other demands
that they think of. Demands should be
completed by I May. On the 2nd.
these demands will be presented to
management and all employer organi
sations.

Labour Bulletin: This process of
mobilising and adding demands, is it
differentfrom collecting deftUlnds for
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the workerr LRA.?

Dlamlnl: This is dif
ferent in that this is
going to be confined
to the working
people. It is the trade unions that arc
going to handle this. If yoo were to
broaden it, it would take long and it
would overlap with the long term pro
gramme. The next summit will set a
timelable for the long term program of
drawing upa workers' LRA. As I
have said. the other organisations
fighting for liberation will also be
there. so it is likely that they will be in
volved in the long-term programme of
drawing it up.

labour Bulletin: The summit said
that the campaign against the LRA.
should be linlud IiJ the campaign for
a living VIP benefitforall workerr.
What is the aim ofthe VIP
campaign?

Dlamlnl: One of the aims of the UIF
campaign is to bring the UfF payment
offices closer to where people live. At
the moment people have to travel very
far to get the benefits. while as
unemployed people they have no
money.

Another objective of the campaign
is to demand some control by the un
employed themselves over the offices
and the UIF funds. They arc the ones
who should say how it is to operate.
yet they do not have a voice. At pres
ent the system is run by bureaucrats.
and you find a person who has been
out of work for six months. without



gelling any money from UIF.
Part of the campaign is for or·

ganiscd workers to put these demands
on me agenda. This should cement the
alliance between workers with jobs
and those without jobs.

Labour Bulletin: What was tht tf·
feet ofexcluding officials from tht
summit?

Dlamlnl: Workers were able to put
forward their own views without hav
ing to support what the officials said.
Because what happens in most struc
tures is that officials speak and
workers mainly respond around what
officials are saying.

But mis time· one cannot deny
that workers had discussions with offi
cials beforehand - but as the
discussion proceeded. even if you had
some ideas pumped in you by offi
cials. mey would eventually
evaporate. It would remain your own
ideas that you put forward. Workers
wcre speaking without fear. speaking
their hcaJts out about how they saw
the situation.

The problem with officials is that
they have personal grudges. They sit
in offices. they phone one another.
and they happen to clash. They usc
the grudges in meetings. and you find
that people are diverted from what
they were debating. and end up sup
POrting their official against the
official from another organisation. So
it is counter-productive.

labour Bulletin: Did .he summit
bring COSATU and NACTU any

CHRIS DLAMINI

closer to unity?

Dlamlnl: Unity
comes in different
forms. To some it
means co-operation
and demarcation. that we should talk
to each other. not fight cach other as
trade unions. But we have a different
understanding of unity. and our under
standing is that the final stage of unity
is one country. one federation. That is
our ultimate goal. But we are prepared
to debate that. and let others come up
with their undcrsLanding of unity. and
on the basis of that we could arrive at
a position where we agree.

To me it seems that some workers.
whether they arc in NACTIJ or in in
dependent unions. have accepted that
we should unite in order to defend our
selves. But the form that that will Lake
depends on how you understand the
question of unity. As I said. our under
standing is that the final stage of unity
is one country. one federation.

Labour Bulletin: But thtrt could
be various compromises along tht
way?

Dlamlnl: That's right. The summit
laid the basis for unity. The recom
mendations suggest co-ordination 
that is the basis for the unity we arc
talking about. If people arc able to
work together from now. by the time
we get to our summit a decision will
be quile likely. Although there will
still be people who completely reject
the idea of one federation. ~
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Interview
with FBWU

LONGWAY KWELEMTINI, President of Food Beverage
Workers Union, and GOBA NDLOVU, publicity officer of
FBWU, speak to the LABOUR BULLETIN about the
Workers' Summit and about politics in NACTU.

Labour Bulletin: What was the sig
nificance ofthe summit!

Kwelemllnl: AOer all the suspi
cions arc allayed, a workers' summit
may be significanl because il brings
wod:.ers together. But workers arc al
ways suspicious lhat they will be
swallowed by certain organisations.
There are also different schools of pol
itical Lhoughl

Ndlovu: II was imjX)rtanl, because
workers who always thought they
could nOl Lalk to each
other were able to do lhal
at the summiL We have
been having dialogue wilh
the (COSA11J-affjlialCdl
Food and Allied Workers
Union (FAWU) at the
level of the International
Union of Foodworkers
(IUF). BUllhe summit was
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a new level altogether. It was very im
portant for the unity of workers.

Labour Bulletin: Ha~ the suspi.
cions that you talk about been a/.
toyed?

Kwelemtlnl: Not really. They have
only been tackled at a certain depth,
because !.he question of unity was nol

directly discussed. What prevents us
being united as wol1::ers? The more
you talk with a person the more you
understand each other, but we have

not even finished the
items on !.he agenda.
Maybe wi!.h some time 
because discussing and im
plementing what you have
discussed are different
lhings.

Unity is not just an
empty thing, for the sake
of shouting. It means unity



LONGWAYKWELEMTINHGOBANDLOVU
in action. That docs not mean we've
got to be one federation or one union.
Those are just sentimental slogans. It
doesn't mean I've got to be Ndlovu to
be united with him. We can do some·
thing together and be united with our
differcm surnames. I'm trying to say,
let's respect each other as organisa
tions. Only at a later stage can we
fonn one organisation.

Labour Bulletin: Do JOu Hlieve
that unity In the form ofone organl·
sauon upossible?

Kwelemtlnl: Yes, but in the long
term. Not now, TIQl in 5 years, not in
JO years. In South Africa we have
problems, that blacks do not have a
say in the affairs of the country. It is
this political situation that encourages
ideological divisions between wor
kers. Only when we are as free as
other coontries can we have unity.

Look atCOSATU. It adopted the
Freedom Charter, and that led to splits
in COSATII, such as theCCAWUSA
splil Not all workers suppon the
Freedom Charter. They can work
together, but have different political
affiliations.

labour Bulletin: What is NACTU's
poluical perspective?

Kwelemtlnl: NACfU has the prin
ciple of IlOn-affiliatioo to any political
organisation. Never mind what indi
vidual officials are doing, that is its
principle.

labour Bulletin: There hove been

reports oftensions
in NACTU between
bIDck consciousness
and Africanists.
Then then was divl·
sion overatlending
the workers' summit. What is ac·
tually going on?

Ndloyu: There have been ideologi
cal problems in NACfU. Although
the federalioo is supposed to be non·
aligned, there has been a strong
innuence from the Africanists. In the
last elections the Africanists took over
90% of the leadership. Also one of the
big unions, SACWU, is Africanist
There are unions which arc black con
sciousness aligned, and they are
unhappy with lIle situation. There was
a very clear division, with people vot
ing on ideologicallincs.

It took black consciousness una
wares. But black consciousness is
re-organising, and it may again come
to dominate the federation. In the at
mosphere of black consciousness
there is more open debate.

It is unfonunate that some people
saw Africanism as closer to
COSATIl. Traditionally the ANC and
PAC are rivals. PAC broke away from
ANC, and it would be very diflicull to
unite thcm. They are not united out·
side, and it would be more difficult to
unite them here inside.

Black consciousness has always
been misinterpreted as racialisl But it
is actually non-racial in many re
spects, because it is saying there is a
need to unite at the level of workers.
So when the issue of the workers'
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summit came to the national council,
it was suprising LO find the black con
sciousness unions were the ones
pushing to at least have talks with the
COSA111 unions.

As far as FBWU is concerned, we
stick to NAcrU's policy of non
alignment We were the first to speak
LO a COSATI1 affiliate, FAWU - we
had to, as we are bolh affiliated to
IUF.

NAcru is Africanist, as far as
the majority of voles is concerned.
The only mistake in the Labour
Bulle/in anicle [Vol 13 no 7] was to
say that Africanism is closer to
COSATIJ.

labour Bulletin: What are the
goals of the Afmanists. as you see it?

Ndlovu: It is the same as COSATI1.
If the PAC had a manifesto or charter
they would adopt il. We believe the
PAC is a spent force, but this is an at
tempt to revive Africanism.

Kwelemtlnl: Perhaps we are more
black consciousness aligned. But our
poliey is non-alignment. We believe
the ~me has come for us to come up
witl\ a workers' manifesto as workers.
Workers are composed of ANC, UDF,
black consciousness, Africanists,
Unity Movement. We believe the
manifesto could be a uniting faclOr.
That is why I called for a workers'
manifesto at the sum mil

labour Bulletin: Bya workers'
manifesto are you referring to the
strategy ofdrawing up a workers' La-
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bour Helations Acl
(LRA) tMI was pro
posed by the sum
mil?

Kwelemtinl: They
are different. The
LRA refers lO the
legal situation. The manifesto should
specify what workers would like to
see happen more broadly.

Ndloyu: The workers' LRA will
deal with the work situation. The
manifesto would also lOuch political
issues. Questionnaires should be sent
out asking wor!{ers how they see poli
tics as workers. On the purely work
side there may be some overlap.

labour Bulletin: What would dis
tinguish a workers' tJUlnijesto from
the Freedom Charter or the Azanian
Manifesto?

Kwelemtinl: h would be a guiding
document for workers as workers.
Workers must identify what affects
them and what it is they are looking
for as workers, in lhe future - maybe
long tenn. So it will touch on political
issues. We have always said even if
lhe ANC or PAC or black conscious
ness lakes over tomorrow, we as
workers and managers are here to slay.

So we are talking of bilateral
agreements - the LRA is over there,
but here in this plant what is it lhat we
can live with? How do we want to live
here? That would give workers a say
in their lives wilhout political inter
ference, because workers arc united as
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Ndloyu: It could be a socialist docu
ment. In the long run it could become
a workers' pany. The mainline organi
sations have left workers out of their
programmes.

LONGWAY KWELEMTlNIIGOBA NDWVU

workers, whether they are ANC, PAC sion. Officials do LIle
or whatever. paperwork, LIley

negOliate for wor
kers, they rely on
officials for a num
ber of things. So if
for such a crucial meeting we arc ex
cluded it is a problem.

Labour Bulletin: Has the summit
brought unily any closer?

Kwelemtlnl: Partly. We have not
yet discussed the obstacles to unity.
For example the poaching of members
is dividing us. despite an agreement
reached at IUF that a union should not
poach members at a factory where LIle
other union has a recognition agree
menL But other unions have gone out
of their way to poach. If we retaliate
there will be chaos. Maybe such is
sues can be sorted ouL Maybe by the
third or fourth summit it will be clear
whcLller there is progress.

Ndloyu: MWASA was at the fore
front of arguing that NACTU should
not attend the summit. But now they
have decided to attend future sum
mits. This shows the summit has done
a lot for unity.

Kwelemtinl: Even those affiliates
that did not auend. their members did
attend.

Labour Bulletin: What im~t did
the absence ofofficials have on the
summit?

NdloyU: It was an unfortunate dcci--

Kwelemtinl: It is unfortunate. Offi
cials are carefully chosen by workers.
If at the next summit we invite libera
tion organisations, I don 'l see us
excluding officials.

Labour Bulletin: How would you
describe the mood ofthe summit?

Kwelemtinl: It was a bit tense,
though with time it loosened up a biL
Still. there was that caution. It helped
us to know each other better. For in
stance, people from COSATV were
able to come to me and discuss my
speech openly. Some even said that as
workers this is what they are looking
for. Or Barayi. people have always
read about him. But now they can
lhink for themselves what type of per
son he is. People always heard about
Longway Kwelemtini. But now after
hearing me speak they can say what
son of person I am.

Labour Bulletin: What is the future
ofNACTU?

Kwelemtlnl: We sec NACTU as
surviving. We still owe our allegiance
to NACTU. We arc not going to sim
ply Iel it crack. But the more closely
we work as federations !.he beUer. -er
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Interview
with NACTU

LABOUR BULLETIN interviewed CUNNINGHAM
NGCUKANA, NACTU's assistant General-Secretary, to get
the federations's views on the Workers' Summit.

Labour Bulletin: What is the
NACTU position on the Workers'
Summit which hasjust been held?

Ngcukana: NACfU is for the sum
mit, il has never been against the
summit. All we were asking was to
postpone the summit so that we can
fonnulate clear guidelines on how
working class unity can be built in
this country. We will be holding a na
tional workshop in mid-April to do
this. Then we will be prepared to dis
cu unity on that basis.

We were prepared to go to the
summit and discuss the LRA. We tOld
CO$ATIl that, but they insisted on in
cluding unily on the agenda.
$0 we said in that case we
are not able to come. In prin.
ciple we arc agreed on the
need for working class
unity, we have never becn
against it - but it is a ques
tion of the mechanics of
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achieving this.
It is not that we were pulling out

of the summit. The question of the
LRA that was discussed, we've got no
problem with thai, because as a feder
ation we have a position on it

Labour Bulletin: What is
NACTU's position now on the recom
mendntions that were adopted at the
summit?

Ngcukana: NACI1J has a resolu
tion and a position. The summit only
produced a recommendation thai still
has to be discussed. On our side there
is nothing to discuss because we al

ready have a position,
whereas COSATl/ still has
to discuss its position.

Labour Bulletin: The
summiJ recommtludd de
claring a national dispute
with all employers by tllb-
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ling demnnds on 2 May. Will
NACTU come in on that?

Ngcukana: NACfU is not averse to
actioo. Our resolution which was
decided by our national shopstewards'
council last year and ratified by
constitutional structures, states that
we will stage days of protest, and
also take protest. action against busi
nesses in the towns and cities ofour
country. This will be decided in con
sultation with the mass democratic
movement ofour country including
the churches.

But we scea problem with the rec
ommendations of the summit. Our
national shopstewards' council re-

CUNNINGHAM NGCUKANA

solved not to ask em
ployers to contract
oul of the LRA, be
cause if some agree
and others refuse it
might divide the
working elass in future action against
the LRA. So we are not prepared to
declare disputes with individual em
ployers.

Weare only prepared to oomand
that employers eontract out of the
LRA if all employers agree, through
something like 5ACCOLA. Likewise
we are only prepared to adopt the
strategy ofdeclaring a dispute if it is
truly national, ie. if it affects all em
ployers. The recommendations

Cunningham Ngcukana at the joint May Day meeting in 1985
Photo: Paul WainbetplAfrapix
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however create a situation where
some employers contract out, othcrs
don't, and so the working class is
divided. It means some workers will
have to contract out of action against
the LRA. We have a problem with
that, and we would not want to be part
of such a strategy.

Now, on the question of drafting
an LRA for the government· we do
not believe that as a working class or
ganisation we can do that, it is
something thal will give legitimacy to
a governmenl that is illegal in the eyes
of the majority. Drafting legislation
for the Nationalist Party· that is a seri
ous thing, it would compromise our
principlcs. The government would
make a lot of mileage out of that,
claiming to be negotiating with organi.
sations that reject violence. We are
not prepared to give them that oppor
tunily.

We arc not prepared to discuss our
objections with a minister, but only
his functionaries.

The recom mendations also state
that the ne)(t sum mil "will involve all
forces thal arc fighting for the liocra
tion of all in South Africa." People
speak in d,lfferent tongues when they
refer to nationallibcration. We ap
proach this question on a principled
basis - we arc not prepared to involve
someone like Mabu7..a [Chief Minister
of Kangwanel. We had a problem
with the Anti-Apartheid Conference.
We work according 10 working class
principles of nor.-collaboration. We
cannot Sil down with enemies of the
working class.

Finally, the recommendations link
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the campaign
againsl lhe LRA
with the Living
Wage Campaign We
need clarity on this.
Different unions are
taking diffcrent approaches to the Liv
ing Wage Campaign. Some have
calculated a specific amount as the
Living Wage. Our approach is that the
Living Wage must depend on whal
the company can pay and on the level
of workers' organisation in that fac
tory. Otherwise you find a company
which is paying above the Living
Wage, and it then argues that it does
not need to pay an increase because it
is already paying a Living Wage. To
campaign for a Living Wage also
clouds the issue of the exploitation of
workers by the ruling class. Workers
are led to believe that there can be
such a thing as as a fair wage.

Labour Bulletin: What is
NACTU'sposidon on one country,
onejederaJion?

Ngcukana: Itisoneofthercsolu
lions ofour federation that we need to
move in that direction. It is a prin
ciple. But how do we achieve it, what
is the mechanism? We do not have
one federation in the country· we
have a myriad unions, we have two
fedcrations, we have unions of the left
and the right.

Labour Bulletin: What is the posi.
tion ojNACTU affjilkJtes who at·
tended the summiJ? They stated that
they represent NACTU.
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Ngcukana: They do not lepiesent
NACTU. the national council of
NACTU repn;sents the federation. I
have said repeatedly that there were
no NACIU affiliates at the summit
there were some individuals only. We
leave it to our affiliates to take action
against the individuals who attended
in their name.

Labour Bulletin: But sonu ajJil.
wttS toolc the decision to allend as
u"io"s.

Ngcukana: To give you one
example. and it appeared in the press:
one such affiliate on the East Rand
actually dismissed an organiser who
advocated going to the summit That
is why I say we leave it to the affil
iates. Of course. there were
differences on going to the summit,
but the democratic process took its
course and the majority decision is
binding on all affiliates.

Labour Bulletin: /" mIlny circles
the divisiollS in NACTU are i"ter·
preted as co"flict bttween A/manists
and bio.clc consciousness supporters,
IIOIl> that A/ricanism is dominant
WluJt is lour comment'!

Ngcukana: There is no trade union
that is politically homogenous. No
trade union organises on the basis of
political line • they organise on the
basis or the material conditions of wor
kers on the shopOoor. Workers do not
join any trade union on the basis of
political line - that you must be clear
on. If there are political differences in

CUNN/HGIIAM NGCUKANA

NACI1J they are in
every trade union.
COSAro itself has
serious political divj·
sians. Why single
outNAcnJ?

Labour Bulletin: Bllt /HOp/$ inside
and outside NACTU are saying that
there are allempts to turn NACTU
into an A/ricanist/ederanon. It also
stems tho.t the dMsiollS over tht slim·
mit shOll> seruulS tellSions in
NACTU.

Ngcukana: It is not true. Differen
ces are not divisions. The unity that
you will find in NACI1J is greater
than in any other federation. The
whole issue of the summit we have
pol behind ourselves. and we are look
ing forwards and continuing to do our
work as a united federation. Unlike
COSAro. which is Chartcrist,
NAcru has not adoped a political p0

sition.

Labour Bulletin: Whatdis';n·
guishes NACTUfrom COSATU'!

Ngcukana: We have not adopted a
political position and they have. That
is a dear dividing line. Secondly. we
have not chosen who our allies will
be. Our allies will be all who hold the
interests of the wor\:ing class to be
paramount. and il will be determined
by the base of the struggle and on the
basis of the principle of non-eollabora
tion. We have not placed NACTU in a
political camp. "Ct
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The summit
- a step
towards unity
by KARL VON HOWT

Las, year the organised working
class spearheaded Ihe biggest Slay
away in Soulh Africa's history. The
slayaway was called in proleSt against
Slate repression in gener.ll,lhe new
labour Bill in particular. This year
!.he ongoing battle against the LRA
cook! sec wKlescak: industrial action,
if decisions taken by the workers'
summit in March are implemented.

"The summit decided 10 maJce a
series of six demands to plant and
company management, and to 08
tiooal employer organisations, on 2
May. If the employers do not respond
favourably wilhin 30 days, Ihe unions
will consider lodging disputes. This
would amount to a national dispute
with all employers, which could open
the way to national industrial action.

This is a bold strategy for regain
ing the initialive in Ihe struggle
against Ihe LRA. But it will be no
easy wk.
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The need to mobilise again

The first difficulty will be to
mobilise factory StruClures and memo
bership around Ihe demands again.
The first half of last year saw a grow
ing mobilisation and anger against the
Bill. Several factors contributed to
Ihis. Firstly, there were intensive
union education and information
drives. Secondly. COSATIJ affiliates
organised weekly lunch-time demon
strations against the Bill. And thirdly,
there was a climate of political milit
ancy provoked by the repression in
general, and in particular the banning
of UDF and 16 other organisations in
January.

This mobilisation culminated in
the extremely militant COSATIJ
Special Congress in May, and Ihe
three-day stayaway which followed.

But after the stayaway mobilisa
tion stopped. It may be that this is one
of the weaknesses of the stayaway as
a taclic: it is a massive demonstration
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of protest and strength, but it docs not
necessarily lead anywhere. The
stayaway is such a big action that it
seems poimless to return to lunchtime
demonstrations and lesser fonns of ac
tion.

At any rate, COSATIl and
NACfU leadership became bogged
down in protracted negotiations with
the SA Committee for Labour Affairs

WORKERS' SUMMIT

If the summit de
cision is to be
implemented, the
unions will have to
start again with the
massive task: of
mobilising and educating workers, so
that they can back the demands and
put pressure on management. The
campaign will have to take root at a

Keynote speakers: Elijah Barayi of COSATU, Laurence Phatlhe from
OVGWU and Lonyway Kwelimtini of FBWU (NACTUj

Photo: Labour &JUe/in

(SACCOLA) and neglected mobilisa
tion. Unions turned to shopnoor
issues. In the end the negotiations fell
apan. Employers must have been well
pleased with their success: they had
Conceded nothing, the mass move
ment against the Bill had run out of
Steam, and the Bill became a law in
September.

mass level as it did last year.
The summit decided on a series of
May Day meetings country-wide to
SlaTt this process, but it cannot stop
there.

The second difficulty in implc
meming the summit strategy is simply
the logistical difficulty ofco-ordinat
ing such a large number of disputcs
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and negotialions with hundreds of
companies and employer organisa
tions. This will require proper
structures for organising, co-ordinat·
ing and directing the campaign.
Apparently such structures arc soon to
be set up.

The lIlird difficulty is that em
ployers will not present a unilcd front
on the issue. Some will accede, o!hers
will engage in protracted negotiations,
others will refuse ouLright One can
also expect a nurry of legal cases as
employers attempt to Jnvent action.
All of this will make it diffICult to co
ordinate simulumcous national action.
One may see somelhing like a series
of rolling sLrikes instead, as unions tar
get lIle inuansigent employers, and as
disputes come to a head one after !he
other.

Even if !he unions are only partly
successful in overcoming lhesc diffi
culties, the summit strategy could
open the way 10 unprecedented na
tional industrial struggle.

Towards a workers' LRA

As a long tenn programme !he
summit called on workers to formu
lale ;"workers' LRA. ft It is not yet
clear what !his means. According to
Chris Dlamini, convening commiuees
could be established at local, regional
and national level to collect demands
from workers cOWltry-wide. These
would then be drafted into an LRA, in
a process like that which produced !he
Freedom Chaner.

One of the principle aims would
be to reach workers at prescnt ex-
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c1uded from the
LRA - farmworkers
and public sector
workers especially.
The process of col
lecting demands
could serve to mobilise and organise
these workers. Some delegates to !he
summit stressed !hat housing, educa
tion and land should also be addressed
by the workers' LRA.

What is not clear at this stage is
what status this document would
have. Would it be tabled for negotia
tions with employtts and, ultimately,
the government, with the aim ofestab
lishing a new LRA for the country?
Some who attended the summit have
suggested this, rderring to the fact
that employers always ask unions
what Lhcir allernative to the current
LRA is.

Or would it take the form of a wor
kers' charter, mapping out the role
and the rights of workers in a post
apartheid South Africa? Would it
serve as a linking document between
current suuggles and the position of
workers in a liberated South Africa? If
it does take this form, it could open up
important debalCS in the worldng class
movement It would link to earlier de
baleS in COSATV about the Freedom
Charter and a possible workers'
charter.

At lhal stage the debate was p0.

larised in such a way lhat a workers'
charter was seen as an alternative to
the Freedom Charter. But since then
both the ANC's Constitutional Gui
delines and the SA Communist Pany'
have endorsed the idea ofa workers'
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The summit - forging
unity?

tendencies. This
would only be
possible if it was
seen, not as an alter
native to the
Freedom Charter,
but as complimentary to it.

Such a programme could take on
special significaoce in the light of me
circulation of the ANC's constitu
tional guidelines. The ANC has stated
that the guidelines are a draft to be dis
cussed by organisations inside South
Africa, and expanded and amended
where necessary. A workers' LRA or
charter could provide an important av
enue for organised workers to discuss
the guidelines and contribute 10 them.

It is particularly important
that the mass democratic
movement take on this task
now. The ANC is under great
international pressure to pres
ent a 'moderate' image, and it
is important for the mass
movement to put forward
with confidence and strength
its own views and demands
for a liberated South Africa.

charter as a complement to the Free
dom Charter.

Such a document would also echo
the call by the Mtwa wing of
CCAWUSA for a worker's manifesto
as a ~non-sectarianft documenL A simi
lar call was made by Longway
Kwelemtini in his speech on behalf of
the NACTU affiliates which attended
me summiL

It is clear mat me idea of a 'wor
kers' LRA' has many possibilities,
and mat different political tendencies
could have very different conceptions
of its role and its purpose. While it
may provoke heated debate, it could
at the same time promote unity and co
operation between different

Delegates were cautious
as to whether the summit had
contributed 10 building unity.
In the frrst place, NACTU's
withdrawal was a blow. It
was also a surprise, seeing as
the idea for the summit had

Singing together....fighting together? come from NACTU.
Photo: Labour Bulletin Secondly, the fact that by
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the end of two days only the first item
on the agenda had been discussed
shows that it was not easy to establish
common ground. However, decisions
were reached, and an immediate and a
long-tenn programme were agreed on.
This is a significant step forward.
Clearly the different unions felt they
faced commoo problems, and there
was a will to compromise and reach
agreement - although the NACI1J af·
filiates insisted lhat the decisioos
should be called "recommendations"
so that they could go back and discuss
them in their unions.

The fact that the summit happened
at all is a sign of how far the quest for
unity has developed already. Just one
year ago it would have been im
possible. The need for unity with
NAcru was one of the motivations
behind the resolution on working
class unity put forward by NUMSA
and CWlU at the COSATV special
congress last year? This was rejected
in favour of deepening unity with
COS AllJ's UOF allies, and conven·
ing a broad Anti·Apartheid Con·
ference, to include NACI1J as well as
middle-class and liberal forces.

11leJune stayaway and the sub
sequent negotiations with SACCOLA,
however, saw co-operation between
COSAllJ and NACI1J for the first
time. Both federations began 10 com·
promise their hatdline positions on
unity. COSAllJ was prepared to co
operate with the smaller federation,
even while it maintained its commit
ment 10 one counlty, one federation as
the ultimate goal. NACI1J on the
other hand commilted itself to the
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principle orone
federation, while
stressing its reluct·
ance 10 see that as
an immediate goal.
It was these develop
ments that paved the way for the wor
kers'summit.

Political tension between NACI1J
and COS A111 had by no meaN disap
peared, however. While they might
co-opcrateon the LRA, the Anti-Apar
theid Conference convened by
COSAllJ in September sparked
heated arguments in NACnJ as to
whether it should attend. The stale

banned the AAC, and this saved
NACfU from having to make a deci
sion that could have divtdcd it as a
federation.

These political differences be
tween COSA111 and NACI1.J appear
to bea major factor in NACI1J's deci
sion not to aUCnd the summit

Tensions in NACfU

The summit revealed that the te....
sions in NACI1J run deep. At its
annual conference in August last year
Africanists became increasingly in
fluential in the leadership of the
federation. Observers had expected it
would now be sympathetic 10 closer
links with COSATIJ.3

Historically, the NAcru unions
had been associated with an ideology
of 'black working class leadership'.
They objected in principle to white in
tellectuals playing an imponant role.
It was this issue that divided CUSA
and AZAcru from the non-racial
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unions Ihat went on to fonn
COSATIJ. When CUSA and
AZACTIJ merged to fonn NACTU in
1986, black consciousness was a
powerful influence. The Africanists
who have become a powerful force
are ideologically more flexible on the
role of whiles.'"

It was this that made NACTU
seem more open to co-operation with
COSAnJ.

But surprisingly, it was NACTU
leadership and the Africanist unions
such as SACWU which pulled out of
the summit. There have been sugges
lions that the Africanists may have
Slayed oul of the summit because
NACfU is the only significant base
for Arricanism inside South Arrica. In
recent interviews, ~Africanist leaders
elaborated, saying the ArricanisLS had
come to the realisation that NACTU
was the only remaining Arricanisl or
ganisalion able to operate lawfully
internally. There was therefore a re
luctance on their part to risk diluting
this one source of slrCngth - which
would certainly occur if unilY de
veloped with the far more powerful
COSATU...4

Thus the rise of Arricanism in
NACfU had contradictory effects. On
the one hand there was greaLCr ideo
logical flexibilily and therefore a
possibilily of co-operation with
COSATIJ. On the other, there was a
strong need to establish an inde-
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pendent basc for Af·
ricanism. This need
seems to have
become stronger
over the lasl while.
The reluclance to be
diluted would underline more general
fears in NACTU of being swallowed
organisationally and politically by the
bigger unions in COSATIJ.

Clearly the black consciousness
tendency is Quite bitter about the way
in which AfricaniSl dominance has
been eslablished.5 Il seems as if there
is a sizeable grouping of non-aligned
unionists who have also been alie·
nated by the political clashes. Il seems
to have been the black consciousness
unions such as BAMCWU and the
non-aligned unions such as FBWU
which opted to attend the summit.

Origins of NACTU

In order to grasp the dynamics in
NACfU, and the prospects for unity it
is important to undersland its origins.

When NACTIJ was formed CUSA
was the bigger federation, with large
affiliates such as FBWU, SACWU
and SCAWV. AZACTU had been
formed in 1984, was smaller. and was
associated with AZAPO.

CUSA unions had slartCd at much
lhe same time as the major industrial
unions thal went on lO form
COSATIJ. The CUSA unions were

• No-one has explained 1191)' clearly what the programmatic dfferences are between
black conS¢OUSfl8SS and Africanism, beyond the obvious fact that the former is associ
ated with AZAPO and the latter with those who are sympathetic to the PAC. In fact, one
worker leader in NACTU confided thaI he had always thOlJght AZAPO was part of the
PAC tTadtion until aaimonious argument between the two positions emerged in
NACTU last year.
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COSA TU's Elijah Bafayi
addresses the summit

Photo: Frank. MeintjieslCOSA TU

generally less mili
tant, weaker, and
lhcy had a lower de
gree of worker
control.6 They
tended 10 be less hos·
tile 10 management, and c.-gani.sed far
fewer strikes than the oon-racial
unions. CUSA affiliated to the
1CFI1J. and unlike the non-racial
unions. it did not stress socialism.

The dirfcrent respooses ofCUSA
and COSA11J 10 the political crisis of
1984 and after shows something of
their different approaches. The non
racial unions and later COSA111
became more involved in mass ac·
tions such as stayaways, and began to
develop alliances with UDF-a1igned
mass organisations in lhe lOwnships.
CUSA tended to be non-commillal or
even opposed stayaways. as in 1986
when it issued a joint statement with
!he major empk>yer organisations stat·
ing that ~connictcan be resolved
through negotiation, discussion and
compromise. ft7

Several of these tendencies conti·
nued in NAcru. COSATU unioos
generally have a greater capacity to
mobilise, as was demonstrated in thc
metal industry negotiations and strike
last year'. There are a host of small
unions in NAC11J. and thcre havc
been no attempls lO mergc them in big
gcr industrial unions. The NACTU
conference last year stressed the need
for mergers, proper auditing of mcm
bership figures. and a greater dcgree
of workcr control. Despite thcse prob
Icms NACI1J docs have some big and
effective affiliates. especially
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the anti-LRA cam
paign, and ahat
MWASA. as an affil
iate which opposed
going to the summit.
has decided after
heated debate to auend the next one.

Time will tell whether NACTU
splits over this issue, whether it with
draws from the unity process, or
whether it joins the mainstream drive
for unity. ~
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SACWU. FBWU, BCAWU and
TAWU. These unions have led impon
ant struggles in the chemical, food,
construction and transpon sectors.

The merger with AZAcru, and
the development of a strong Africanist
position. added a mililant rhetorie of
socialism and liberation to the more
moderate unionism of CUSA.
NACTU is no affiliated to the ICFTIJ.
Apan from the black consciousness
and Africanist political tendencies,
there is a grouping of non-aligned for
mer CUSA unionists.

Despite political differences bet
ween NACTU and COSA111, and
within NACTU, the summit has been
a significant force for unity thus far.
NOl only did it bring together CO-
SA111. the independents, and II
NACTU unions, but members from
other NACTU affiliatcs defied their
federation's decision and attended as
war- kers. They are likely to carry the
message of unity back to their unions 
the NACTU II believe this is why
there has been no auempt to discipline
them.

The summit will give unity a push
forward if its recommendations lead
to co-operation and joint action. It is
especially encouraging ahat NACTU
has indicated its willingness to join in
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Worker's summit
recommendations
This summit noting:

I. The Labour Relations Act does
not cover all sectors of our country e.g
eltcludes public sector workers, do
mestic workers, farmworkers and
forestry workers;

2. This Act is intended La erode
the legitimate rights of workers;

3. The Labour Relations Act
undermines gains that we have
achieved through hardship and
sacrifices;

4. It does not serve the interests of
the working class but those of the capi
talists and the racist regime;

5. Despite our protest action
agairist the Bill on 6, 7 and 8 June
1988, employers trapped us shrewdly
into fruitless negotiations and sup
poned that the Bill be enacled.

And further believing that:

I. Workers in lhis summit have
united to campaign against the LRA
and also to seek an alternative thal
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will cover all sectors in our country;
2. The basis for ultimalC unity of

the working class can be achieved
lhrough unity in action;

3. The working class musl deter
mine the direction for a future South
Africa free of eltploitalion and op
pressIOn;

4. This Act is intended 10 divide
workers al the shop-floor level and
also to deslrOy the labour movement
in total.

Therefore recommends to:

1. Can upon workers counlrywide
LO formulate their own LRA thal will
cover all secLOrs of our counlry
including farmworkers, domestic
workers. foreslry workers and public
sector workers as a long term strategy.

2. Find ways of not using the In
dustrial Coun.

3. Revise our recognition agree
ments to circumvent offensive clauses
of the Act.

4. Submit our demands around the
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LRA to SACCOLA. ()(her employer
organisations including individual em
ployers on/by May 2 1989. To include
the following demands:

4.1 The right to strike and the right
to picket;

4.2 No dismissal wilhout proper
hearing(s);

4.3 Retrenchment should be nego
tiated with representative unions and
will address the LIFO system;

4.4 Recognition of majority
unions;

4.5 The right to sympathy strikes;
4.6 Any other demands that have

been put forward by COSA1U and
NACIlJ in previous negotiations.

S. Isolate employers who use the
provisions of the LRA against unions.

6_ Give employers 30 days to re
spond to our demands and to declare a
national dispute with employers if
they refuse to make positive progress
towards meeting the demands.

7. Link. the LRA campaign to the
Living Wage Campaign and the cam
paign for a living UIF benefit for all
work.ers.

RECOMMENDATIONS

8. Mobilise workers and the com
munity around these issues natiooaJly.
regionally and locally.

9. Use May Day rallies 10 mobilise
the working class around the LRA
both nationally and internationally.

10. Conduct natiooaJ ballots
around these demands in all
industries.

Further recommends to :

1. Call for future sum mils that
would involve all forces that are fight
ing for the liberation ofall in South
Africa.

2. Intensify our rejection of the
present LRA through further protest
actions.

3. Continue discussions on the
LRA amongst the two federations.
COSA11Jand NACI1J. and inde
pendcnl unions.

The committee co-ordinating this
historic summit must take rcponsi
biJity for carrying forward these
recommendations and should include
the chairpersons of the summit. 'Ct
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COSATU affiUates

• Amalgamated Clothing & Textile
Workers Union of SA

• Construction & Allied Workers
Union

• Commercial Catering and
Allied Workers Union of S A

• Chemical Workers Industrial
Union

• Food & Allied Workers Union
• National Education, Health & Al

lied Workers Union
• National Union of Mlneworkers
• National Union of Metalworkers

of SA
• National Unemployed Workers

Co-ordlnaUng Committee
• Paper. Prlnllng. Wood & Allied

Workers Union
• Post Office & Telecommunica-

tions Workers Association
• S A Domestic Workers Union
• S A Municipal Workers Union
• S A RaHway & Harbour Workers

Union
• Transport & General Workers

Unlon

NACTU affiliates

• Food Beverage Workers Union
• Black Electronics & Electrical

Workers Union
• Brushes & Cleaners Workers

Union
• Banking, Insurance, Finance,

AssuratlFe Workers Union
• Black DOmestic Workes

Association
• National Union of Public Service

Workers
• S A Laundry, Dry-cleaning and

Dyeing Workers Union
• Black Allied Mining &

Construction Workes Union
• Natal Liquor & Catering Trades

Efl;Iployees Union
• Eleclrtcal & Allied Workers Trade

Union

Apri/1989

Rep.resentatives from the fol
10WiDR: NACTU unions at·
tende'a in their capacity as
workers committed to action
against the LRA:

• S A Chemical Workers Union
• Black Construction & Allied

Workers Unton
• National Union of Wine, Spirits &

Allied Workers
• Transport & Allied Workers Union
• National Union of Fann

workers
• Media Workers Association of S A
• MWASA Western Cape sent a

message of support

Independent unions

• Durban Integrated Municipal Em-
ployees Society

• Electriclly Workers Union
• Gannent & Allied Workers Union
• Natal Baking & Allied Workers

Union
• National Union of Brick & Allied

Workers
• S A Wood Workers Union (sent a

message of support)
• University of Westem Cape

Workers Union
• zakhenl Transport & Allied

Workers Union
• S A Postal Telecommunications

Employees Union
• Orange Vaal General Workers

Union
• Engineering & Industrial

Workers Union
• National Workers Union of S A
• S A Post Office Employees

Association nvL)
• National Union of Steel & Allied

Workers
• Combined Small Factory

Workers Unton
• African Mlneworkers Union
• National Union of Leather

workers (Dbn)
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Chemical
workers - the
struggle over
disinvestment
Last year Chemical Workers Industrial Union (CWIU)
declared a dispute over disinvestment with 41 foreign
multinational companies. The dispute marked a new stage
in the position of unions on disinvestment. ROBYN RAFEL
reports on the dispute and the disinvestment debate in
COSATU.

On 30 August last year Chemical
Workers Industrial Union (CWIU), af·
filiated toCOSATU, announced that
it had applied for a conciliation board
in a dispute with 41 foreign-controlled
multi-national companies (MNC's).
The union was demanding negotia
tions to establish procedw-es to be fol
lowed if the companies disinvest from
South Africa

The announcement caused astir.
Firstly, 11,000 workers were covered
by the dispute and if it was not seuled
there was the prospect of a very big
legal strike. Secondly, and perhaps

more importantly, it raised many ques
tions about the overall issue of
sanctions and disinvestment.

The overriding aim of the various
campaigns for sanctions and disinvest
ment is to weaken South Africa
economically in the hope that this will
force the government to abandon
apartheid. COSATU and NACIU
both support these campaigns because
they support the anti-apartheid
struggle. Nevertheless, unions exist to
protect and fight for workers. Many
people have found it difficult to under
stand their position, if sanctions and
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disinvestment mean lIlat
jobs will be lost and their
membership eroded. What
was CWIU trying to say
with this dispute'?

To understand why the
union embarked on its cam
paign we have to
understand its and
eaSATU's positions on these mat
ters. We also have to look at what has
actually happened whcn MNCs have
disinvested.

Disinvestment and
COSATU's founding
congress

At its inaugural congress in Dur
ban in December 1985, COSATU
adopted a resolution saying it believed
all forms of international pressure - in
cluding sanctions and disinvestment,
or the threat ofdisinvestment· are an
essential and effective form of press
ure on the government· and should be
supported. Furthermore, if the govern
ment remained intransigent, the
pressure should be increased.

A third part to the resolution
added that COSATU was committed
~10 ensuring that the social wealth of,
South Africa remains the property of
the people of SA for the benefit of
aiL" What exactly was meant by this,
and the means by which it was to be
achieved, were to become thorny is
sucs. Soon too, doubts would also be
voiced as to whether sanctions and dis
investment really were being effective
against the government.

Indeed, when COSATU convened
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for its second congress in
Johannesburg in July
1987 and assessed dcvel·
opments, it radically
refined its thinking on
both issues. In thc inter
vening period the
campaign for interna
tional economic action

against Pretoria had grown enormous
ly. Several new sanctions were
imposed, the best known of which
were probably those applied in terms
of the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid
Act which came into effect in the
United States in 1986. Yet even
though the S.A. govemmentclearly
did not like sanctions, it was equally
clear that it was still very mueh in
power. Funhermore, despite the pas
sage of the American legislation,
neither the UnilCd States administra
tion nor the Thatcher govcmment in
Britain - two of South Africa's major
trading partners· were in favour of
sanctions. The West Gcnnan govern
ment felt the same way, while Japan
was well on its way to becoming this
country's leading supplicr.

Disinvestment at COSATU's
second congress

At the second congress COSATU
was at pains to point out that the or
ganised working class in South Africa
had not had control of sanctions cam
paigns and that the government and its
~impcrialist backers ft would try to
shift the burden of sanctions onto wor
kers. And the federation was careful
to limit its support for sanctions to
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comprehensive mandaLOry sanctions
as they were "the only sanctions
which were likely 10 bring effective
pressure which will assist in bringing
about a non-violent, truly democratic
and non-racial SA. ~

Selective sanctions packages
- which is what applies at present 
would not be effective. roSA111
said. Instead, ~they cause serious re
gional unemploymenl~. Fu.nhennore.
self-interest rather than the interests of
the South African wOrking class had
oflen been the motive behind the im
position of various sanctions
measures. In other words, at the sec
ond congress COSA111 adopted an
~a11 or nothing~ approach to sanctions.
Given that it is an organization of wor
kers. it is hard to see what else it
could have-done.

As its contribution to the direction
of sanctions campaigns, COSATV de
clared. it supponcd calls for:

• An end 10 loans and credit to the
government, Soulh African busi
ness, mWlicipalities and bantus
tans:

• Diplomatic isolation of Soulh Af-
rica;

• An end to South African tourists,
businessmen and State ofncials
travelling overseas;

• South Africans 10 be stopped
from emigrating abroad:

• The effective and comprehensive
implementation of the UN arms
embargo;

• A stop to the SA State and busi
ness recruiting skilled workers'
overseas;

CW/U AND DISINVESTMENT
• Sporting groups and individuals

to be stopped from visiting and
playing in lhis country. while SA
sporting groups should not play
abroad.

In the preamble 10 the resolution
on disinvestment aOOptcd at the con
gress, roSA111 stated that it believed
effective economic pressure was es
sential for bringing about a system of
justice and equality in a peaceful man
ner, and wilh the least pain and
suffering by the poor. Disinvestment
as currently practiced. however, was
nothing more than ~corporate camouf
lage~ which often allowed those
companies to increase their support
for the government. roSA111 then re
solved lIlat companies shook! give
notice of any intention to pullout of
South Africa so that bona fide negotia
tions could take place on the issue.
The resolution restates COSA111's
committment to ensuring that the s0

cial wealth of South Africa remained
the property of the people.

CWIU debates disinvestment

cwtu was the union which pro
posed both resolutions at the
COSA11J congress. At the CWIU na
tional congress the month before.
debate on sanctions and disinvestment
had been one of the key items on the
agenda, and the resolutions COSA111
adopted were virtually identical to the
ones the CWIU congress had ratified.
CWIU is panicularly concerned about
these issues, says general secretary
Rod Crompton, because the chemical
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scclor has a highcc concentration of
MNCs than other induslries. ~Lols of
unions within COSA111 arc very dis
tam from disinvesunent,~ Crompton
LOld Labour Bulletin. "This is true for
those organising the railways and mu
nicipalities and, LO some extenL, even
for those operating in other industrial
sectors. Our situation is very differ
ent.~

CWIU notes that 150 MNCs have
disinvested from South Africa, many
claiming that they did so in response
to the disinvestrnem lobby, thereby
gaining a lot of polilical mileage in
their home countries. In the vast ma
jority of these cases, the companies
were sold to South African companies
or the local management of the
company, often at extremely low
prices. In most cases also. the
depaning company has entered into
agreement with the new management
providing for things like franchises,
licensing rights. and ihe supply of
technology.

CWIU ~Iieves lhat ihe mainten
ance of such links and the income
they generale for the dcpancd MNCs
is not disinvestment in the true sense
of the word, but what it calls "corpor
ate camouflage~. It believes that the
barglun prices paid when local man
agements have been the buyers shows
that ~disinvesting" companies expect
other benefits from the deal.

In contrast 10 the benefits that
have flowed to South African busi
ness, workers have received the raw
end of the deal, says the union. Unlike
the new managements they have not
been allowed to negotiate the terms of
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the deal. In vinually all cases unions
have received no prior notification of
companies' inlention to disinvest.
Many of the new managements have
adopled a harsher attitude LO their
unions. In some cases new and worse
conditions of work have been im
posed, and there have also been
instances where the new owners have
retrenched workers immediately after
the sale.

CWIU is not alone in arguing thal
many disinvestrnents have been "cor
porate camouflage~. Even business
leaders have a similar view. Take, for
example, comments made by Escom
chairman Dr J B Marcc in Dccem~r

laSl year atlhe AGM of the SA Mutu
tal Life Assurance Society.

Marcc said: "The decision in re
cent times by American companies to
disinvest from South Africa has again
clearly illustrated the importance of
the large corporation. Disinvestment
involves the withdrawal of foreign
management and enterprise from
South Africa. If there had not been the
capacity to acquire these foreign
owned, often large, organisalions,
then their activities would have
ceased. their assets would have been
dissipated and vitaltcchnology would
have been lost. bUllhis has in fact not
happened.

"These corporations have been ac
quired·in their entirety by South
African companies who have both the
financial and the managerial capacilY
to do so. They have continued to func
tion as local businesses and in the
process the business activity, the jobs
and technology have been preserved
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CWIU workers - not opposing disinvestment, but demanding negotiations
on the issue

Photo: Eric MiHer/Afrapix

to the benefit of the South African
economy.In this way the potentially
serious negative effects ofdisinvest
ment have largely been negated."

Disinvestment has
empowered management

Crompton comments: "The fact is
that disinvestment has to be examined
in tenns of whether it has been an ef
fective form of pressure on the
government. From Marte's observa
tions, this is clearly not always the
case. I think it was never envisaged by
disinvestment lobbyists that the pro
cess of disinvestment should empower
management over workers. If any
thing, it was meant to be the other
way around. We arc saying that disin
vestment must take place in line with

our terms and on our terms. If things
are not done this way it is not disin
vestment but corporate camouflage.~

Part of the problem about sanc
tions and disinvestment, according to
Crompton. is not only that interna
tional anti-apartheid campaigners
have very few other options for ap
plying pressure, but also that many
foreigners have only a limited under
standing of what apartheid is. "In the
United States, for instance. many
people see it in terms of the civil
rights movement. They have never
had to deal with an economic system
that has race built into it," says Cromp
ton. "They don't have to deal with the
kind of monster we do."

"For complex reasons South Afri
ca has become the key focus of
everything that is bad in the world and
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a very wide range ofgroups arc in
volved in lobbying for sanctions and
disinvesunent - from very conserva
tive church groups La very radical
groups," he adds. "I think that the
people doing the mobilizing do have a
genuine concern for the oppressed
people of this country. But they are
also using the issue La mobilize on
other issues which they are fighting in
their countries."

CWIU launches campaign

To turn now loCWIU's campaign
to force MNC's to negotiate the terms
ofdisinvesunent Shortly after the
union's 1987 congress where it
adopted its approach La disinvesunent,
a multi-national shop stewards' coun
ci! was established to develop a
strategy for the campaign. The first
step was taken in July when cwru
wrote to 41 MNCs where it was recog
nised requesting a joint meeting to
negOliate its demands. Of the 41, the
majority - 18 - are British controlled.
Then there are seven Dutch com
panies, six American, three Gcnnan,
three French, one Australian, one
Swiss, and one owned by an offshore
consortium (two MNCs - one US con
trolled and the other French controlled
- were later excluded from the dis
pute).

CWIU's first demand was that the
companies should agree La negotiate
in a joint forum. The other demands
were thaL:

• Companies must give one years'
notice of the intention lo disin-
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vest. During this period they must
enter into bona fide negotiations
on a closure package, no agree
ments or contracts with the union
should be terminated, and less fa
vourable conditions of employ
ment must not be introduced;

• All workers should be paid .separ
ation pay of one months' wages
per year of service;

• Workers' wages must be guaran
teed for one year from the date of
closure or disinvesunent;

• Loans granted to employees for
things like housing should be writ
ten off;

• Employers should contribute a
lump sum, which should be equal
to what they would have paid as
the employer's contribution La a
pension or provident fund, on be
half of all CWIU mcmbers up lo
retirement age. The destiny of
such funds should be negotiated
with the union;

• The reasons for lhe disinvesl1llent
must be fully disclosed as well as
details about the sale of assets,
and details of any remaining fin
ancial or business connections
with South Africa. Copies ofany
contracts of the sale of assets, and
details about the winding up pro
cess, should also be supplied;

• The proceeds from lhe disinvest
ment or sale, together with the
proceeds of any remaining non
equity ties, should be paid into a
trust nominated by the union;

• In cases of partial disinvestment,
infonnalion on the identity of the
new owocrs must be revealed as



well as the pre·sale value of
shares, the selling prices, agree-.
ments of sale, and details of re·
maining business connections.
Furthennorc, a condition of the
sale must be that the new owners
guarantee that no changes will be
made to the prevailing conditions
ofemployment, pensions or provi·
dent funds, and matters like man·
ning levels. New owners must
also undertake to recognise the
union and honour all agreements
and contracts with it;

• In situations where ownership
changes, it must be a condition of
sale that the buyer guarantees pre·
vailing conditions of employ·
ment. Pension or provident fund
provisions, manning levels, and
so on, must not be less favourable
than prevailing conditions.

Just about all the companies reo
fused to entertain CWIU's demands
claiming they had no intention of dis
investing. They also rejected the idea
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of negotiating in ajoint forum. One of
these companies was the US.awncd
Sterling Drugs in Durban. Its dishon·
esty in its dealings with CWIU,
illustrates only too graphically why
the union has cmbar)ced on its cam·
paign (sec box).

In November 1987 the union
wrote to the 41 companies again urg·
ing them to reconsider their previous
responses, and requesting that they
meet in ajoint forum to negotiate on
its demands. A dispute would be de·
c1ared if they refused to do so. All the
companies refused to accede.

CWIU's conciliation board appli.
cation was submitted just two days
before last September's tough amend·
ments to the Labour Relations Act
became Jaw, in order to avoid legal
technicalities in the new measures.
Soon afterwards three companies .
Pilkington Flat Glass, Pilkington Shat·
lCrprufe Safety Glass and SA
Cyanamide· launched legal proceed·
ings against CWIU. They claimed thaI
the union had committed an unfair la·

Sterling Drug Saga Sterling Drug Saga Sterling

Sterling Drug in Durban was a subsidiary of the American MNC Sterling Inc. In
June 1987 CWIU received infonnation that Sterling was intending to disinvest.
When it approached the company, however, management denied this. And in
July, when Sterling and 40 other MNCs received CWIU's letter of demand, it reit·
erated that position. Nine months later, however, the company asked CWIU to at·
tend a meeting to discuss its "continued operation in South Africa."

Atthc meeting the union was told that Sterling Inc had already disinvested
and that arrangements were being made to sell the company. According 10 the
union, this was in stark contast to a press Statement issued in the United States by
Sterling Inc which noted it was withdrawing from South Africa and that no Ster·
ling unit anywhere in the world would be allowed to supply the country after
August 1988.
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bour practice by filing the board appli
cation before following agreed
plant-based negotiating and dispute
procedures.

The two Pilkington companies
launched an urgent interdict in the In
dustrial Court asking it to restrain the
union from embarking on industrial
action. They also asked the court to in
struct the union to remove their names
from the board application. The court
turned down their requests. At two
subsequent meetings of conciliation
boards appointed al the request of the
companies, they agreed to suspend un
fair labour practice litigation until the
end of January 1989, pending the out
come of their talks.

On 30 September last year the
Minister decided against apJX>inting
the board CWIU had requested, open
ing the way for a legal strike. The
Minister cited two reasons for his deci
sion. One was that he believed the
dispute did not concern an unfair la
bour practice - which was never
alleged in the first place. The other

was thal he did not consider it to be
expcdienl to appoint one. The union
noted that. ~The Minister seems to

have decided that negotiation was not
in the interests of resolving the dis
pute.~

Most companies agree to
negotiate

If the Manpower Minister was
against negotiation, a number of com·
panies did an about tum after the
board application had been filed. The
majority indicated that were willing to
talk, but only at plant level- not in a
joinl forum. CWIU reacted by inviting
the companies to attend meetings to

discuss the issue. Only to companies
agreed to attend - aba-Geigy, Col
gate-Palmolive, EXpandite, Fedgas,
Gillette, Hoechst. Liquid Air, Nicho
las Kiwi, and the two Pilkington
companies.

Even though CWIU members
were entitled to strike legally once the
Minister refused the board applica-

Saga Sterling Drug Saga Sterling Drug Saga St
Sterling refused to negotiate on any ofCWIU's demands. The union declared

a dispute and applied for a conciliation board. When the Manpower Minister
failed to appoint a board Sterling workers began a legal strike. Soon afterwards a
conciliation board was appointed.

At meetings of the board management claimed that Sterling was not disinvest
ing. Sterling was taken over by Eastman Kodak which has a policy of not dealing
with South Africa and Kodak had ordered that Sterling sell off its subsidiary
here. The buyer Adcock Ingram, a Barlow Rand subsidiary, paid R52.5 million.

The Sterling workers downed tools for five weeks and then suspended the
strike. Meetings of the board were also suspended. According to the union, the
dispute over the cwru demands still exists, however, and the board can be re-
vived at any time. ~
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Shell- refuses to leave, but won't
negotiate either

Graphic: ILR

tion, they decided againSt industrial
action. ~Our approach is that. there is
no point in going out on a big strike
until you have exhausted all the possi
bilities, and employm wt:re now
agreeable to plant negotiations: ex
plains Crompton.

In January this year a union meet
ing was held to assess the situation.
Factory delegates felt that although
the demand for joint forum negotia-
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tions had not been mel.. lhc fact that
the majority ofcompanies had
changed position and were prepared
to talk was a major victory. The union
decided to drop its demand for a joint
forum and commenced company
based negotiations. When the union
notified employers of this decision the
two Pilkington companies agreed to
withdraw their disputes wit' it, and to
drop coon action scheduled for 1 Fe
bruary. In lU/TI, CWIU agreed to drop
its dispute againsl them and cnw into
negotiations over its demands.

But Shell and BP refuse

As things now stand, BP, Mobil
Oil and Mobil Refinery, 5Cven Shell
companies, Associated Glass, May
baker and Chrome Chemicals are the
only companies that have refused to
negotiate. All say they have no inten·
tioo of disinvesting. ...

Negotiatioos on CWIU's demands
are now underway with the companies
that have agreed 10 talk, but with so
many companies involved it's 0b
viously going to be a lengthy
business. In the process there will no
doubt be difficulties and CWIU will
have to exercise great care to avoid
the problems other unions have faced
on this issue. When it comes to nego
tiating the demand for a trust it will be
particularly anxious to apply the les
sons learnt from NUMSA's disastrous
experience at Samcor. 1be union will
also have to rev)cw its strategy to
wards the 12 companies which have
rduscd to negotiate.

Says Crompton: ~This is nOI just a
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wage dispute. We are dealing with
long-tenn processes in the economy
and there is still a lot of talk in the
United States and the European Econ
omic Community about passing
legislation on disinvestment. We
wanled to deal with the dispute across
the-board because if something does
happen which prompts a mass exodus,
workers would easily be able to act
together if management does not com
ply with their demands. Thecomp
anies have rejected joint negotiations
wilh us, but most are now at least will
ing to talk individually. If anyone of
the respondent companies prove in
Itallsigem, we could bring out the
other companies in support We live

~ in a very volatile situation, and cir
cumstances can change very quickly."

In essence then, the CWIU dispute
is not about whether MNCs should
go, but how they should behave if
they do. Nevertheless, there is no
doubt that the campaign will have an
impact on the debate about disinvest
ment.IfCWIU soccecds in clinching
agreements with managements it will,
at the very least, have pressurized
MNCs into acting with a greater de.
grce of honesty. "'Ct

Interview with Colgate
shop steward

Dusty Ngwane is a full-time shop ste
ward at US-owned Colgate-Palmolive
in Boksburg. He has been actively in
volved with CWIU since it first began
recruiting at the plant in 1979. At that
stage he was a member of the union's
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steering committee and played a key
role in the 1981 struggle for recogni
tion at Colgate.

At that time, the emerging unions
were still weak and employers were
strongly resisting demands for the
right to bargain wages at plant level
outside of the industrial council sys
tem. Colgate was a prominent
signatory to the Sullivan Code, but
that did not mean it welcomed unions.

With the Colgate struggle cwru
became the first of the unions 10 usc
the post-Wiehahn strike procedures. It
declared an official dispute on the
point, and placed additional pressure
on the company when it called for a
consumer boycott ofColgate products.
The screws were turned even tighter
after a conciliation board failed to re
solve the dispute and the workforce
voted overwhelming in favour of a
legal smke. Colgate capitulated on the
last working day before the strike was
due 10 stan.

Ngwane has been the full-time ste
ward since May 1987 and is a member
of CWIU's multi-national shop ste
ward council. Labour Bullelin spoke
to him about the union's campaign.

Labour Bulletin: What do you
think about sanctions and disinl'est
ment?

Ngwane:My view is the same as the
union's. We support any kind of press
ure for change in South Africa. So if
sanctions will help to hasten change,
we would be in favour. But sanctions
are not being applied totally, and par
tial sanctions are not effective. As for
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disinvesunent, our stand does not
mean that we don't want companies to
go. They can go whenever they like,
but if they do, they must do it on our
terms.

Labour BuI~ln: Do tlu other Col·
gale workers share 10Ilr vitws~

Ngwane:Yes, they 00. In 1987 an in
dependent sW'Vey by the American
Chamber of Commerce in South Afri
ca was conducted at the plant in which
workers were asked three questions.
First, did they think US companies
should stay in SA and contribute to
change. Second, whether they thought
US finns should cklse down their
plants entirely. And third, ifcom·
panM=.s left should they sell to South
African managements. An overwhelm
ing majority of the wokers - 99%
said the companies should go.

When this survey was done, shop
Slewards met with worken beforehand
10 explain the questions and also
handed out the sW'Vey papers which
wokers then filled in and placed in a
ballot box. Management was upset by
this result, and later sent two people
from the pet'SOIlnel department to re
do the survey. 1be result, however,
was the same.

labour Bulletin: Whell did disin·
.·estmelllfml become all isrue for
Colgate workers~

Ngwane:ln 1987 the union noticed
that companies were disinvesting on
unacceptable terms. They did not in
form the unions of their intentions,
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condilions of work changed after the
disinvesunent, and the new manage
ments did not have the same relation
ships with the unions in their factories.

The disinvestment lhat really upset
workers at this plant was the
Robertson Spices disinvestment in
1987 (see box on next page).

Labour Bulletin: As 0 shop steward
what rok have you plDyed in CWIU's
disill~slnullt campaigll?

Ngwane:1 was present at CWRJ's na
tional congress in June 1987 when we
adopted our resolutions on sanctions
and disinvestment, and later became a
member of the CWIU multi-national
shop stewards council. Our 1etter of
demands went out 10 the employers in
July 1987, and W<7e followed up in
November.

There was a bit of lull in the cam
paign for a while after that, but the
shop steward council met in Durban in
July 1988 and decided thai it should
go forward. We also decided a delega
tion from the union should visit the
US to explain our campaign. 1be rec
ommendations from this meeting went
to the NEe. Later, a pany of three, in
cluding our president, went 10 the US.

labour Bulletin: Wh, was itde·
dud IIOt to IoU industrilll actioll
after the Minister ofMallpower
faikd to appoinl the cOllti/Wioll
board and you werefree to go 011 a
ltgal strike?

Ngwane: Since this issue is a national
issue we had to sit down and discuss
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ROBERTSON SPICES, with plants in
Alrode in Johannesburg and Protpecton in Dur·
ban, WIS a subsidiary of the intemational food
giant Com Produeu Com.,.ny (CPC) which
has its headquaners in the US. CWlU was rw
ognised at the Alrode plant and FAWU at
ProspectQn.

According a union source, the firsllime
CWIU and FAWU heard abolll CPC's disin·
vestmenl was in April 1987 when they read
news· paper rq>OlU th<d. a C(lIIlortium of Sooth
African inveslOrs had acquired ownership.
CWlU members al Alrode reacted 10 the news
by lilliging a one-day slrike demandins to know
whal would llappen abollt their pensions.

The IWO unions subsequently tabled a liS! of
demandl with the company. Amongsl other
things, they wanted details of who the new
owners were, the sum they paid, and whether
the disinveltment had occured ali a resull d
pressure from CPC's US shareholders. They
also deman-ded that there should be noehanges
10 workers' conditions of employrntlll, that the
company should honour agreement, and thai
workers should be paid !iCVerance p.ay. Further
more, they demanded Ihat Roberuons should
ne80tiate on Ihae iuues wilh both unions in a
joint fonun.

The company initially refuled 10 meet in a

whether it was feasible to strike at that
time and whether a strike would ach
ieve our objective. In our analysis we
noted Ihatthe Labour Relations Act
says you cannot strike over the same
issue twice wilhin one year. We also
noted that Ihe companies said we had
not exhausted negotiation. We then
looked at the issue of sanctions and
disinvestment and decided that they
would rc~ain as issues for a long time.

Basically, when we slaTlCd the
campaign, we wanted some form of
negotiation with the companies and
we used the threat of a conciliation
board and a national strike 10 get the
companies to the negotiating table.

Labour Bulletin: Colgate has said it

joint forum, bullater recanted. The meeting
was held on May 3 1997. In response tOlhe de
mand1 for information, Ihe company made Ihe
unlikely claim thai il itself did not know who
lhe buyers were, or the price they paid, IS Ihe
nle had been handled by ils American parent.
It did, however, uy Ihe sale had~ promoted
by shareholderpre$lure. The company guanln'
teed that all agreements would be honwred and
thaI condilions d service would remain Ihe
same. But il refused to accede 10 the demand
for sevel"llnce ~y.

It later tnrupired Ihlt 56% or Roberuon
had been acquired by Hunt Leuchars and Ilep
bum (I1LC), a Rembrandl controlled CUlI~ny.

and the remaining shares by the Mine Officials'
Pension Fund, the Mine Employees' Pension
Fund, Rand Men::hant fUnk and Entek Invelt
mentJ. In October 1989· just over a year later
it WIS announced Ihat HLe had boIIght the out·
1tanding 44% in a R59,4m deal.

"In other words, Ihis was another eumple
or C<IrpOl"lIte camouOage which in Ihe end
placed yel more ecmomic power in the hands
or Ihe big South African multi·nationall. We
susped that il was alwaY" Ihe intention !hal
IIUllihould assume ruu O\VTICl'$hip, and Ihal
the initial con1ortium was put logether wilh
that understanding," says the union source. -et

has no intenlion ofdisin pesling. Do
you belrepe the compony?

Ngwane:We'veaskcd this question
many times and J have spoken 10 Rod
erick Turner, senior execulive vice
president at Colgate in the US, who
comes to SA every year. But it's hard
to k.now whelher it will always be so.

Labour Bulletin: How has Colgate
reacted in the dispute?

Ngwane:The union invilcd all the
employers 10 a meeting to discuss the
dispute in October 1988. Colgate was
one of about six companies thal at
lended. We will be continuing our
negotiations with the company.
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Assessing the
effects of
disinvestment
by US companies
Between 1986 and 1988, some 134 US firms "disinvested"
from SA. But anti·apartheid activists and trade unionists are
highly critical of the way in which most companies have
pulled out. DEBBIE BUDLENDER investig",at".e",s~. _

In January 1986, the Coca Cola Com- assess the response of US companies
pany of Atlanta, USA, donated $10 to calls for disinvestment.
million to establish the Equal Oppor- Most of the organisations sup-
tunity Foundation (EOF). In mid- ported disinvestment and sanctions.
1988, the EOF commissioned the They agreed that the chief aim of the
Community Agency for Social En- disinvestment campaign was to exert
quiry (CASE) to conduct a short re- pressure on the SA government to
search project on disinvestment. force it to negotiate an end to apart-

I conducted more than 100 inter- heid. A union organiser said that they
views. Most of the interviews were would also use the threat of disinvest-
wilh people from organisations in ment to force companies to improve
Soulll Africa or the USA who are conditions. But interviewees also ac-
fighting apartheid. I also interviewed knowledged that the oppressed may
SA and US spokespeople of eight US have to endure extreme suffering or
companics which have or had South pain because of sanctions. Some also
African subsidiarics. One of the main were worried about 'inheriting a
questions in the research was how to wasteland' after apartheid goes.
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Because of the possible suffering
disinvesunent could cause, many
people said their assessment of a par
ticular company would depend on the
strategic or other value of the pro
ducts, the size of the undertaking, the
number and type of workers em
ployed, and to whom the products
were sold.

At least 57 of the 114 companies
that 'disinvested' between 1 January
1986 and 30 April 1988 still kept
some link - licensing, management
and technology agreements, loans,
product sales, buy-back clauses, etc 
with their former SA subsidiary.'" Or
ganisations expressed anger about
these sham withdrawals. They felt
companies had been dishonest in port
raying them as disinvestment.

Checklist of demands

The checklist below contains
points which organisations wanted
companies to comply with when with
drawing from SA. These points came
out of the interviews as well as from
the written policies of the Chemical
Industrial Workers Union (CWIU)
and a coalition of five of the main US
groups campaigning for disinvestment.

o Management must consult and
negotiate with the workers' union
and federation, or with workers
where there is no union. They
must not just announce a fait ac
compli. Management must supply
full information before and during
negotiations, and workers r ;t be

able to get advice from auditors,
lawyers or other professionals.

• Management must provide separ
ation pay, social security, pension
or providcnt funds and trust funds
where there is full disinvestment.
With partial disinvesunent. man
agement must consult workers
about changes in the sharcholding
and the terms offered to those
buying the company. The new
management must guarant.ee con
ditions ofemployment and conti
nued recognition of the union.

• The company must provide hon
est and complete information to
the public.

o In cases of partial disinvestment,
the 'new' company mustagrce
not to do business with homeland
or government structures.

o Management must make a public
statement which includes political
demands. In partial disinvest
mcnts, managemcnt must state
that they will reconsider their
presence in South Africa if
certain changes do not happen by
a specific date.

o The social wealth embodied in
the local company - i.e. assets or
proceeds of the sale - must remain
the property of the oppressed
people in the form of plant,
profits, a fund, or some other
acceptable and negotiated form.

• Where the company establishes a
fund. they must negotiate all
aspects with the workers and
other relevant groups.

• 'Leaving South Africa: The impact of US corporate disinvestment' by Jennifer Kibbe and
David Haue}{, IRRC, Washington, Jufy 1988, page 24.
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Company
case studies
With the above checklist as a guide.
we can comment on the actions of
four of the eight companies inter
viewed. The comments show how the
guidelines could be applied in specific
cases.

Coca Cola

Coca Cola owned shares in Amalga
mated Beverage Industries (ABI) and
Amalgamated Beverage Canners
(ABC), a factory in Durban which pro
duced the secret syrup which makes
Coke. Coca Cola provided franchises,
management, marketing, and other ser
vices to the other boulers of Coke
through Coca Cola Expon. which was
wholly-owned by Coke.

In 1986, Coke sold its last shares
in ABI and moved me syrup factory
to Swaziland. Fonner management of
Coca Cola Expon established Na
tional Beverage Services (NBS). NBS
now pays Coke Atlanta (the parent
company) for the license to sell its
franchises and provide the other ser
vices previously provided by Coca
Cola Export. NBS also imports the
syrup from Swaziland and supplies it
to the bottlers.

At the time of withdrawal. an NBS
• 'Daily Desparch', 19 September 1986

CASE STUDIES
spokesperson said : ~ ....no changes re
garding the existing production.
manufacturing and distribution
mrough the independent bottler net
work will occur.~· Although 1986
was widely reported as the date of
Coke's wimdrawal, Coke only sold its
final shares in ABC in late 1987.
Today. in 1989, we are still drinking
Coca Cola in South Africa.

A Coke spokesperson said that the
company discussed withdrawal with
many people - inside and outside the
company. in townships and in rural
areas, domestic workers and profes
sional people. Yel the company did
not infonn or negotiate with its own
workers. One interviewee suggested
mat the company took advantage of
me fact that different plants were or
ganised by different unions.

When workers (and researchers!)
asked questions about withdrnwal.
ABI, NBS and Al1anta referred the
questioners backwards and forwards
and denied knowledge of and/or re
sponsibility for the topic about which
questions were being asked. Former
managers of Coke said that they were
told that only Al1anta could comment
on the wiLhdrawal. Al1anta said this
was 'to retain orderliness' and to
avoid 'communications getting
crossed.' A worker said that pre
viously he 'would have died' for
Coke. Now he would be happy if
they 'became bankrupt'. He said the
withdrawal was done in a 'dubious.
underhand way'. NBS was like a 'sc
cret bureau'. Workers felt that they
had still nOl received full infonnation.
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Coke has symbolic importance.
For many it is the symbol of the
United States. Management spoke of
their wish to use Coke's good name
and trademark 'to make clear to the
South African government that they
were running out of patience'. Critics
feel the fact that Coke is still so vis·
ible in SA has the opposite effect. A
worker felt that as Coke is probably
gelling even greater revenue lhan be
fore, they are 'having their cake, as
well as eating it with cherries on'.

Several people said lhat even be
fore the wilhdrawal, Coke was not
particularly good on social responsi
bility projects. The African-American
Labour Commillee (AALC) of the
American Federation of Labour (AFL
CIO), said that within the US, Coke
was known for its anti-union Slance.

At about lhe same time that Coke
withdrew, they donated the SIOm to
establish the Equal Opponunities
Fund. The company said that this do
nation was not in any way connected
with their withdrawal. Workers said
lhat lhe money used to fund the EOF
had been promised to them for
houses. Coke workers were given no
representation on the Fund, nor was it
discussed with them.

Today, Coke Atlanta says that it
has no power to innuence current
working conditions because it docs
not own the bottling plants. In 1984,
however, Atlanta said that it could lay
down conditions for its franchiser.·
NBS also said that they wcre able to

arrange jobs in ABI for syrup workers
who did not want to move to Swazi
land or take early retirement.

When Coke withdrew,lhey ar
ranged an offer of shares to their
smaller distributors and to workers.
Many, particularly COSATU-affil
iated workers, rejected individual
ownership, especially because no con
trol was involved. The Soweto
Chamber of Commerce also rejected
the share offer. They said that they
would not "be enticed by 'blood'
riches rejected by the unions~.n

EXXON

EXXON is the largest American oil
company, but for historical reasons,
its operations in South Africa have al
ways been much smaller than somc of
the other big oil companies. When
EXXON withdrew from SA, news
papers reported that they handed over
all of lheir assets to a trust. Profits
would go to charity. What did this
mean?

When EXXON decided to with·
draw, there was no local buyer with
money available. The company there
fore established a trust on the Channel
Island of Jersey, New England. It lent
the trust the money to buy its SA com
panies. The trust would repay
EXXON from its profits over an undis-

.. 'Update: COC<] Cola Co.' South AfriC<]n Review 5ervice./RRC. Washing/on. June 1984

•• 'Business Day' 8 October 1987.
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Anti-apartheid, pro-disinvestment ca
to: Bin BiggartlAfrapi

closed period. Once the EXXON loan pay various high fees to EXXON.
had been paid back, the uust would This would reduce the amount of dis-
donate profits to 'SA charities'. tributable profit available for charity.

The companies formerly owned by Channel Island law says that one
EXXON have been renamed AKTOL of the uustees has to be someone with
and ZENEX. EXXON's products arc financial skills. At present the
still being sold by the new companies, EXXON trust consists of three 'per-
which also continue to use existing sons' - the Channel Island company
lCChnology. The withdrawal agree- handling the trust for EXXON, a pc-
ment did not include new lCChnology, leOl expert and a financial expert
but also did not exclude it EXXON chosen by the regional head office of
said that they would consider this EXXON in Europe. Once the loan has
matter when the time came. AKTOL been repaid, these three will choose
said the transfer agrecmem gave the other truSlCCS, with advice from
'assurance of imported supplies and local SA management.
continuing access 10 IeChnology'.* AKTOL and ZENEX supply thc

The off-shore trust agreemcnt of- South African government Manag-
fcred lax advantages for EXXON. II ment would nOI tell me what
would be casy for them to milk the percentage of their sales arc to
trusl b makin the SA com ~;os,,--_---,-~th~e~ ovemment.

.. 'BusirH1sS Day' 4 Mly 1987
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Mobil documents said Mobil and the founda-
tion work very closely lOgether.

Wllh '"W'OU'" __ One.. The foundation counts towards

Mobil Mobil's fulfilment of the Sullivan
principles. A large pioportion of lhe

Mobil is the US company with the money is tax-dcductible. An AALC
biggest investment in South Africa. It spokesperson said that Mobil had 'no
is one of the main target companies of concept' of social responsibility in lhe
US anti-apartheid organisations, as a US and their SA expenditure was
company which 'fuels' the apartheid therefore obviously a camounage.
Slate, including its anny and police Mobil also tuls a smaller internal
force. Mobil iS,on the other hand, in fund, from which employees can re-
the forefront of the campaign against quest small grants for 'non-political'
disinvestment. Sal Marzullo, vice- community projects. The committee
presidem of Mobil, is chairperson of which decides on grants consists of
the Corporate Council, a body formed employees. The company advertised
to advance the anti-disinvcstment posi- for members of lhe commiuee on the
Lion. In June 1988, Mobil warned the company notice boards. CWlU has or-
US government it would sue for S400 ganiscd several of the bigger Mobil
million, which is the value of its SA plants. Mobil said thai. union people
assets. if it were forced through the were 'free 10 be involved' on lhe com-
Ocllums Bill 10 leave. mince, bUI on the same individual

Mobil was the only one of the basis as any olher workers.
eight companies in the Uniled Stales
that would not give me an interview.
Marzullo's assistanl said thai Marzul-

810 was very busy campaigning againsl
the Ocllums Bill. He was 'too busy
even to go to a banquet'. SA manage-
mem said that Mobil was worried Steiner Company
abootlosing control over what was
said aboti Mobil as this 'does damage Steiner, a private, family-owncd
in lhe market-place.' linen and laundry business, has its

Mobil established its own charit- headquarters in Salt Lake City, USA.
able foundation with S20m to be spent The company employs a total ofbe-
over 5 years. Only 14 of the 23 trus- tween 7,500 and 8.000 people
tees are black. Three are Mobil world-wide. Steiner is private and
people. A fonner employee of the therefore oot subject to shareholder
foundation said it acted independently pressure and keeps a very low profile.
of"management - somewhat to Yet by May 1988, ilemploycd 2,500
Mobil's surprise. But both manage- people in eight different plants within
ment and the foundalion's own South Africa.

•



I interviewed several Steiner wor
kers on Friday I July. The same day I
received a call from Steiner head of
fice 10 say they had sold their SA
subsidiary the previous day. At that
stage, neither the Transport and
General Workers Union (TGWU) 
which had a recognition agreement
with the finn - nor the workers were
aware of the withdrawal. Later in
July, Steiner assured me workers had
been told about the withdrawal on
Monday 4 July. In mid·August. the
union organiscr said the union and
workers had still not been informed.

Steiner said they had disinvested
because of mounting pressure of vari
ous sons and the ihreat of more
pressure 10 come. Even the conserva
tive local students in Salt Lake City
had taken up the South African issue.
They had, for example, built squatter
shanties on the campus as an anti
apartheid demonstration.

Steiner did not sign the Sullivan
code. They paid wages below those
laid down by the US Stale Depart
ment. Steiner explained the low wages
by the chiefly unskilled nature of the
workforce. He said they paid wages
15 to 30% higher than their competi
tors and at the level demanded by the
umon.

Steiner workers' wages were the
lowest of all factories organised by
TGWU. Union lists show that the
overwhelming majority of their mem
bers were earning the minimum wage
- about R62 per week. The union rate
mentioned by Steiner was the Indus
trial Council rate agreed upon by a
previous, more conservative union.

CASE STUDIES

Workers had deserted this union to
join the TGWU. but had not yet re
negotiated wages. Steiner only
recognised TGWU after lengthy bat
tles involving victimisation and a
strike.

The local financial manager said
that Steiner had no social responsi
bility programme. Steiner head office
reponed small-scale funding ofa local
school. Both they and the workers
said that the company refunds fees to
successful night school students.

Opponents of disinveslment argue
that US managements in general arc
more progressive in their handling of
workers. The particular experience of
Steiner tells them differently.

Conclusion

This research highlights the com
plexity of disinvestment. The
checklist is only a guideline to what is
ideal. Unionists from both COSA11J
and NAcru said that checklists could
not provide a quick answer. It is un
likely that any companies will act in a
completely ideal manner. Companies
exist to make profits and not 10 take
pan in the struggle for a new South
Africa. But, while understanding this.
interviewees felt that most companies
could have been more honest, both
with their workers and the public. and
should have been involved in much
more negotiation. i?

Note: this article is based on a longer
report wrilten for CASE (see the
advert on page 96)
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completcly and withdraw all financial
assets, machinery, tcchnology, etc.
Sccondly, the foreign company may
sell the plant, including all the assets,
to another company. Only the firsl
form of disinvesunenl involves a
necessary loss of jobs. In the second
form of disinvestment the plant con
tinues to operate under a new owner,
so there should be no loss of jobs.

More American companies have
disinvestcd than companies from
other countries. Some of them began
withdrawing before the sanctions/dis
investment campaign intensified in
1986. This suggeslS that many foreign
companies were already questioning
their South African investment on

DISINVESTMENT

American
disinvestment
and
unemployment
Many businessmen argue that disinvestment causes job
losses and hardship to black workers. MIKE SARAKINSKY
~ues that this is not the case.

In The Star of 10 January 1989,
("Thousands lose jobs because of sane·
tionn, Me Adrian Botha, the Execu
tive Director of the American
Chamber ofCommerce (AMCHAM),
claimed that between 8,000 and
10,000 people, -mainly black~, lost
their jobs or were retrenched because
of the withdrawal of American com·
panies from South Africa in 1988. Me
Botha has pointed out that he was mis
quoted, and that he actually said these
losses occurred between 1984 and
1988. In any event, Mr Botha's claims
arc extremely questionable.

. Disinvestment may take, broadly
speaking, two fonns. Firslly the
foreign company may close the planl
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EFFECTS ON UNEMPLOYMENT

Only 1,000 jobs lost

The IRRC report calculates that
just over 1,000 workers wcre cm-

£300 million in 1983 to about
£100 million in 1986 as British
companies began to reduce their
holdings in South Africa or (0
leave completely. Clearly many
foreign companies were question
ing the long tenn profitability of
investing in South Africa be
cause of the economic crisis in
the country. Yet no one ex
pressed concern over the fate of
the workers affected by this
spate of disinvesunenl

Contrary to the claims of the
anti-disinvcslment lobby, the cur
rent wave of disinveslmcnt has
had very liule effect on the level
of unemployment because it has
seldom meant the complete clo
sure of the operation. Usually it
has simply meant a transfer of
ownership. Very few Amcrican
companies have actually closed
down their operations complete
ly, and those that have, tend to

be small-scale employers. Thus,
according to Invcstor Responsi
bility Research Ccntre (IRRC),
of the 114 American companies
that withdrew between the begin

Unemployment - not caused by ning of 1986 and mid-1988, only
disinvestment ho A Zi . wA' . 13 closed down their operations_______~p~~~~'~n~oo~~~~m~'~-~,~."'~,complctcly. Much more common
cconomic grounds before the sanc- has been the sale of the company.
tions and disinvestment campaign got This has meant that jobs were retaincd
off the ground. According to the AM- in the rcmaining 101 companies
CHAM, 47 American companies left which sold their assets.
South Africa in 1984 and 1985, with
another fifty leaving in thc course of
1986.1Similarly the value of British
company invcsunents in South Africa
fell from a high ofapproximately
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DISINVESTMENf

ployed in lhe 13 factories thaI dosed
down compktely.2This means thaI
liu1e more than I,CXXJjobs had been
lost as a direct result of American dis
investment up to mid-1988. The IRRC
had employmelll figures for 106 of the
114 companies concerned. Although
12% of the companies closed down
complelely,lhe workforce in those
companies represents only 3% of the
talal workforce in the 106 companies
which disinvested. This demonstrates
quite clearly that, at least as far as
American disinvestmelll is concerned,
disinvestment has had only a negli
gible effcct on unemployment.

While the nwnber ofcompanies
apparently withdrawing from South
Africa looks signifJCarlt, most of these
companies have found indirect ways
of retaining access to the South Afri
can market whik simultaneously con
tinuing ta provide the country with the
commodities and tee.hnology it needs.

The IRRC Report showed that
50% of American companies that
have lefl South Africa since 1986
"relain a contract, or a licensing, dis
tribution. tcchnological, trademark or
franchise agreement wilh a company
in South Africa"?

A more recent report by the IRRC
shows that in total 132 American com
panies had left by the end of 1988."
This means Lhat 18 companies disin
vested between mid· 1988 and the end
of 1988. If Mr. BoLha's c1ai m that
8,000 workers had lost their jobs be
<;ause of disinvestment were true, then
7,000 jobs must have been lost
through the disinvestment of these 18
companies. This is impossible, unless

April 1989

a number of them completely closed
down lheir operations and they were
extremely large employers. Mr. BoLha
himself. however, discounts this possi
bility by saying that most of lhe
disinvesting companies -were either
sold 10 local inlCreStS or to other inter
national companies".

How can Mr. Botha claim that be
tween 8,000 and 10,(0) blacks lost
their jobs as a direct result of Ameri
can disinvestment? What happens
very oflen is thatlhe ncw owncrs and
managers ofcompanies bought from
foreign companies which have disin
vested from South Africa engage in a
process of "rationalisation- involving
changes to the labour process, the in
troduction of new technology and
retrenchments. This has happened for
example at Ford and Genernl MOlOfS.

Retrenchment to blame, not
disinvestment

"Rationalisation" is separate from
disinvestment and it is lhc rationalisa·
tions which create the unemployment,
not the disinvestment. It may well be
the case that over 8,CXXJ people em
ployed by companies which
disinvestcd flOm Soulh Africa lost
their jobs. But the evidence suggests
that it was not disinvestment which
caused them to lose their jobs, but
ralhcr the rationalisations. In fact Mr.
Botha has since acknowledged lhis to
be the case.S

ftRationalisations" have been oc
curring long before the current
upsurge in lhe sanctions and disinvest
ment campaigns, and should not be
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seen as a necessary outcome of disin
vestment. Decisions regarding
retrenchment made by the new
owners are a separate issue from the
decision made by the American
owners 10 sell the company.

The South African economy has
not only been unable to create jobs
throughout the 1980's, but it has also
been actively destroying jobs. It is sig
nificant that this has been the trend
since long before the sanctions and
disinvestment campaign intensified in
mid-1986. Betwccn 1981 and 1985,
181,634 African jobs were lost across
all sectors of the economy. excluding
the "independent" bantustans, agricul
ture and domestic service. This
contributed to the overall level of Afri
can unemployment of over 6 million
by 1986.6 Since the early 1980's, in
vestment has increasingly been
speculative. Investors have bought
existing shares on the stock market or
have made loans to existing com
panies rather than opening new
factories or starling new businesses.
What direct investment has occurred
has been largely capital intensive7,
that is, it is investment in sophisti
cated technology which creates few
jobs or even leads to retrenchments.

Even if we accept Mr. Botha's
figure of 10,000 job losses, when we
compare this to the increase in unem
ployment that has occurred since
1984, which is approximately 1 mil
lionS. then we see that 10,000 is only
about I%. Disinvestment has thus con
tributed almost nothing to
unemployment.

Mr. Botha's claims do not'emerge

EFFECTS ON UNEMPWYMENf

in a vacuum. One of the favourite ar
guments against disinvestment is that
it creates unemployment and there..
fore. insofar as pressurising the
government into moving away from
apartheid is concerned. it is counter
productive and deals the most hann to
those it is meant to help, i.e. blacks.
However, Mr. Bolha is engaging in
sleight of hand. He simply lumps
together the two processes of rationali
sation and disinvestment and claims
that disinvestment is responsible for
the loss of jobs. -et
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ADVERTISEMENT

of the South African Labour Bulletin

W
th the increase in staff and activity in the Labour Bulletin offices, we

no longer have the space to keep a large number of backcopies. So we
are offering special rates on all editions from Volume 10 Number 8,

up to and including Volume 13 Number I. There's an extra-special rate on a
package of backcopies for people who open new subscriptions. You will find a
complete list of the various prices below.

On the next page, we have listed the main contents of each edition.
We said in our initial orrer that some issues would run out before others. Due

to the good response, this has happened. Thus the offer now excludes Volumes
11.2,11.3 and 12.4. In addition, we have decided to charge postage costs which
we feci is acceptable as !he books themselves are so cheap.

We have a limited number of backcopies left from 1988 and February 1989
viz. Vols. 13.4/5, 13.6, 13.7 and 13.8. These are being sold at our usual prices.

Prices

Le. depending on
customer type rale

Half usual price per copy }
Our usual prices

RI5 per sci plus free index of Labour
Bulletin (1974.1984)
(At the moment, a IXlckage consists of 14 editions)
RIO per set

R2.00 per copy

Special offer 10 new subscribers

R12 per set plus index
R 8 per set plus index

Package deal:
Workers' price:

Package deal:

Special for workers:
Individual copies
(up to Vol 13.1):
('/01 13.2· 13.8):
Index
(1974.1984):

PLEASE PLACE YOUR ORDERS SOON.
Postage charges wi!hin SA: R3.00 per sel Elsewhere: please enquire
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UNIONS AND DISPUTES

Towards one
South Mrican
teachers' union*
by IAN MOLL

"COSATU should ....assist or strengthen where they do exIst,
the formation ofdemocratic Parent-Teachers-Student
Asssociations.... This would mean in practice, representation
from four clearly defined sectors: parents (through civics),
teachers (through progressive teachers unions), students
(SRCs) and workers (COSATU education structures elect
delegates at each level). The exact workings of such
structures would be an issue for further debate in COSATV.
The goal would be to encourage one single-constituency,
national organisagon for each sector (e.g.) - a democratic
teachers union. "

This recommendation was made
by Ca~ATU at its Education Con·
ference in 1987. The CaSA111
workers joined their closest allies. Ihe
United Democratic Front CUOP). and
the National Education Crisis Commit
tee (NEcq? in saying that all
teachers' organisations of the op
pressed should be united according to

the principle of "one industry. one
. "unton .
In 1989.lcachcr unity talks arc

well established under the wing of
CaSATU. All of the traditional black
teacher federations and all of the pro
gressive teacher unions have parti
cipated in lhe talks. and evcn somc
traditional white tcaehcrorganisations

• This articJe was wrirten before the larest round of teacher UIIity talks in March 1989. and
therefore it does nor take into account any developments thar may have faken place
there.
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TEACHERS UNI1Y

The nrst group are federated In the African Teachers' Association of South Africa
(ATASA), which has around 65,000 members in African schools.

L Transyaal United African Teachers' Association (fUATA)
2. Cape African Teachers' Union (CATU)
3. Natal African Teachers' Union (NATU)
4. Orange Free State African Teachers' Association (OFSATA)
5. Ciskei Teachers' Union (CISTU)

The next four bodies are federated in the United Teachers' Association of South
Afrka (UTASA), whkh has approximateiy 27,500 members in coloured schools.

6. Tramyaal Association ofTeachers (TAT)
7. Cape Teachers' Professional Association (crPA)
8. Society of Natal Teachers (SONA1)
9. Orange Free Slate Teachers' Association (OFSTA)

10. Teachers Association of South Africa (fASA) which has about 8,600 members in
Indian schools.

The following participate In a statutory body called the Teachers' Federal Council
(TFC). Their membership Is basro In white schools.

1L Transyaal Teachers' Association (ITA)
12. Tramyaalseonderwyscrsyereniging (f0)
13. South African Tc.achers' Association (SATA)
14: Suid-Afrikaanse Onderwysersunie (SAOU)
15. Natal Teachers' Society (NTS)
16. Natalse Ondcrwysersunie (NOU)
17. Association of Orange Free State Teachers
18. South African Association for Tcx:hnical and Vocational Education

The organisations listed below are eoliectiyely known as the 'progrcs.~lye teacher
unions', although there arc no fonnallinks between them. They have a combined
membership or roughly 5,000.

19. National Education Union of South Africa (NEUSA) •
20. Western CapcTeachers' Union (WECTU)·
21. Democratic Teachers' Union (DETU)·
22. Education for an Aware South Africa (EDASA)
23. Eastern Cape Teachers' Union (EcrU)
24. East London Progressive Teachers' Union (ELP'TU)
25. Progressiye Teachers' League (P'TL)
26. Progressiye Teachers' Union (P'TU)
27. Mamelodi Teachers' Union (MATU)

The organl7.atlons marked with an· are effectively banned In South Africa.
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UNIONS AND DISPUTES
have shown an interest in lhem.

The political context

There are many who argue lIlal the
mass democratic movement has been
completely on the reue-ill since 1986,
and lhal the state has been all-power
ful. BUl in significant areas of social
life, this is not the case, as the pro
gress towards teacher unity shows.

One of the most important events
in the education struggle was the first
Consullative Conference on lhe Edu-

been largely student-centred pro/est
aClion. But now education struggle
had become rooted in communities as
a whole, seeking to transform and
take control of education. All sectors
of society were now involved. Second
ly the strategic goal was a challenge
for thc control of education, ralher
than simply a protest.

Of course, lIle apartheid state has
since foughl back using the State of
Emergency, and popular forces have
suffered a number of defeats, bUl the
terrain ofeducalional struggle remains

Student action 1985 - where did teachers stand?
Photo: Gill~ VIiegIAfrapix

calion Crisis which was hosled by the
SoweLO Parents' Crisis Commiucc
(SPCC). Delegates to this conference
resolved LO form the National Educa
lion Crisis Commitlcc (NECC). This
represented a qualitative leap forward
in lhe nature of educational struggle.
Before 1986 education struggles had

Apri/1989

qualitatively differenl to that of earlier
periods.

Since the 1985 Conference. state
repression has seriously weakened the
NECC and student organisation as na
tional political movements capable of
leading educaljon struggle. None-the
less, dissatisfaction with and
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resistance to apartheid education has
remained on the ground, There have
been ongoing sporadic outbreaks of
protest and community action at local
level throughout the country.

Despite the fact that the NECC's
structures have been virtually
destroyed, the political gains that it
made in the 19&6/81 period continue
to innucnce and shape education
struggles. One sign of this is that the
concept of people's education con
tinues 10 dominate the thinking and
practice of anti-apartheid education
projects and organisations. The idea
ofpcople's education was developed
in the struggles of 1985/6, and it con
tinues 10 innuence the education
sector. Another sign is that teacher
unity is taking place within the mass
democratic movement for the first
time ever.

When one looks at teacher organi
sations in 1989, it is impossible to
argue that the mass democratic move
ment has suffered a comprehensive
political defeat. All the mainstream
teacher organisations wbich oppose
apartheid have moved significantly to
wards the position of the broad
liberation movement over the past
four years. The political forces at
work in the country continue to shift
the balance of forces in teacher organi.
sation in this direction.

27 teacher organisations in a
divided land

For someone who docs not fully
understand how apartheid education
has divided ~ople, the situation of
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teacher organisations in South Africa
looks very strange. AboUi half of Ihe
roughly 250,000 teachers in South Af
rica are organised, but their organ
isations are divided and fragmented.
At the moment, there arc 27 teacher
bodies located in 17 ethnic education
departments. (See list on p. 61)3

Aparlheid education has created
ethnic and linguistic divisions as the
basis on which Ihe officially recog
nised teacher organisations arc buill
II has also meantlhat progressive, un
recognised teacher organisations have
emerged in a number of small, iso
lated bodies rather Ihan in one
national body. Clearly, the pro
gramme of the broad liberation
movement to build national unity has
direct implications for teacher organi
sation: it is a crucial political goal to
build unity amongst the broadest
possible range of teacher organisa
tions opposed 10 apartheid.

At the time of the SPCC Con
ference in December 1985,lhere were
two kinds of teacher organisations to
which black teachers in South Africa
belonged.

On the one hand, there were three
officially recognised teacher associ·
ations which were linked in practice
to the ethnically defined education de
partments:

• ATASA, with a membership
drawn from African teachers in
the Department of Education and
Training and in the education de
partments of "self governing" ban
tustans such as Lcbowa,
KaNgwane, KwaZulu, KwaN·
debele and Gazankulu, as well as
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the ~indcpendent~bantuSlaJl of
Ciskei.

• UTASA, willi a membership
drawn from mostly ~coloured~ tea
chers in the Department of Educa
tion and Culture, House of
Representatives.

• TASA, willi a membership drawn
from amongst Indian teachers in
lIIe Department of Education and
Culture, House of Delegates.

Traditionally, lIIese organisations
had worked willlin me state education
system. 11leir organisational work did
not fundamentally challenge me apan
ticK! state, although their members
were not necessarily supporterS of
apartheid. Rather, their activities
helped to work the machinery of
apartheid education. They sat on
official committees concerned with
policy. conditions of scrvice, curricu
lum planning, etc.

They often participated in state-in
spired attempts to reform me
education crisis from within, and were
heavily involved in the H$RC's De
Lange Commission of Inquiry in
1981. They were the only meaningful
black organisational presence in the
work: of the commission (tITASA's
Franklin Sonn and ATASA 's Leepile
Tuan/ane were in fact ~de Lange com
missioners~). They were considered
pan of the state by progressive educa
tional organisations such as CaSAS,
AZAsa and the emerging NEUSA.

However, by 1985, mass struggles
in the townships, particularly the
,wave of school boycotts in 1984185,
started to affect the position of mese
traditionaltcacher bodies. In Soweto
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and other parts of the country. student
and community struggles placed great
pressure on ATASA. When the SPeC
was formed during the state of emer
gency in 1985, it incorpor.ncd
ATASA into a broad anti-state al
Hance in Soweto. By December 1985,
the Sowcto structures of ATASA
were working closely with community
and student organisations in the
SPeC, and making major political
gains in opposition to apartheid educa
tion in the process. $0 it was thal
ATASA was fully represented at the
SPeC Conference in December 1985.
UTASA and TASA had alsoexpcri
enced these political JX'CSSW'CS: .school
ooycotts, and the mobilisation and pol
iticization of the communities where
their members lived. had started to
change their political direction.

The second kind of teacher organi
sation which was represented at the
SPeC Conference was the progressive
teacher organisations. These had
emerged in the 19805 within the folds
of the progressive movement itself.
These organisations were totally op
posed to apartheid and they
established programmatic alliances
with caSAS, AZASa and other mili
tant student organisations. lbcy
tended to appeal to younger teachers
whose views were shaIxxI by the post
1976 uprisings in the townships. Four
of Ihcsc organisations were repre
sented at the Dcecmber 1985
conference:

• NEUSA, at that point on the rise,
with increasing membership and
geographical innueocc, and with
a particularly significant member-
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WECfU in the
African townships
of the Western
Cape.

• ELPllJ, which rep
resented large
numbctsof
younger teachers
from Ihc highly
politiciscd East
London/ Mdant
sane!Cisltei region.

The question or
unity

ship of thousands emerging in the
Eastern Cape.

• WECfU, which had been formed
during 1985 during the schools
crisis in the Western Cape, and
which had about 2,000 members
in the coloured schools.

• OETU, which emerged alongside

The aim of the
SPCC Conference was
to develop strategies
for responding to the
education crisis SO that
the mass democratic
movement could re·
gain the initiative
against Ihc state. In
these tasks lhc con
ference succecdcd
dramatically. This was
shown by the success
ful return to school in

DETU. progressive teachers' organisation ''''''''C''ape=c' 1986. and the eslal>-
Town lishment of the

Photo: Er;c MilefIAfrapiJe people's education
movement

But there was at least one question
which the conference did not debate
adequately: the question of teacher or
ganisation. It is true lhat /tachu unity
was placed on the polilical agenda of
lhe democratic movement for the first
lime, but the resolution on lc.Jchers
which was adopted contained lhe ri-
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diculous idea that such unity should
be achieved within one month of the
date of the conference (whichjUSl
goes 10 show how lillie the activists of
the progressive movement understoOd
teacher organisation at lhattime).

11le conference was guided by a
clear political principle - the principle
of the maximum unity of all anti-apart
heid forces. It recognised that all the
teachers' organisations nceded to be
drawn inLO the programmes of the
NECC. ATASA, in particular, could
not be left out because it had within
its ranks the majority of African tea
chers in the country.

It had become clear that, even
lhough their leadership had acted vcry
conservatively in the past, and had
worked closely with Slate structures,
the traditional teacher organisations
could not simply be dismissed as
agents of the Slate. They had a mass
membership which was increasingly
becoming involved in community and
education slIuggles. The leadership
was coming under similar pressures.
If these organisations wcre left out of
teachers unity it would mean leaving
out the bulk of teachers.

Likewise. the militant progressive
teacher unions had to be a vital part of

•
the NECC. as they had within their
ranks a number of young activists
who had been trained within the mass
democratic mm-cmem and who were
committed to furthering the struggle
in the schools. These political points
were clear, but unfortunately the situ
alion on the ground, and particularly
in the teacher organisations, was not
debated or understood adequately by
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delegalCS to the conference.
The fact of the matter is that there

were deep conntets between the t.radi
tional and the progressive teacher
organisations. These conntelS sur
faced repeatedly at the SPCC
conference. despite their common al·
legiance to a broad anti-apartheid
alliance. Many of the dclegalCS from
the progressive teacher organisations
argued that the ATASA leadership
were the very principals and inspec
tors who carried out state repression,
victimising progressive students and
teachers. ATASA, they said, were
first and foremost collaborators with
apartheid education.

The ATASA delegation. not 10 be
outdone. rejected these accusations.
and apparently felt strongly that the
progressive organisations were -an in
significant fringe group of hothcads
who did no more than disrupt proceed
ings.4 1t is these antagonisms which
have had LO be systematically ironed
out in the teacher unity process as it
has developed up to now.

The important thing was that a call
for teacher unity from the mass demo<
cratic movement was now on the
agcnda. In 1986, the differenttcacher
organisations all debated the issue and
tried to gCtlO grips with its implica
tions. This process was 1101 easy. For
example. during 1986 NEUSA fre
quently accused W ATASA mcmbersw

of being responsible for the victimi7..a·
tion and dismissal of progressivc
teachers in the Eastern Cape and Bor
derregions.5 ATASA, in turn,
accused NEUSA of u."ing a strategy of
"threats and intimidation w lO under-
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mine ATASA struclures in EasI Lon
don and Queens- LOwn.6 Although
both organisations denied Ihese allega
lions as a malter of policy, there was
obviously a greal deal of tension be-.
Iween them on the ground. ReportS of
similar friction between WEcru and
lhe CTPA, and belween DETU and
PENATA (a subgroup of CATU), in
the WeslCrTl. Cape7 suggest thatlhe
problem was widespread as the dirrer
ent organisations tried to locate
themselves within the movemenl rep
resenled by the NECC.

AI !he second National Consulta
live Conference on Education, called
by the NECC in Durban in March
1986, the conflict threatened to bubble
lO the sUiface, with a walkoul threal
ened by the progressive teacher
organisations in protest at the
presence of ATASA and lITASA
members.S In the event, the absolute
polilical need for unily won the day,
although a compromise resolution still
renected !he tensions.

Nonetheless, during this whole
period, the NECC and the UDF in par
ticular continued to emphasise the
importance of seeking a basis for
teacher unity.

Teacher organisations and
the emergency

The second State of Emergency in
June 1986 suuck serious blows al the
mass democratic movement. The ma
jority of the NECC leadership was in
dctention by the end of the year, and
the UDF and the NECC were serious
ly disrupled on the ground. Most of
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the unily and direction in the educa
tion struggle which had been buill up
by the two NECC consultative con
ferences were destroyed by the
increased repression. Teacher organi
sations also came under attack. H. H.
Dlamlenze, the General Secretary of
ATASA, was detained for a long peri
od, and more than 100 members of the
progressive teaehcc organisations (es
pecially NEUSA, WECTU and
EI..PTU) were in detention at various
poinlS during !he height of the emer
gency in 1986 and early 1987.9

The resull was that teacher unity
ceased to be a central issue for tea
chers' organisations during 1987.

Teacher organisation as a whole,
however, was nOl necessarily on the
retreat. The period 1986-1987 saw the
emergence ofa number of other pr0
gressive teacher organisations: the
PlL, the P11J and MAW in the
Transvaal, and in the Cape, Ecru,
and the now defunct Port Alfred~
gressive Teachers' Union. While
these new organisations were isolated
from other progressive teacher organi
sations by repression and the lack of
national co-ordination, they nonethe
less renecled the conlinuing
dissatisfaction and militancy of lea

chetsatnlocaJlevel. ATASAand
lITASA also continued to show signs
thai their membership was more pol
iticiscd by developing their links with
the NECC and other progressive initia
tives in educalion. There were IWO
important signs of this. Firslly, in
1986 the ATASA executive commil
Ice decided 10 withdraw from the
struClures of the DET. Secondly, there
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were important shifts in the political
orientation of the ClPA, particularly
its moves towards the adoption of the
Freedom Charter.

Unity talks begin

Teacher unity remained a strategic
priority for the democratic movement
at large. As has been pointed out, the
UDF,COSATU and the NECCall
made calls during 1987 for teacher
unity to be pushed as hard a possible.
By the end of 1987, the various
teacher organisations were again ac
ting on these calls.

Unfortunately, the old divisions be
tween the recognised and the

. non-recognised teacher bodies re
mained, although they were no longer
expressed as antagonistically. The re
sult was that lWO parallel sets of
teacher unity talks emerged at the end
of 1987.

Firstly, the PTU initialed unity
talks between itself, NEUSA,
WECfU, DETU, EDASA and the
PTI. in October 1987. By the end of
the year, this initiative had been
joined by MATU, ELPTU and Ecru,
and it had established an in-principle
agreem~nt that all of the progressive
teacher organisations would unite in
one national body (City Press 22-11
87).

This agreement was established
despite some tactical disputes in
NEUSA on the matler. It was reponed
in November that the NEUSA Na
tional Executive had withdrawn from
the talks; however, the Southern
Transvaal, Natal and Northern Trans-
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vaal regions of NEUSA continued to
attend the talks and voted for the resol
ution to seck unity with the other
progressive teacher bodies. The divi
sions in NEUSA were unfortunate
because it meant that for a time there
was no strong national African
presence in these talks. As a nation
wide, progressive, non-racial, but
predom- inantly African teachers'
union, NEUSA had a particularly im
portanlleadership role to play. But
when its national executive withdrew
from the unity process amongst pro
gressive teacher organisations, it was
unable to carry out this task effective
ly.

One major blow to teacher unity
was the effective banning of NEUSA
by the state in January 1988. By this
time, the organisation had resolved its
internal disputes, and had planned a
campaign to popularise the teacher
unity process amongst its members.
It was now forced to shelve this
campaIgn.

The second teacher unity initiative
was that of ATASA, which convened
a meeting attended by the affiliates of
UTASA, TASA, the TFC and itself in
November. The express purpose of
this meeting was to respond to on
going calls for tcacher unity (Weekly
Mail 27-11-87). By early 1988. these
organisations, with the exception of
the white Afrikaans-speaking teacher
bodies, had also established an in-prin
ciple agreement that they would work
towards unity amongst themselves.

The problem was that this unity
was to be based on lhe "Charter for
Teacher Unity" which had been de-
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velopcd by UTASA seven years pre
viously: this document had prevtously
been rejected by the progressive move
ment because it was in spirit SO

similar to the Dc Lange Commissions'
proposals in 1981.

So parallcl unity talks were now in
progress, and the situation was clearly
not in keeping with theCOSA111,
UDF and NECC resolutions. 11 is im
portant, however. to point out that the
divide between traditiooal and pro
gressive teacher organisations was not
as hard-line as it had been previously.

Significantly. ATASA had invited
NEUSA to the talks they convened.
Equally significantly, NEUSA de
clined to attend, not because of an in
principle opposition to ATASA, but
because ilS fellow progressive teacher
organisations had not been invited.1o

Likewise, in the unity talks of the pro
gressive unions, it was recognised that
ATASA, TASA and UTASA would
~soon~ have to be drawn into the unity
process.I I A thawing ofattitudes had
Iaken place, probably as a result of the
strong emphasis of the democratic
movement as a whole on overall
leather unity. 11le two teacher unity
forums were starting to drifilOgethcr.
but the process was still too slow.

The Harare proposals

It was left to the All Africa Tea
chers' organisation (AATO) and the
World Confederation of Organisations
of the Teaching Profession (WCOTP)
to make a decisive intervention in the
situation. Both of these organisations
were concerned that teacher unity in
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South Africa was not being realised.
and they invited a range of South Afri
can teacher bodies 10 Harare in April
198810 discuss the matter. ATASA.
UTASA. TASA and most of the pr0

gressive teacher organisations from
South Africa were represented at the
meeting; so too were a range of other
organisations which had an interest in
the matter. including the ANC,
SAC11J. various African teacher
unions and COSATIJ. After a week of
intense discussion, all parties at the
meeting unanimously agreed that the
set of guidelines which appear on
page 70 should be taken back to their
organisations as the basis for future
teacher unity in South Africa. t2

The organisational basis and prin
ciples for establishing one national
teachers' body within the anti-apan
heid camp had now been eslablished.

COSATU convenes unity talks

After the Harare proposals had
been taken back 10 the various organi
sations, COSA111 convened the first
round of talks as envisaged by point
15 in August 1988. All teacher organi
sations. with the exception of those
affiliated to the lFC. were invited to
the meeting. All of them said the 15
points had been well received by their
organisations, although in the case of
ATASA, there had not yet been a full
mandate from the organisation to
adopt them as the basis for future par
ticipation in the unity talks. A notable
agreement amongsllhe organisations
prescnt at the meeting was that they
would in future panicipate in only one
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set of tcaeher unity talks, those con
vened at this slage by COSATU, and
Ihat all other initiatives would be dis
solved.

The second round of talks lOOk
place in December 1988. At this
meeting, the all white, "English-speak
ingfl teachers'organisations (ITA.
SATA and NTS) addressed the organi
sations present and indicated their
desire to become part of Ihe teacher
unity process (New Nation 23-2-89).
It was pointed out to them that their
participation in various state educa
tion structures (including the TFC) at
that point precluded them from the
talks. but that if they accepted the fif
teen Harare guidelines which had
bccn adopted by the other organisa
tions in the talks, then they would be
welcome to join. Developments on
this front in 1989 will be watched
with great interest by the mass demo
cratic movement.

The other important agreement at
this round of talks was that regional
co-operation would become a priority
for the new year. All teacher organisa
tions in each region who arc
participants in Ihe talks will meet and
try to develop joint regional activities
to lay the basis for teacher unity at a
local level. By the end of 1988, re
gional co-operation had developed
well in the Western Cape, and had
begun to happen in Natal. Regional
teacher unity structures have also
been established in Ihe Eastern Cape
and the Trnnsvaal during 1989.

There were two important develop
ments in 1989. ATASA, at its national
conference in the first week of
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January, completed the process of con
sultation amongst its affiliates on the
Harare guidelines, and passed a resolu
tion to continue with the unity talks
on behalf of all its members and affil
iates (Sowetan IO-I-89). It became
clear, however, that there were serious
tensions within ATASA on Ihe mat
ter. TUATA, the biggest affiliate of
ATASA, had recently passed a resolu
tion not to participate in the tcacher
unity talks convened by COSATU.
This position was rejected by ATA$A
as a whole. but it is not clear yet how
the differences will affect teacher
unity. especially in Ihe Tmnsvaal.

On a sourer note, WECI1J and
DEn; were added to the growing list
of organisations effcctively banned by
Ihe state. It is clear Ihat state strategy
is to silence the voice of militant Iea
chers both publicly and within the
unity process, in the hope that
ATASA, UTASA and TASA might
find their way back into the arms of
the state system. This is obviously an
insull to the political integrity of these
organisations, and there arc signs that
they know it and will slrcngthen their
commitment to teacher unity.

The CI'PA, for example. has par
ticipated actively in the recent
"Defend DETU" campaign, showing
the depth which the Ieacher unity pro
cess has achieved in the Western Cape
region (Weekly Mail27-1·89). An
other example is the very recent
dccision of TA$A to finally withdraw
from panicipation in all committees
of the Department of Education and
Culture. House of Delegates (Sunday
Tribune 12-3-89).
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Struggle for people's education: headmaster announces government
closure of schoof - students and parents defied the closure and vowed to
continue with school as normal (Cape Town 1985)

Photo: Adil Ekadow/Afrapix

Future tasks and debates

We have seen that the prospects
for teacher unity in South Africa in
1989 are promising. The struggle to
create one national teachers' union,
howeverI is not over. There are a num
ber of urgent issues which must be
confronted by the leacher organisa
tions if the goal of unity is to be
realised:

• 1 Despite lhe call by alilhe major
organs of the mass democratic
movement for one nationaltca
chers' union, it appears that there
is still some uncertainty on this
question. ATASA. UTA$A and
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TASA for example, met with
WCOlP in January 1989 and
talked of lhe possibility of a feder
ation between them being pan of
WCOTP.13
This move is difficult to under
sland, because previous teacher
unity Ialks had reached consensus
that lhe new organisation should
be a non-racial body. If one exam
ines lhe calls for teacher unity by
COSATU. UDF and NECC. then
it is clear that one unitary struc
ture which can challenge apart
heid education as a whole was
envisaged.
A federation of existing organisa·



tions would mean Illat teacher
unity will continue to have Ille
form of the separate ethnic educa
tion depanmenlS ofapartheid.
This is an imponantdebate which
must be confronted urgently by
teachers as Illey build their uni
fied organisation.

• 2 Regional c<H>peration needs 10
be consolidated to build unity at
the level of ordinary teachers. If
the teacher organisations do not
engage in joint activities at local
level then the teacher unity pro
cess will never gain strength. The
goal of building one national tea
chers union must become more
than mere slogans at a national
leadership level.

• 3 The banning of NEUSA,
WECTU and DETIJ needs to be
effectively challenged. The state
is clearly trying to divide the
teacher unity movement and
weaken more militant elements. It
will truly be a test of the strength
of teacher unity 10 ensure that all
voices and tendencies who are
part of the talks continue 10 be
heard. As state repression in
creases, more and more responsi
bility will be placed on ATASA,
UTASA and TASA to ensure that
this happens.
4 The emerging national (in the
true sense of the tenn) teachers'
organisation needs to be properly
integrated into Ille broad national
liberation movement. At the
height of the NECC in 1986,
tcacher organisations were becom
ing an integral part of the mass-
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based people's education move
ment. They were shape<! by com
munity-wide struggles, and in
tum Illey were able to bring Ille
expenise of teachers 10 the fore in
shaping those struggles. Part of
the struggle for teacher unity is 10
once again put teachers back in
their rightful place as one of the
pillars of the education struggle.

• 5 There is a strong probability
Illat the new teachers' organisa
tion will want to be a trade union.
ATASA was as early as 1986 in
vestigating the possibility of be
coming a union for teachers
within COSATIJ,I4 and both
UTASA and TASA had already
discussed the issue before the cur
rent unity talks.
By the end of 1987 too pro
gressive teacher unions had all
committed themselves to the goal
of becoming a trade union within
COSATIJ. Despite this, however,
there has not been enough debate
about the implications of trade
unionism for teachers.
The majority of teachers in South
Africa are not highly qualified on
paper and are thcrefore poorly
paid (only well-qualified teachers
get good salaries). Although the
state has realised its weakness in
this area and has introduced
massive teacher upgrading pro
grammes over the last five years,
teachers still have serious wage
and workplace grievances. Large
numbers of them can be said 10
identify holll politically and econ
omicaly with the working classes.
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The leaders and controlling struc
tures of all the teacher organisa
tions. however. are at this point
well-edueated, relatively well
paid petty bourgeois e1emenlS.
There is little evidence that exist
ing teacher organisations have
fought effective trade union type
struggles for exploited teachers in
lhe pasl The question of a trade
union for teachers, in olher words,
still needs thorough discussion
wilhin lhe lCaChcr unity lalks. and
also in COSA11J and lhe mass
derllOeratic movement as a whole.

Rererences

Conclusion

'There is good reason. however. to
be conrldcnl 1nc drive for teacher
unity has developed slowly but well
over the pasl five years. and all organi
sations involved see themselves as
part of lhe broad liberation movement.
The debates and challenges outlined
above are difficult. but teachers have
shown thatlhey can forge a consensus
on difficult issues. We can look for
ward wilh optimism to future rounds
oftcacher unity talks. oCt
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METAL TALKS

Metal industry
negotiations
Wages, pensions, job security, overtime, shift work, taxes,
deregulation and retrenchments are on the table of this
year's metal industry negotiations. NUMSA is the major
union, and there is no IMF alliance. LABOUR BULLETIN
CORRESPONDENT rep"'o"'rt"'s.'--- _

Alongside wages, issues relating to
social security and the protection and
creation of more jobs look set to domi
nate the 1989 melal industrial council
negotiations.

The negotiations arc aimed at
laying down the minimum standards
in wages and employment for 361,000
melal workers countrywide. Fourteen
unions are taking pan in the negotia
tions with employers in the Steel and
Engineering Industries Federation
(SEIFSA). Although SEIFSA repre
sents only 3,500 out of a tOl.:l1 of 9,000
finns, it employs 70% of the industry
workforce. More than 30,000 workers
arc employed by companies
sueh as Iscor, Highvcld Steel
and Hullets, which arc
covered by house agree
ments and arc not affected
direct.ly by the indUSLrial
council talks.

The unions have grouped

along the same lines as last year - the
mainly black International Metalwor
kers Federation (lMF), the seven
white Council of Building and Metal
Unions (CMBU) and allied unions, as
well as three independents.

The IMF unions arc the National
Union of Metalworkers (NUMSA),
which is affiliated to COSATU, and
the Electrical and Allied Workers
Trade Union of SA, the Engineering
and Allied Workers Union of SA, and
the Steel, Engineering and Allied
Workers Union of SA, all affiliated to
NACfU.

Last year 31,000 metal workers
went on sLrike for two weeks
in suplXlrt of the Industrial
Council demands. The strike
was centred on Johannes
burg and the East Rand.
Although the four IMF
afliliates had agreed on a
joint strategy and joint de-
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mands, it was only members of the
biggest and most militant union,
NUMSA, who backed the strike.

NUMSA major union

NUMSA came out of the strike
having forced SEIFSA 10 recognise it
as the major union, and that in the fu
ture there could be no agreement that
excluded ill This was an important
breakthrough, as SEIFSA has in the
past always argued that NUMSA (or
MAWU) was simply one among
many unions, and had thus justified
gazeuing agreements that excluded
NUMSA. After last year's strike,
SEIFSA accepted it could no longer
do this.

While NUMSA came out of the
strike having achieved its goal and
having gained 30,000 new members,
the IMF alliance collapsed in disarray.
The 3 smaller unions accused
NUMSA of settling unilaterally with
SEIFSA, while NUMSA pointed out
that it was NUMSA members who
were striking and therefore NUMSA
which had to seule. This year the IMF
unions have presented their demands
separately. But according to IMF sec
retary, Brian Fredricks, lhe demands
are simiJar in many respccts.2

NUMSA has made the following
demands in the 1989 talks:

I) A new minimum ofR5 an hour,
against a R6 demand from some IMF
affiliates.

2) All non-scheduled workers,
such as storcmen, to be graded appro
priatcly on the basis of 1989 NUMSA
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proposals.
3) The removal of all anomalies in

the wage curve on the basis of 1989
proposals.

4) No SITE or PAYE deductions
to be made by employers.

5) A 40-hour working week with
out loss of pay.

6) Overtime to be limited to a
maximum of five hours a week, with
the approval of the majority of wor
kers in the planl Only emergency
work to be done during overtime.

7) Increase in shift allowances.
8) The unconditional recognition

of June 16and May Day (May 1) as
paid holidays.

9) Full maternity rights and a 12
day child care leave (10 be used when
children are sick, or when there are
problems at school).

10) Improvements to sick pay and
disability and death benefits.]

Motivating NUMSA's wage de
mand allhc opening of the talks,
NUMSA's Bernie Fanaroff said the
demand for a R5/hour minimum was
seen by the workers as reasonable and
modcratc. NUMSA members believe
that in such a wealthy country there
should be a more even distribution of
wealth. "They see excessive consump
tion and lhc consumption of luxuries
by pan of the population (including
management and shareholders in the
metal industry), whilc lhcy are de
prived of the infrastructure and
facilities in the areas where they are
required by law to live,~ said Fana-

4roff.
The strength of workers' feelings
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about lhe question of social security
was demonstrated carly in the negotia
tions. At the second round of lhe talks,
on 30 March, NUMSA made clear to
SEIFSA lhat it would nol attend lhe
next meeting on April 12 unless SEIF
SA agreed to provide a response lhen
on NUMSA's pension demand.
NUMSA was demanding that the in
dustry's two pension funds be
converted into flexible benefit funds,
wilh lump sum payments when wor
kers withdraw.

When SEIFSA failed to give lhe
undenaking, promising a response
only on April 25, NUMSA said il
would not attend the April 12 meet
ing, but would wait for SEIFSA's
response on lhe issue on April 25. The
meeting of April 12 was then can
celled, with parties agreeing to meet
again on April 25.

According to NUMSA, SEIFSA,
which first received NUMSA's de
mand a year ago, rejccted the
provident fund opuon because it be
lieved lhat workers are not capable of
handling money responsibly, and that
workers will waste lump sums and
have nolhing for their old age. But
this is workers' money and they know
best what their needs arc. There is no
social security provided by the state or
adequate state housing, so unem
ployed workers need their money
immediately. "Relatively few metal
workers actually reure at 65, many
die, and most leave the industry be
fore this age," said NUMSA.

It added that an actuarial investiga
tion had shown thaI most current
pensioners actually got less from the

METAL TALKS

industry pension than they do from
the state pension, and some lose
money because they lose the stale
pension through the means test.
NUMSA rejected SEIFSA's argument
that the industry pension paid out com
paratively little because it was still a
new fund' s

Deregulation

SEIFSA offered a new hourly
minimum of R3.40 for labourers, ris
ing 10 R8.09 for artisans. Outside of
the o:bviously critical issue of wages,
major points of difference exist be
tween NUMSA and SEIFSA.
Broadly, NUMSA wants to create
more jobs while at the same time se
curing the existing ones, which are
threatened by provisions of the new
Labour Relations Act. The Act now
makes it casier for employers to layoff
certain categories of workers.

Some NUMSA demands in this
connection are:

I) That extra shifts be introduced
only if they willicad to the employ
ment of additional workers, and after
full negotiauons with unions, with for
mer employees being given
preference.

2) Stricter guidelines regarding the
job security of temporary workers.

3) That employers wishing to relo
cate or close plants, give adequate
nOlice and sufficient information to
workers and_all representative unions,
and to negotiate in good faith on the
proposed changes.

4) One month per year of service
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as severance pay.

SEIFSA on the other hand seeks to
creale conditions favourable for de
regulation and the utilisation of
overcapacity, by removing as many
restrictions on employers as possible.

This is clear from the demands
which SEIFSA has submitted - it is
the first time that the employers have
submitted their own demands. These
included:

• excluding small businesses from
the scope of agreement

, removing limits on overtime.
, relaxing restrictions barring the

employment of workers without
normal qualification for artisan

• jobs.
• protection of companies against

compulsion to bargain at plant
level on issues already settled at
the Industrial Council.

NUMSA rejected SEIFSA's de
mand for the exclusion of small bus
inesses from the agreement and that
the restrictions on overtime be lifted.

According to Fanaroff, up to
22.000 metal workers were presently
employed in small business and
would be disadvantaged by the exclu
sion of their employers from the
agreement. NUMSA also saw the
govermcnt's hand behind SEIFSA's
push for the exclusion of small em
ployers.

The industry also has several im
portant matlers to dcal with from last
year,.

One is the refusal by the govern
ment to extend the hackpaymem
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provision in last year's agreement to
non-parties. This means that workers
not party to the agreement, and em
ployed by noo-party employers would
not get the increase backdated to the
implementation date for the agree
ment (July 1988) from the acwal dale
that the agreement was published
(December 13).

The Minister of Manpower also re
fused to gazelle. and therefore make
compulsory, the public holidays ar
rangement reached in the 1988
agreement. This provided for May I
and June 16 as paid holidays, in ex
change for statutory holidays such as
Founders' Day and the government de
clared Workers' Day, if 75% of
workers in the plant vote for this.

At the time of going to press the in
dustrial council, comprising industry
unions and SEIFSA, had just initiated
Supreme Court action to review the
above decision by government

Both NUMSA and IMF have ex
pressed hope of co-operation later in
the negotiation, despite tensions from
last year's strike. It remains to be seen
if this hope will be transformed quick
ly enough into action for a united,
stronger front to emerge in the tough
months ahead. ~
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TOWARDS A PLANNED ECONOMY

Conference on ANC Constitutional GUidelines

Towards a
planned
economy
In a talk delivered at the JODAC Conference on the
Constitutional Guidelines:ALEC ERWIN, NUMSA National
Education Officer, argues that a planned economy is the
only way out of the current economic crisis. The working
class must organise now to make that ~p"oss=ib",l"e~. _

This section of the conference deal- will not be in the hands of lhc work-
ing as it docs with the economy and ing class.
the trade unions, is crucially about the I think an analysis of poliLical
working class. Certainly in the ap- economy is absolutely crucial for the
proach I take to the economy and the working class. There are three very
problems of transition, I will be start· central reasons why a political ana·
ing from its implications for the work· lysis of the economy is critical and
ing class. In doing that I am not in any essenLial.
way suggesting that the working class The first rC3S0n is that it is only
and its organisations are not a part of that analysis that will allow the work-
the mass democratic movement. In ing class to sec the extent to which
foct. in the absence of working class material and social progress can be
organisations, the mass democratic made that will benefit the working
movement cannot successfully take on class. We have 10 understand what the
a mass nature. And without a mass na· prospects are for employment and
ture there is certainly for the working what the prospects are for wage Ie-
class a real danger that the economy vels. I think it's clear that those two
and future planning of the economy factors arc the very key material basis

• Edtad version of a IranSCtipt of /fIela//(. The conference. organised by the Johannes·
burg Democratic Action Committee. was held., JohaMesburg on '9 March '989.
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of the well-being of not only society
as a whole. but the working class in
particularJ

Ilhink lhc second reason why we
need a very clear analysis of the politi
cal economy is precisely to decide to
what extentlhe State has the capacity
to reform. And to what extent it has
lhe material capacity to repress. I
lhink that the refonn-reprcssion bal
anCe has to be understood in the
context of the political economy
which limits the options open to the

Slate.
And finaUy,llhinlc that

any discussion of alliances
has LO be based on a clear
analysis of the political
economy.

Ir we are going lO talk
about alliances. if we arc
going to talk about the
balance of forces at a fu
lure point of time. such
discussions are absltaCt
and misleading if you are
not also going to address
what are the malerial
and political factors thaI
govern me different ele
ments in thaI alliance. In
particular if we are going
LO talk aboutallianccs in
volving the working class.
lhe rIJ'St issue LO understand
is what is the worting
class? Where is it located
in the particular society.

:::z::,~J what are its divisions. what
Erwin: economy must be planned arc lhe problems thaI COil-
__________~P=I>o=IO~'~Ce<t;::::~·'=N~""="'=."''''''''::·xfrom it organisationally.

materially, socially and
politically? If we are to talk about al
liances without first understanding
what the working class is. it seems to
me we are not actually 1aIlc.ing about
alliances at all.

n we are talking of alliances with
Other strata or classes in society we
have to have some understanding of
the forces at work on !hose strata and
classes. If we are not looking at the
forces at work, the broader social and
political forces, the economic forces,
then we arc really talking about a con-
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glomcration of individuals and that is
not to my mind a discussion of class
alliances.

COSATV has attempted in Lhe
last two years to uy and commission
research on the economy. I am really
drawing quite heavily on the studies
that roSATIl has commissioned
which attempt to understand the pres
cnt economic crisis. Thcy did this in
the contcxt of understanding sanctions
initially, bUI it rapidly becamc clear
that if we wanted to undersland
sanctions we had better undcrstand
the workings of the South African
economy.

An analysis of Ihc political econ
omy provides a link between the
present situation and the uansition to
the future. I would suggest that there
is some difference in cmphasis if one
starts with an analysis of the political
economy as opposed to the starting
point which is often laken - thaI of
starting wilh lhe need 10 remove apan
hcid and lhen addressing economic
issues afterwards.

I think there is a significant dif
ference ofemphasis in those two
starting points. Thc focI that apartheid
cxists, and is abhorrent, is common to
both those starting points. Butl think
the implications for analysis are signi
ficantly different

The South African economy·
strenglhs and weaknesses

What I want to do very quickly is
10 first try and describe the economy
and thcn to look at the ",lture of the
present economic and political crisis.

TOWARDS A PLANNED ECONOMY

Let me start with an unusual swting
point and that is the strengths of this
economy.

I am flO( ncccssarily listing the
strengths in order of imponance, but
one is cenainly the massive abun
dance of natural resources. The
mineral wealth of this economy is
truly staggering.

The industrial base of this econ·
omy is also very large. fl's an
importanl industrial base where cer
tain basic products that are required
for economic octivity arc being pr0

duced in South Africa Steel, basic
chemicals and heavy equipment for in
dustry is being pnxIuccd in South
Africa.

Production of these goods pr0
vides an important industrial base.
Sooth Africa also has a well de
velopcd infrastruCture linked to that
industrial basco fl has a reasonablc
road and rail network and for an econ
omy this size, a very good
communications nctwork. Howevcr,
all of these slrCngths arc by no means
permanent One of the great tragedies
of the present situation is that each
one of those strengths is being rapidly
eroded by the present ccooomic crisis.
The monopoly corporations are lit.e
rally raping the country of its mineral
resourtt.S. The industrial base is de
clining rapidly in thaL there has been
no new fixed invesunent in this econ
omy for the last 6 or 1 years. And the
infrastructure linked to producLion is
dcgencrating as govcrnmcnL sells iL
off LO private companies. Wc need LO
be vcry conscious or this process. The
apanheid era dcvcloped these basic
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sucngths at a high social cost. Yet this
basis for our fUlUre is now being
eroded in front of our eyes as me
dealh throes of apartheid are pro
longed. It needs LO be stressed that this
erosion in not lhe resuh of sanctions.

A major problem of litis economy
is lhatlhe infrastruclUre is linked to
lhe needs of capitalist proouction and
lhe needs of the white population. If
one looks at roads, railways, water
and e1ecuicity supplies, health care
and education, they are all clearly
localCd according LO the needs of pro
duction, or in white arcas. All arc
disaslfOusly absent where lhe great
majority of South Africa's people live
- in the LOwnships and so-called home-

, I

lands.
Secondly, the agricultural base of

lhis society is weakening, and weaken
ing rapidly. The so-called reserve
areas or homeland areas, whilst being
13% of the land, were in the mid-60s
calculated as being 30% of all arable
land in South Africa (arable land is
land lhat can grow crops). Yet that
30% of arable land produces probably
less than I% of lhe total food supply
of Soum Africa. This situation is criti
cal because what was arable land is
being devastated by lhe effects of
overcrowding and underdevelopment

The problem of poverty lhrcatens
LO be overwhelming in this society.
There are some 35 million or more

. " ....•r.~', ,- '::- """-~'". ~"~-'.

~

A strong industrial base, but gigantic economic problems
Plio/a: Afrapix
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people Jiving in South Africa, yet if
more than five million of those have
an income above a living wage, a rea
sonable income, then we are lucky.

An economy that has basic
strengths. but gigantic problems, is
what we face. 1now want to now
examine why these prob'ems become
moreacule day by day, and whethct
there any prospect of some kind of sol
ution 10 these problems.

Crisis in accumulation

The conclusion of the COSA1U
study was, that in lhe Soulh African
economy we have a crisis of accumu
lation. A capitalist economy basically
grows lhrough an accumulation p~
cess. Simplifying this, it is a process
where profiLS are earned and re-in
vesLed back into production. As they
are re-invested in production more
profiLS are earned and they in tum are
re-invested back inlO production. This
is the process of accumulation. A
growing economy is ooe where profiLS
are re-invested back into production.

But there are two ways of re-in
vesting back inlO production, the one
way is 10 invest back into existingp~
duction, go into the existing mines
and factories and put in new ma
chinery and new equipment and in
that way increase lhe output. lower
the coslS, and increase your profiLS, a
kind of .intensive development where
productivity rises over time.

The other way is 10 invest in new
factories, new mines and new areas of
production. Now these processes arc
different, from the point of view of

TOWARDS A PLANNED ECONOMY
employmcot and from the point of
view of lhe impact they have on
wages and other factors. The rII'St pr0
cess of investing back. into existing
production does not ~ssarilycreate
employmenL In fact there is a general
tendency for it to reduce employment
as you bring in new equipment and
machinery. 1f wages rise as productiv
ity rises then standards: of living may
rise, a1lhough the creation of unem
ploymentcould be a problem. In the
second process investment does create
new jobs.

HislOricaily in capitalist socicties,
growlh rates of about 5% are con
sidered high [the growth rate refers to
lhe rate of increase of production].
Growth at 5% for more than 5 or 6
years is a relatively high growth rate.
South Africa had the remarkable set
of circumsuUlCCS from the late-50s
right through 10 the mid-70s where the
average rate of growth was vccy close
10 5% if not slightly above, probably
one of the highest growth rates ever at
tained by a capitalist economy for a
long period. But since the laIC-70s the
growth rates have been less than I
2%, and at times zero.

The crises of accumulation that
exisLS in lhe Sooth African economy
at prescnt can be simply described as
follows: there is no investment in new
production capacity, ie. new mines,
factoOcs and farms, and only limited
investment in exisling factories, mines
ctc.That does not mean that there are
no profiLS being earned. Gigantic
profits arc reing earned, bUl they arc
not reing invested back in production.
The capitalist economy in South Afri-
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ca is not investing in production. it is
investing in everything else but~
duction. If it does invest in production
it is quite clearly doing that outside of
South Africa, in Australia. US or
Brazil or other such count.rics.

Why are capitalists not investing
in production in South Africa? Is it be
cause of the political crisis? Our
research concludes that this is not
caused by t.hc political crisis alone.
1be change in investment patterns
started in the late 1970s, well before
the political crisis became as acute as
it now is.

H seems that foreign investors
were the first to stop investing in new
production in South Africa. By the
early-80s, South African companies
also slowed down their investment,
and they began exponing their capital.
I want to stress. they did this before
the acute political crisis of'84 on
wards. Why t.hcn are companies
investing less and less in production?

The root cause lies in the manufac
turing sector. If we arc seeking an
engine for renewed growth and for job
creation, we have to look to the manu
facturing sector. And if we want to
understand why there is currently no
growth, vfe also have to look to the
manufacturing sector for an answer.

No markets
for manufacturing

Why can't the South African
manufacturing sector develop rapidly?
IlS'growth rates arc very low and cm
ployment has been consistently
dropping in this sector for the last 8 or
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9 y"",,-
lncre arc a number of reasons for

this. which I will examine briefly.
1be first problem is that there is

no growth in the internal market. and
very little prospect of growth. There
are several inter-related causes of this
problem.

Firstly, the legacy ofapartheid's
prevK>us success in promoting rapid
economic growth now weighs heavily
as an obstacle to future growth.

Apartheid and previous racial
policies created and maintained a sys
tem of migrant labour. This provKied
abundant cheap labour for capitalist
production to expand rapidly.

However, the legacy of this sys
tem is a devastated rural area and an
extremely underdeveloped urban area
in the form of the townships. These
areas are stricken with poverty. and
povetty offers no market for the goods
produced in the high cost manufactur
ing sector.

Our manufacturing sector was de
veloped behind tariff protection and
catered for the high incomes of white
income earners. We have developed a
production process geared for high
cost production to an affluent market.
So what is happening is, slowly more
blacks are coming into that affluent
market, but at a rate which is slow and
can easily be met by existing produc
tion with new machinery. 11'ICre is no
need to build new factories to meet
the growing black market. because the
existing factories can easily meet that
market.

The other area that is a barrier to
growth in the internal market is thaI
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No prospect
for exports

Here the
answer is a re
sounding 'no'.

....but no resources for the people The manufae-
Photos: Eric Mil/er/Afrapix turing sector's

prospects ofexporting significant
quantities of goods is very low indeed.
We have no prospect of competing
with our direct competitors in what
are called the new industrial countries
such as Taiwan and South Korea.

Our price structure is too high at
this poim in time. In any event, if we
started to expon manufactured goods
our imports would increase
dramatically, because one of the great
weaknesses in the South African
economy is that we don't make our
own machinery or machine tools.
Those sectors don't exist here and so
we have to import them on a very
large scale. South Africa docs not

source of
growth for the
manufacturing
sector. This
being the case,
the obvious
next question is
whether South
Africa could
tum to the
world market,

r-:'=:'===-~'-"=-::,!:=:::::='------, and become a
significamex·
poncrof
manufactured
goods.

there is ob
viouslya
crying need in
South Africa
for housing and
a whole range
of other social
infrastructure.
But capital can
not provide that
need. All the
studies on hous
ing have shown
that if the capi
talist system
provides 20%
of employed
workers with
housing we will
be lucky. The
reason they can
not meet that
need is that
they will only
build houses
and other social infrastructure at a
profit. In order to make a profit with
housing, the prices are relatively high,
and the majority of people therefore
cannot afford those houses. The State
cannot build enough houses because
the State is now hamstrung by its own
financial problems.

For reasons that would take too
long to outline here, it is also unlikely
that South Africa's manufacturing sec
tor could expand production as a
result of rising productivity, rising
wages, and increased consumer spend
ing. The combination ofall these
reasons therefore makcs it very unlike
ly that the internal market will be a
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have the cash to buy the sophisticated
machinery necessary if we arc to pro
duce goods for export on the world
market

So there is little prospect of
growth of manufactured exports.

A further problem for the econ·
omy is the Stnlcturc of South Africa's
foreign trade. South Africa exports
minerals and raw materials, and im
ports machinery and other goods used
in production. These imports arc ex
lrCmely expensive, and when finance
capital is also leaving the counlI)' be
cause it does nOi want to invest in the
South African economy the balance of
payments goes into the red. The
country cannot afford the imports it
needs. This forces the govemment to
cut down spending and slow down
economic activity, as the recent bud
get shows. Intemal economic policies
arc being dicuned by the balance of
payments constraints. The govem
ment's ability to carry out economic
reforms or stimulate economic growth
arc seriously curtailed by the balance
of payments.

Reform for 30%,
repressibn for 70%

I've tried to argue that capilal can
not solve the problem for the majority
of people, capital can only solve the
problem for the minority of people.
And the problem facin.': us is this, that
both capital and the State arc clearly
aware of the fact that their reform sol·
utions arc for a minority of the people.
Senior businessmen that our study in
terviewed, said quite frankly and
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openly that South Africa's future was
a 30%·70% society. 30% of that so
ciety would be employed in wage
labour at maybe reasonable wages,
they would have housing and they
would have the kind of things that
would make for a reasonable living
standard, TVs, washing machines, etc.

The other 70% would do the best
they can, they would be the informal
sector, they will be in the rural areas,
they will be in the small businesses,
they will be unemployed, but no one
will know what their income levels
will be, and all indications arc that
they will be disastrously low. They
woo't have formal housing as we
know it, they won't have electricity
and running water and other things as
we know it They'Ulive in squatter
camps, upgraded shacks, site and ser·
vice schemes, ele.

If that is lhe case, that capital and
the State know that only 30% of lhis
society will be catered for, it becomes
manifestly clear why reform and re
pression arc not two competing State
strategies, reform and repression arc
the same strategy. The State has no op
tion but to reform and repress at the
same time. Because if you leave such
a large section of society out of the
benefits of capitalism lhen you arc
going to have to make sure that you re
press all political opposition that may
arise in that sector of society.

And in particular it is the working
class that will be the most dangerous
problem. Because it is the WOrking
class thal arc the largest bulk of poten·
tial political organisation in this
society. Not only that, the working
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class are a problem in existing produc
tion because. as I said, profitability in
South Africa now depends on increas
ing profits in the existing factories
because you can't invest in new fac
tories.

And that is what we are witnessing
at the moment. the great clash be
tween unions and employers is
essentially a clash around the costs of
production in existing factories. Capi
tal are introducing a wide range of
schemes, some fairly overtly coercive
and others much more cleverly co-op
tive in an attempt to weaken the trade
unions. not to destroy them necessar
ily, but to weaken them_ The prospect
of militant national wage bargaining,
the prospect of significant rises in
wages. are the prospttts that capital
cannot tolerate if it wants to keep its
profitability in existing factories.

Basically the working class is con
fronted wilh a range of strategies that
are designed to weaken and divide its
organisations. There is substantial evi
dence of the stratification of the work
ing class, of attempts to pull employed
workers into higher payingjobs and
put them into housing estates. Of at
temptS 10 make sure that you get high
wage industries in Johannesburg.
Cape Town and Durban but you get
low wage industries in the border
areas, lhe small towns in the outlying
areas. And you can sec it quite clear
ly, wage levels diverging rapidly into
high wage areas and low wage areas.

The conventional argument is that
dcrcgulation is designed to creatc
jobs. Our argument is that its real
thrust is to lower costs. It does !.his by

TOWARDS A PLANNED ECONOMY
directly lowering wages and reducing
expenditure on working condittons. It
creates low wage areas that also put
pressure on wages in high wage areas_

If lhis is the economy we are fac
ing, then the flJ'St point that we would
argue is essential. is that the working
class must now not only strengthen its
organisations. but musl now unify it
self as a political force. The working
class is undcr a very severe attack
from lhe State and capital. an attack
essentially designed to weaken its or
ganisations, to stratify and divide it as
a future political force. If the working
class is weak in future, then the pr0b
lems thai exist in our economy now
will still be there in the future..

We can talk about the post-apan
hdd government. but the question is
whether lhe post·apartheid economy
is going to be identical to the present
economy. And (lhink. wc should
think about that vcry carefully be
cause there is no magic wand in the
capitalist economic structure thal can
change the prescnt socio-economic
situation. The monopolies under an
ANC government are not going to in
vest in housing. because it is not
profitable. !he monopolies under an
ANC government are not going to pro
duce products thai are cheap enough
for peoplc 10 buy. because il is not
profitable, and the production tech
niques don't allow them to produce
products thai are cheap enough. The
monopolies under an ANC govem
ment arc not going to expand into
Africa on a gigantic wave ofexports.
because they can't competc with Tai·
wan. Korea and a host of other
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countries. So there is little prospect
that a change of government alone is
going to change this economy.

A planned economy 
the only way out

That raises I think a very crucial
set of issues around the question of a
mixed economy. What is a mixed
economy? We arc a mixed economy
at present. In the trivial sense every
economy in the world is a mixed econ
omy. The Soviet Union is a mixed
economy. The issue at stake in a
mixed economy is not the level of
state ownership as opposed to private
ownership, that is not the issue at
stake. The issue at stake is what is the
dominant economic process at work.
Is it planning. a planned process or is
it a market process? If it is a market
process we arc essentially talking
about a capitalist economy.

In South Africa we would argue
that if we are talking about a mixed
economy that is under the conuul of
market forces, then that mixed econ
omy must exhibit the same problems
as the present economy exhibits and
there ~ no easy way of getting out of
the present problems. If the mixed
economy is an economy that has got
private ownership and state ownership
but where planning is the dominant
process, then there may be a prospect
of getting out of lile present situation.
It won't be easy. but the reason why

·thcre is a prospect is that a planned
process can move resources from
areas of surplus to areas of need
through an actual process of planning
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rather than through the market. lbat
doesn't mean that the market plays no
role. What we arc talking about is
what is the dominant process in an
economy. And we argue that if we are
talking about mixed economies, it
must be a mixed economy where plan
ning is the dominant process.

Zimbabwean socialism is in our
view not socialism because the market
forces arc dominant The Soviet
Union's use of the market is not capi
talism because the planning process
remains dominant. Those are the is
sues we arc going to have to address
much more carefully and seriously in
our society if we are really going to
change things. There is only one class
in society that has a real interest in a
planned economy, and that is lile
working class. Because it is the work
ing class who are deprived of the
resources and riches in South Africa.
So if the capitalist economy cannot
answer the needs of the working class
then clearly it is the working class
who have to change that economy.
And basically the change in that econ·
omy would be to make planning the
dominant process.

A crying task - build working
class organisation

But the working class is only
going to do that if the working class is
the working class. If the working class
is merely a set of categories and catch
words used in political rhetoric then
there is no prospect of a planned econ
omy. At present the working class in
South Africa is being subjected to
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....away from wasteful luxury
Phoro: Eric MilJer/Afrapix

~~TO~I\C::.ARDS A PLANNED ECONOMY
economy will
not be rebuilt,
and the ma
jority of people
who now live
in poverty will
continue to live
in poverty_

Soour argu
ment is that the
issue that needs
to be addressed
by this society
as a whole is

_"---J what are me
Planning can move resources to areas of need.... mechanisms for

Photo: Eric Mil/er/Afrapi1( restnlCwring

the Soulh African economy so that the
majority of people have a reasonable

massive pressures to weaken ilS or
ganisations and divide it politically.
The task of resisting this is an urgent
and concrete task that the trade unions
must contribute to. Working class
triumphalism is against the inlCreslS of
the working class.

The trade unions must contribute
because the working class does not
only consist of organised and em·
ployed workers. It is wider than this.
and has to be united and strengthened
in the community as well. Given the
weight of the working class in our so
ciety, 10 strengthen working class
organisation is at the same time to
slrenglhcn the mass democratic move
ment. This project of slrengthening
and unifying the working class in no
way prevents lhe working class from
forming alliances with olher strata
againstlhe aparlheid State. But if they
do not strengthen their organisation, if
the working class has no programme
of action to rebuild this economy, this

,
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standard of living as opposed to !he
present situation where !he majority
of people suffer starvation. -tt

Discussion
Question: How can the working
class, meaning the employees, push
to have partkipation in that kind of
planning ofproduction and distribu
tion?

Erwin: When talking about !he
working class we must not only talk
about those workers !hat are em
ployed. It includes unemployed,
particularly unemployed youth, those
persons that live in rural areas and
don't survive from their production,
who are merely surviving from money
coming from those in the towns. It is
the majority of South African socicty.

So working class control of pro
duction takes place in two different
areas. One would be in the factory.
Are workers participating or control
ling lhc decisions around production
in the factory? 1bc other area ofcon
trol is whether the resources in the
countl1 are being moved away from
expensive cars, expensive houses and
being put into houses for the poor,
roads for (he poor.

I don't know if I have made that
clear. The working class has got two
areas where it needs to control things.
One is in the workplace, the other is
to make sure the resources of that so
ciety come back to the working class
and don't get taken away from the
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A crying task - to bJild working
class organisation

Photo: 5an1u MofohsnglAfrapix

working class all the time.
So in the factories and mines con

trol depends on the degree of work
organisation in those areas. And that
is where lhc union movement is cru
cial. If the unions are built on
organisation in the workplace then
those workers in that workplace are
going to have a say in the production.
Whether they are in control of that
production or whether they arc not in
full control of that production depends
on politics too.

On the question of wider control
of society it depends whether the gov
ernmenl that comes into power is
going to meet the needs of the work
ing class or noL Only a government
that comes into power that makes
planning lhc dominant process, will
meet the needs of the working class.
A government that wants to continue
with a markel dominated economy
would have very serious problems in
solving the needs of the working
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class. In fact we argue it won'l be
possible.

Question: I'd liIu w ask a ques
tion about the transition from the cur
rent capiJalist economy ulUler
apartheid, to a planned economy.
The question thal bedevils us alUl has
bedevilled most other post-revolution
ary or transitional regimes, is the
question ofhow to make that break,
how to actuolly make that transi/ion
from an economy based on profit to
an economy based on planning? The
moment one starts to try to direct the
economy according to planning you
are going to stilrt running into resist
ancefrom the big corporations,from
foreign capital who often control the
supply of the technology, and so on.
How do you see that process start·
ing?

Erwin: ThallJansition process
is lhe most problemalic for mOSl econ
omics. Because it runs up against
resistance from capital and inlema
tional capital who have got a virtual
stranglehold on Ihe supply of various
products. Whcn we stan talking, as is
common in Soulh Africa political de
bate, aboullhe balance of forces in Ihe
future, I think we have to start giving
that notion real content. I'll give some
illustralions, I don't pretend to have
lhe answcrs here. Precisely this area
should be addressed by the mass dem
cralic movement, and particularly by
the working class because it is lhem
that are going to be ccntral to this.

Let's take the question of nationali
sation. You can nalionalise as was the

TOWARDS A PLANNED ECONOMY
case in the Zambian copper mines,
where the governmenl merely
becomes the shareholder in that cop
per mine. The rest of the process of
management and production remains
in the hands of the previous corpora
tions. Now U'Uly that kind of
nationalisalion has a very limited ca
pacity to redirect resources.

In fact in South Africa that would
have no impact on the economy. If we
nationalise the gold mines in the same
way they nationalised the copper
mines in Zambia, that would have no
effect on the South Africa economy
because the amount of tax that the
government is presently taking out,
would probably not be greatly in
creased. Capital would just be taking
out the rest of it in profits.

BUl a nalionaJisation where the
State takes over direct ownership of
the company, and then enters into a
management contract with the pre
vious owners, is a different kind of
nationalisalion altogether. Whether
that has an impact on the society de
pends on how well organised the
workers are on the mines. So Ihat's
one issue, we would have to address
the exact fonn of nationalisation.

And that nalionalisation is only
going to become successful if workers
in the nationalised plant are capable of
taking power away from previous
managcmenl. I don't say eliminating
the previous management physically
speaking, bUl definitely reducing what
they so fondly call management prero
gative. There will have to be a far
greater degree of negotiation as to
how the workplace is run.
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Nationalising the economy - do workers have the power?
Pha"': SJewt Hilron-BatbefIAFrapix
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we as NUM$A don't pay any atten
tion to training, when the time comes
for nationalising Dorbyl, Meteor and
other groups, if there are no skills in
the plants because the union has abdi
cated any responsibility ror training,

we are going to be in
mess.

It means the un ion
movement should now ad·
dress the problem or
training in a very serious
and innovative way so
thai we have the skills to
stabilise that industry.
That'S what I mean by the
balance or rorces. What
you can or can 'I nation
alise depends on the
degree ororganisation in
the wockplace. And that's

Practicalities need 10 be addressed.
Would it be possible to nationalise the
gold mines and run the risk ofa large
white exodus or management and
skills? We need 10 address that in a
concrete way. Unklns should now
slart to work politically in
the workplace, and say 10
people, 10 whites: look,
we have got a
common so-
ciety, which is 'y\.
dirrerent to a l
union which alie-
nates everyone
in lhc work
place. I am
l(ying 10 give
some concrele dimensions
10 what nccds to be done.
In lhe meaal industry, ir
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Question: I think ils going to be
~ery difficult to follow the pro
gramme you hape outlined unless the
notional question is rtso/ped.

production. This will be an economy
that is auempting 10 restructure preuy
rapidly, it's quite likely that there will
be planning inemciencies, so the cost
of production may rise. But 8tleast
we will be taking resources that we're
capable of producing, and putting
them in areas of need. We will be ef
fecting structural change, we will be
putting houses where there weren't
houses before.

Rising costs of production are 001
easy. But the question is should we tol
erate an increase ofcosts in exchange
for improving the roads, electricity,
etc. Take electricity as a classic
example, the horrifying situation in
South Africa at present, is that we
have a 30% over-supply of elcclTicity.
Escom is in me process of closing
down 14 power stations and retrench
ing 6,000 workers. But it is estimated
that we could use that power to supply
every single existing house in South
Africa wim electricity. The reason the
government can't do that is it costs
too much to put the lines in.

So if a government came in and
said, look we are going 10 put the lines
in even if it costs us SOfI'lClhing, and
we will use this 30% over-supply
costs of pnxtuction might rise, but the
effect on the standard of living of the
JXXlPle of South Africa will be dra
matic.

why il's cenual for unions to ensure
that organisation is SltOng, and why
it's central for management to break
union power at this poinl

QuesUon: Will South Afrna rifler
libtmtUm needforeign in~estlMnt?

Will iJ be a.~·ailable if 1ft' natioNllise
the economy?

Answer: South Africa as I said at
the beginning, is a very wealthy econ
omy. It most unlikely that
international capital would want to
surrender this area of the world entire
ly. And t think that puts a future
government, if it is a determined fu
ture government, in a relatively suong
position to bargain with international
capita!. 1am puuing forward my own
views here, these are issues that need
to be addressed more carefully.

What we may need is foreign in
vestment linked to technology. So we
will need to do deals with foreign in
vestment around technology. T1lat's
nothing new, that's precisely the way
Korea and Taiwan grew. A foreign
company coming into the counuy was
told exactly what to invest and what
to do about that invesunenl A
wealthy economy like Sooth Africa
could negotiate similar deals.

QuesUon: You said thai costs Of
production are high in the South Af·
rican economy. Are you saying that
in 0 pmnned economy the costs of
production will be less?

Answer: No a planned economy
will not necessarily reduce the cost of
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Erwin: As far as I am con-
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ccrned mey arc lhe same problem. Na
tionaloppression includes poveny,
killing people in me working class to
weaken their organisation, division of
lhe working class, mey are the same
problem. And to separate them is
where the danger lies. Because if you
start separating them you come across
the arguments that. well look we'll
change the government and thcn we
will start changing the economy. But
the economy can't be changed unless
we address thc present problems that
we're looking at.

Question: I wont1o make a com
ment on the context within which we
are discussing the possibilities ofafu
ture South African economy. One of
the prerequisites ofattempting to
change the economy is to win power.
That raises a series ofpolitical ques
tions which are going tofundamen
tally effect the type ofeconomy we
can or can't build in the post-apart
heid South Africa.
lt is important to look at what is desir
able in the long term. But it can't be
seen in abstract, it's got to be seen as
part ofa process of trying to win
power. Part ofthat process of win
ningp~er is waging a national
democratic struggle. You hafe a
group Ofdifferent people which are
coming together with the common in
terest ofending apartheid. In order
to achiefe power, the mass demo
cratic mOfement has to mobilise the
maximise support notjust from the
working class butfrom a whole
range ofother classes among the
black people ofSouth Africa, it's got
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to mobilise supportfrom various sec
tors among the white people and cer
minly amongst the coloured and
Indian people.
You hafe got to unify those people so
that they can effectifely challenge
the State. But this process ofbuilding
allitJnces must necessarily limil the
kind ofoptwns we have in the future
society. Those same people are going
to be fundamenttll 10 afuture econ
omy.1n order to run this economy in
Ihefuture we hafe to win Ihe support
ofa much broader sector ofSouth Af·
ru;a society than the working class it
self.
My own perception is there art going
to be major limitatwns on what we
can achiefe in the immediate
post-apartheid South Africa. That
doesn't mean we don't aim for some
thing different. But we'fe got to
achiefe it with both ourfeet on the
ground.
My own perceptwn is iJ is not going
to be possible in the immediate past
apartheid society to talk about a
planned economy, not immediately.
What we are going to hafe is a possi·
bilityof a broad allitJnce offorces
that will attempt to transform the
economy. From what we hafe at the
moment, with an ANC gOfernment in
charge, towards some kind of trans·
formed society, sOttU kind Of trans
formed economy. That will depend
on the balance offorces, depending
on who we mobilise up 10 the paint of
liberation and afterwards, what
strength the working class has, to
what extent we manage to win Ofer
the middle strata Ofblack com-
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South Africans need the prospect of a reasonable future, in which
the abundant wealth of our coumtry is shared amongst all its people.
rather than the prospect of a desolate future of poverty and deprivation

Photo: Gill de VliegiAfrapix

munity, to what extent we manage to
get the co-operation ofa whote lot of
skilled white people, not necessarily
top management, but people on dif
ferent levels.
That will help to dictate where we go
and how much we can succeed in
fUndamentally Iransforming this so
ciety.

Erwin: I want to Slress that
there is an imperative, and a very real
and definite imperative, LO unify the
broadest possible grouping and mass
of people in order to remove apart
heid. I think that is an essential
political requirement and task at the
present point in time.

The working class docs also have
a task of organising itself as the work
ing class, it is under certain and direct
fonns of attack and it must organise it
self and its organisations in the
workplace and more widely in the
community.

Now quite clearly we cannot jump
from today LO tomorrow, from a mar
ketto a planned economy. What I am
talking about is a position where the
working class organisations begin to
address what is necessary in the econ
omy and they begin to organise in that
direction. If we are talking about a
planned economy, as working class or
ganisations, what docs that require us
to do now, in order that we can tip the
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balance of forces in our favour later?

Now to organise in a way where
the working class is lrying to achieve
a planned economy, docs not, I want
to stress, Lhis docs nOl take them out
of the mass democratic movemenL at
all. Because we have got a common
goal wiLh a wide range of persons to
remove the apartheid regime and a
planned economy will require Lhe
broadest possible mass of people to
support that programme.

Any attempt by organised workers
or by working class organisations to
distance themselves from the rest of
society may well be disastrous for
Lheir future. If the working class's pro
gramme is one where they want a
planned economy. they wanL that
economy because it will improve the
position of the vast majority of people
in SouLh Africa. And unless we can
persuade the vast majority of people
in South Africa that mat is going to be

the case, there will not be a planned
economy.

So the political process of lib
erating ourselves from oppression,
and liberating the working class from
exploitation arc very much the same
process. I want to stress, we must not
get into a kind of non-alliance politics
versus alliance politics.

What we have to be clear on is
that the working class better organise
itself as the working class, or else in
future it is going to have some very
serious problems. But in doing that, it
is going to have to take with it Lhe
widest possible grouping in this so
cietyas it can possibly achieve. And
that requires a style of politics that is
not exclusivist, but a style of politics
that includes, a style of politics that is
confidenL, assertive. That offers
people a prospect ofa reasonable fu
ture, not the prospect of a disastrous
future. ~

f--An-asse-ssmentoi-us-disfrivesimeiiiiii-souiii-Aiifca--'
Aresearch report by the Community Agency for Social Enquiry (See page 47 in this
Bulletin). Copies of the full report are available from CASE (Cape), 20 Alfred St.,
Observatory, Cape, 7925. Payment (South African cheques or postal orders. or
foreign bank drafts,) should be sent with the order. Prices, which include

.. CST, postage and packaging, are as follows: II •
: South Africa: R3 •
: Southern Africa: R12
, Elsewhere: USS100rL6L ._ ••• • • •••• J
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Worker
participation 
reply to
Martin Nicol
In the last edition of the LABOUR BULLETIN, MARTIN
NICOL reviewed Esop's Fables, a recent pUblication from
the Labour and Economic Research Committee (LERC).
JUDY MALLER, writer of Esop's Fables, rep"'li"'es"'. _

At the outset, it should be stated that LO workers because of its style and lan-
I have no disagreement with Martin guage, and because it docs not explain
Nieol's main argumenl, namely that why workers should participate. How-
strengthening the Living Wage Cam- ever, Esop's Fables was not written
paign is the most important immediate with the sole aim of providing con-
objective of the union movement. The crete advice to trade unions. The
key issue is not cstablishing participa- intention was LO provide information
tive management, but rather develo- to all involved in the industrial rela-
ping collective bargaining. However, tions field. This information was
management has placed participative based on a survey of companies which
management on the agenda. This have introduced a range of partieipa·
means unions must deal with it, within tion schemes. The survey showed
the context of collective bargaining. conclusively that worker participation

Martin Nicol's criticism of Esop's in the surveyed companies is not wide-
Fables can be summarised in two spread, nor meaningful in terms of
main points. Firstly, he claims that providing workers with real decision-
Esop's Fables is not written as a guide making powers. The report also
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Conrusing the issue

Nicol appears to confuse participa
tion and share ownership throughout
his article. He draws exclusively on
the Anglo American share offer to il
lustrate his rcjx:tion of share schemes.

But there are
many different
examples of share
schemes. The
Anglo scheme is
highly specific
and cannot be
generalised to
exemplify all
ESOPs, because it
involves the ~girt~

ofa very limited
number of shares
to workers. It is
more common for

Agreement that Living Wage companies to ot:fer
Carrpaign is most urgent priority worke~ the option

Gtaphk: COSo4 TV of buYing shares
on more favour

able tenns. The National Union of
Mineworkers has not ruled out the
possibility ofowning a gold mine
lhrough a leveraged buyout by union
members according to BusiMSS Day.
Thus NUM's objection to ESOPs is
apparently not one of principle. but
rather a question of the percentage of
shares available to workers.

Nicol links employee share owner
ship with workers being ~consulted

about certain company decisions"
(p.2). In fact, Esop's Fables makes it
quite clear that the ownership of a
small percentage of shares by workers
does not entitle them to any decision
making powers. On the contrary,
employee share ownership may create
the illusion of participation, but in re
ality amounts to insignificant
ownership with no control. Hence the
title of the report Esop's Fables. This
is demonstrated by the following

highlights manage
ments' deliberate
attempts to bypass
unions and create
alternative relation
ships with workers
via participation
schemes.

Nex all pubHca
tions are wriuen in
a way that is ac
cessible to all
levels of the la
bour movement. or
as an explicit
guide for union ac
tion. nor should
they be. Esop's
Fables is certainly
not the last word on the subject and
there will be subsequent publications
to provide guidance to trade unionists.

Secondly. Nicol attempts to un
cover the theoretical assumptions on
which Esop's Fables is based: this he
calls the "new road to socialism via
participative management" (p.91). He
goes on to provide unions with very
concrete advice, namely that they
should refuse to own shares. although
he says nothing about how unions
should respond to management
strategies of participation. But re
spond they must!
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quote in the introduction to the report:
".. .if share ownership meant the

collective ownership ofone or two
percent ofequity by employees, .. .it
would not involve any effcctive par
ticipation by employees in company
affairs." (Esop's Fables p.2)

In addition. Nicol's understanding
of worker participation is limited to
examples such as "worker-managers,
worker-supervisors and worker-direc
tors" (PA). He has not taken into
account the vast range of ways in
which workers in capitalist economies
have carved out opportunities for exer
cising greater control and decision
making in their workplaces. Full-time
shop stewards, autonomous work

Gilbey's participative management
logo - what do such schemes
really mean for workers?

Graphic: LERe

groups, consultation forums on invest
ment dccisions, and co-determination .
councils are only a few such examples.

If worker participation was limitcd
to a few token worker-elected direc
tors/managers, then it should be
rejected, as Nicol docs, as a "'con' to
gel workers to work harder and resist

WORKERS' PARTICIPATION

calls to slTike action". But the issue is
a lot more complex than thaL

Different strategies

Our grasp of stratcgies of worker
participation should be based on a the-
oretical understanding of the relations
between capital and labour in the
workplace and beyond. Nicol, like
many other labour-affiliated intellec
tuals, contrasts worker participation
with strong shopfloor unionism and
sees them as mutually exclusive. This
results in a "strategy of refusal" when
participation is placed on the negotiat
ing table.

Cressey and MacInnes, in their ar
ticle "Vo/ing for Ford" (1980) classify
this position as the "incorporationist"
approach. Those who, like Nicol,
adopt an "incorporationist" approach
see worker participation as a strategy
employed by capital to incorporate
labour into asystem of workplace de
cision-making where the outcome is
already loaded against the worker be
cause capilai is dominant in capitalist
relations of production. Thus, worker
participation docs not give any effec
tive decision making powers to
workers.

This position may be contrasted
witrt what Nicol describes as my posi
tion, namely the "new-rood-to-
social ism-via-participative-managc
ment" approach. Such an approach
see capilai's power in the workplace
being progressively eroded by more ,
and more worker participation until
eventually labour finds itsdf in the
dominant position. Thus this approach
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argues iliat it is possible for worker
participation to lead eventually to fun
damental social change and socialism.

Both of these positions have seri
ous Jimilations. The incorporationist
approach denies the JX)ssibility of any
meaningful changes laking place at
the workplace "in the absence of a rev
olution in the relations of production
at the social level" (Cressey and Ma
cinnes, p. 6). It draws the conclusion
that there can be no meaningful
change in the workplace while society
is dominated by capit.a.l. Only when
there is a social revolution which over
throws capilalism, can workers expect
meaningful changes at work. This ap
proach is based on the assumption iliat
capilal's dominance in the workplace
is "essentially non-contradictory
ralher than a process marked by
struggle and crisis" (ibid).

The "new road to socialism" ap
proach, as described by Nicol, has the
opposite problem, namely that it ig
nores the social relations of prod
uction, which ensure the ongoing do
minance of capital, albeit in varying
forms, This argument simply equates
socialism with job control (ibid). It be
lieves mat workers can become
dominant simply through extending
lIIeir pa'rticipation in decision-making
at work, and ignores the continued_
overall domination ofcapilal bom in
the workplace and in society,

Contradictions in production

. Ramer than sec capilal as all
powerful, my own theoretical position
is, in fact, mat the capitalist labour
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process is internally contradictory, As
Cressey and MacInnes argue, the
labour process under capitalism has a
dual nalure; not only does capital em
ploy labour 10 create exchange values
(commodities), but labour also "em
ploys" eapital by utilising the
machinery and equipment and thereby
creating usc values (ibid), although
clearly capital retains ownership of
the end product. In "giving over" to
labour the use of the means of produc
tion, capital must ensure a
co-operative relationship between
lIIem to maximise the social productiv
ity of labour. This means practically
that it is not necessarily in capital's in
terests to control labour through
coercion and the domination of lcch
nology, Instead, capital may create a
nexible working environment to en
courage workers 10 use their own
brainpower and creativity. This might
in tum raise levels of social productiv
ity by increasing production.

A site of struggle

This strategy provides labour with
an equivalent contradiction. On me
one hand, labour resists its subordina
tion to capital. On the Olher hand,
labour also has an interest in maintain
ing the viability of the unit of capital
(the company) which is the employer.
It is only by selling their labour power
10 that employer that they can work. If
lIIe company goes bankrupt, the
workers will have no jobs. Labour's
interests arc however not 10 make a
unit viable simply in the interests of
profitability, but to increase wages or
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the production relations
surrounding if' (Ibid). In
othcr words, it is not just
thc employer who deter
mincs the way work is
organised or the condi
tions of work. By
engaging in struggles - in
cluding the struggle for
increased participation 
workers too can shape the
organisation and condi
tions of work.

Any adequate union
strategy must go beyond
either simple refusal or
blanket support for all
fonns of participation.
We need to take advant
age of capital's
contradictory needs in the
workplace so as to benefit
workers. Participation
may open up space for or
ganised struggles to
change the way work is
done. It may also provide
a vision of how work
could be organised differ
enLly in a transfonned
society. Attempts to as
sert some control ovcr the

Participation - a site of struggle process of "joint creation"
_______________CP"ho"IO~."·A="ea",pix may also change the very

structures of participation
improve working conditions. and widen their impact at the work-

The contradictory nature of the la- place. Not only could workers benefit
bour process under capitalism materially from this approach in tenns
therefore makes it a "joint creation. . . of greater earnings, an improved work-
determined by the outeome of various ing environment and greater job
struggles betwccn labour and capital control; it could also facilitate the cs·
about the fonn of both tcchnology and tablishment of new structures of
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worker participation, which when
coupled with fundamental social
change beyond the workplace, could
transform the social relations or pr0

duction. Il should be emphasised that
this transformation is a process which
involves acquiring skills and building
adequate structures. It is import.'lnt
that this process begins as soon as
possible.

Productivity can
benefit workers

Both ·participation· and ·produc
tivity· are more ambiguous concepts
than Nicol allows for. He says that:
·'Productivity' is a word used by man
agers which means PROFIT while
sounding like something useful for
workers: (PA)

This is a simplification which can
be very inaccurnte, not to mention mis
leading. We return again to the
distinction between use-value and ex
change-value. Burawoy (1985) shows
that in lcrms of exchange-value, gains
for capital are losses for labour - and
vice versa. This underlies the conflict
inherent in the labour process under
capilalism.

But ita terms of use value, this zero
sum equation no looger applies.
Productivity increases can benefit wor
kers. An increase in productivity can
mean that more goods are produced at
the same cost, so prices go down. Bu
rawey maintains that workers do not
understand their world at the level of

•
exchange values, but rather in terms
of the actual commodities they can
buy with their wages (ibid). In this
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way, higher productivity levels can
benefit both capital (more profits) and
laOOur (their money can buy more
goods).

This pots into context the one legit
imate criticism that Nicol has of
Esop's Fables, namely that the advant
ages of participation to workers are
not made clear. In defending this
omission, it may be said that it is diffi
cult to outline the benefits in a general
way precisely because some panicipa
lion schemes (including the great
majority of South African cases) do
not generate genuine benefits for wor
kers and are designed to minimise
confrontation through a process ofco-
option.

Depends on union response

However, there arc some participa
tion schemes that do provide workers
with greater job control, greater earn
ings derived from higher productivity,
and more satisfying jobs. But the ex
tent and nature of these benefits
depends on the process of 'joint cre
ation' - how labour responds and
moulds these schemes to advance
their own interests, and expands them
to challenge the nature or work and its
porpose. The crucial point is not
whether participation schemes de
ceive worken, but rather how worken
respond_

It is important to note that, despite
Nicol's claim that Esop's Fables runs
against the trend of refusal adopted by
the union movement, COSATIl
policy on disinvestment favours col
lective ownership where company
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shares are held in trust for the benefit
of the community. In addition some
affiliate unions have responded with
insight and creativity 10 participation
initiatives introduced by management
COSAru unions have correctly re
jected the extremely limited ESOPs
on offer. but this docs not mean lhat
they have rejected the project of wor
kers participation as a whole.

NUMSA, for example, has entered
into agreements or relations of c0

operation with a number ofemployers
where this is to the advantage of its
members. For example, Samcor wor·
kers accepted a 24% shareholding in
their company accompanied by
possible representation on the board.

In the case of Volkswagen, worlcer
participation has possibly gone further
than in any other company, with full
Lime shop stewards beginning to par
ticipate in joint decision-making on
Slrategic issues.

Citing these examples does not
mean advocating any particular model
of participation for South African wor
kers. It does mean that greater job
Control and a greater say in the organi
sation of production and company
finance docs have relevance. although
it falls far short of what many advo
Cates of workers' control would want.

The fact that many union members

WORKERS' PARTICIPATION

have accepted Anglo American shares
demonstrates the inadequacy of the
Mstrntegy of refusal M

• TIle fac:tlhat
Samcor workers demanded individual
remission ofdividend payments dcm
OfISU3tes the complexity of the
problem. Nooctheless, it docs require
unions to -take greater risks than they
are currently willing 10 do- in boUt the
short and long tenn interests of their
members.

The aim of this contribution is 10

point 10 the eX!ent to which the partici
pative strntegy of capilai can have
contrndiclOry implications. It presents
a challenge to the labour movement to
go beyond the ·suategy of refusal-. 'Ct
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Apology

A misleading subheading ap
p~red in Nicol's review or
Maller's book (lAbour Bullelin,
Vol 13.8, Feb 1989, p 98). It
stated that the book supports
ESOPs. The book does not sup·
port ESOPs, nor did Nicol's
review claim thai it does. We
apologise to both wrilers ror any
inconvenience caused by this
error.
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IOJ Letters to the Bulletin

On ESOPs

After me historic 1987 miners strike,
Anglo American introduced me shares
scheme to their employees. Some em
ployees did not understand what the
shares are because the majority of the
workers in me mining industry are ii
Jilerate. The majority of workers in
some Anglo mines were forced by
management to accept the shares
scheme, for the reason thal they
feared losing their jobs. They could
not do otherwise lx:cause mine man
agement banned union meetings afler
the 1987 strike.

A campaign of talks and videos
have been used by mine
management to convince
workers to accept ESOPS.
Workers returning from
leave were forced to sign
acceptance fonns at the in
duction. In spite of the
whole etTort of manage
menlfn some mines
workers told management thal they
saw ESOPS as an insult to memo It
showed mem that Anglo has money
but chose to give money in the way
they wanL They asked management
to involve the union to negotiate the
scheme but management refused and
told the workers that they arc not pre
pared to discuss this wim their
respective unions. They said whal
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workers can do is to infonn their
union about the scheme.

After management had failed in
their efforts to convince workers. they
decided to call the recruiting officers
to come and talk with the workers so
that workers can see that even their
government knows about the share
scheme. But workers did not listen to
the recruiting officers.

It was very clear to the workers
that the scheme won't alter the pat
tern of the ownership of Anglo.
Employee shareholders who joined
the scheme before 17 June 1988 re
ceived their first dividend of RS.13 in
October 1988. The money was paid

by cheque. Employee
shareholders were very
much supriscd about the
small dividend, others did
collect their cheques,
others did not.

In Feburary 1989 a sec
ond dividend known as an
inlerim dividend was paid

to all shareholders. Management said
the reason for an inlerim payment was
that the policy of the company is to
pay dividends twice a year. The in
terim dividend paid to the share owner
was 70e per share. The inlerim
dividend for last year was 62,5c per
share meaning that there was an in
crease in me dividend this year.

Each employee shareholder has
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got five shares. TIle interim dividend
in February 1989 that shareholders re
ceived was R3.50. that is from their
5 shares. Management said some of
the reasons for Anglo to be able to in
crease the dividends were:

l. Anglo's income from divi
dends on its investment was about
10% higher.

2. Higher dividends were re
ceived from Anglo's investment in
diamond and industrial companies.

Mine management has started to
brief the workers again about the
bulk of shares that will be given to
every worker who qualifies for the
scheme.

Those who did join the scheme,
will receive a further share automati
cally in May 1989. Those that did not
qualify for the shares, or declined
shares last year but do qualify this
year, have also been briefed that they
will be granted membership of the
scheme.

The response from workers for
them to join the scheme was that they
don't want money that will be put in
the company's trust. Workers want a
Living Wage. If Anglo wants 10 give
workers money. they must give the
money 10 them, then they themselves
shall decide how they want to use that
money. Otherwise Anglo should put
lhat money in the wage increase.

Workers do not see that money as
theirs. l1\c workers need money but
not in the fonn of share schemes as
Anglo had chosen to do A. Nzima,
NUM regional vice _chairman,
Witbank

LEITERS

From the West Bank

I was very pleasrd to see that your ma
gazine reprinted my anicles on Palesti
nian workers and on the HistadruL I
was glad to know that there was inter
est in South Africa about the workers
situation in the West Bank and Gaza.

I would also be interested in obtain
ing an exchange subscription with
your journal for the organisation I
work for. I am enclosing a brochure
about Al-Haq for your interest. AI
Haq has a special proje<:t on workers
rights. and we would like very much
like to keep informed about the labour
situation in South Africa.

If you want any other articles in
the future about worker's situation
here, please let me know. The situ
ation of the unions here has grown
much worse over the past several
months and an update for your readers
might be helpful... Marty Rosen-
bluth, do AI-Haq, POBox 1413,
Ramallah, West Bank, via Israel

As can be seen from 1M FAWU leiter
on t~ next page. workers in SouthAf·
rica are very imeresled in I~

struggles ofworkers in O/~r parts of
t~ world. A lot of Bulle/in readers
cOfl'lmLn/ed particularly on /~ Palesli·
nian articles. For this relJJOfl. we have
asud Marty Rosenbluth to write an
upda/efor us as soon as possible.
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Fraternal support

The Labour Research Service, corpor
ately, would like LO give you and your
colleagues a pat on the back for the ad
justments you have made LO the La
bour Bulletin in recent months.

We are all quite sure that the more
popular approach is the right one.
While we have practical experience of
the difficulties, we've no doubt that
they worth overcoming. The overcom
ing ofacademic jargon can do no
harm if it is replaced by simple Eng
lish. Quite complex issues can be
discussed in simple English - it just
takes more effort.

We look forward to the completion
of your programme for popularizing
the Labour Bulletin and shall be glad
to continue play our small part in com
municating useful infonnation and
analysis to the trade union move-
ment. Gordon Young, Labour
Research Service, Cape Town

Educational needs

Dear Comrades, our Bcdcom (Branch
Education Committee) have mandaled
me to write this letter LO you.

WF- appreciate the good work your
magazine is doing. especially on
labour mauers so far and we don't
have any queries.

You will also understand the prob
lem faced by Educational Structures.
Le. limited material on internal and in
ternational struggle waged by workers,
specifically LO teach and update our
newly recruited membership. Our re
quest is as follows, we would like you
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to publish the following:-
(a) Introduction of Labour Move

ment in S.A.
(b) Struggles waged by workers in

different countries of different systems.
(c) History of companies who have

withdrawn from S.A. (multi-nationals)
and possibly their role in divesting or
disinvesting.

Hoping our request can be met
within the scope of your magazine.
.....V. Boshielo, Education Secretary,
Fawu East Rand Branch

In this edi/ion, we publish three ar
ticleson disinvestment. We hope they
answer your request under c). We are
trying to meel request b) with interna
tional arlicles in each Builetin. We
hope these are useful. We will discuss
a) and see whal we can do. We are
glad 10 know Labour Bulletin is useful
in your educalion work.

Contributors
Please address a111euers to:

Letters to the Bulletin
South African Labour Bulletin
PO Bolt 31013
Braamfonlein
2011
We williry to publish all leiters lhat
we receive. We reserve the right to edit
letlers if necessary.
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Namibian
workers and
national
independence
As the mineworkers' resolution on the next page shows, the
implementation of Resolution 435 does not mean that the
struggle in Nambia is over. The current period of transition
from colonialism to an independent nation is opening up new
struggles under different conditions, as a range of forces
strive to shape independence to suit their interests.
HARALD HARVEY and ALANA DAVE rep"'o"'rtO-: _

For many years the majority of therefore actively mobilising people
Namibians have supported SWAPO to support SWAPO in the forthcom·
as their nationallibcration movemenL ing elections. The unions. as mass or-
But since 1986 there have been im- ganisations organising workers
portam developmenlS. Since thal year, around the day-today issues which af-
Namibian workers have been building fCCl them,have given important polili-
industrial unions, like MON, which cal and organisational direction to the
fall under the umbrella body of the Na- slrUggle for national liberation.
tional Union of Namibian Workers At the same lime, the unions arc
(NUNW). NUNW sees itself as part having to take responsibility for re-
and parcel of the national liberation ceiving the huge number of Namibian
movement led by SWAPO. and it is refugees and exiles. and reintegrating
• Slalfmembers of the International Labour Research and Information Group (ILRIG),

Cape Town.
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them into Namibian society. Almost
every member of NUNW has a
relative who is a refugee or exile.

In recognition of the many tasks
facing them now, the unions have oc
celerated the process of
forming a national federation
with local, regional and na
tional structures. NUNW was
revived in the mid- J980s as a
structure to establish and
stimulate the growth of indus
trial trade unions, but it was
clear that once the unions had estab
lished themselves a proper federation
with strong structures would have to
be formed.

The stayaway on 20/21 June laSI
year pUl the formation of a federation
on the agenda (see Labour Bulletin
13.6, Sept 1988). Workers and organi.
sers fell a strong federation would
improve co-ordination and, by estab
lishing local structures. build unity
between unions on the ground. In the
words ofa NAFAU shopsteward:
"NUNW is the mother who has pro
duced many children. Now it is time
to build the home for the children to
live in, and formalise the relationship
belween the children."

The launching congress of the new
federation is to take place on the wee
kend of 15 April, two weeks after the
UN Transitional Assistance Group
(UNTAG) formally took over control
of the territory.

The tasks of the new federation
will be to improve co-ordination,
Strengthen the relationship belween af
fililllCS at local and rcgionallevel,
develop workers' control over the

NAMIBIAN INDEPENDENCE
federation from the grassroots up, and
most importanUy, give workers a pol
itical voice in the national liberation
movemenl. There is a strong feeling
that the federation will make the

unions more effective in
mobilising for the elections.

The new federation will
give workers a more power
ful weapon with which to
wage the struggles ahead.
And lhey will need all the
weapons they can get. It is

clear to everyone that SWAPO will
win at least a simple 50% majority in
the November elections. The colonial
regime and big capital are moving as
fast as possible to shape conditions so
that a SWAPO government finds its
hands tied.

Unions mobilise against
privatisation

One of the key strategies of the co
lonial regime is to privalise state
enterprises and services before the
elections. SA Transport Services has
already transferred its operalions in
Namibia to the SWA administration,
which immediately sold it to lhe Na
tional Transport Commission (NTC).
NTC is controlled by a big business
consortium. Hospital catering services
have been sold to Fedics. There is talk
of privatising heallh services, water
supply, SWA Broadcasting Corpora
tion. municipal services and even
education: Rossing Mine is reported
to be buying at least one school!

This rape of the resources of Nami
bia has outraged lhe people. Posters
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that many of the services are being
sold to South African companies.

Workers have also expressed fears
that privatisation will mean retrench
ments, as happened to SATS emp
loyees when the railways were sold to

NTC. They be
lieve the COSt
of health care,
education and
other sevices
will rise stee
ply as the new
owners intend
to make a
profit.

The unions
arc spear-head
ing the
campaign
against selling
the national re
sources. On I
April, the day
UNTAG for
mally lOOk
over control of
Namibia,
50,000 protes

tors, led by the unions, marched from
Katatura to Windhoek. They intended
demanding that Pienaar and UN spe
cial rcprcscnt.ative Marui Ahtisaari
immediately halt the programme of
privatisation, and reverse any privati
sation that had already taken place.

But the marchers were stopped by
a roadblock JUSt outside Windhoek.
The roadblock was manned by some
300 former members of Kocvoct, who
adopted an extremely aggressive atti
tude. It was an explosive situation, but

PROTECT
PEOPLE'S
PROPERTY

REJECT
PRIVATlSATION

Who gets the cash?

At the same time, people arc ques
tioning where the cash from these
sales will go. They expect that South
Africa will pocket the cash from seil
ing resources that have been built up
through the t.axes and profits produced
by the labour of Namibians. Thus
SWAPO will inherit a bankrupl
country. Workers are also objecting

arc stuck all over Windhoek, with the
slogan: 'Protcct people's property - re
ject privatisation'. The unions have
printed pamphlets depicting the South
African administrator, Pienaar, as an
auctioneer. It is clear that privatisation
is designed to
IimitaSWAPO
government's
ability to excn
control over the
economy and
society, and its
ability to redis
tribute
resources to
wards the
masses. Before
SWAPOcan
even think
about nationa
lising key
sectors of the
economy, it
will have to
struggle to re
gain control
over basic gov
ernment
services!
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evemually the marchers
turned back.

However, some 3,000 pro
teSlers managed to galher in
front of Ihe hoLeI where
UNTAG has established its
headquarters. Everyone was
wearing SWAPO colours,
singing and dancing. South West Afri
can Police (SWAPOL) were
everywhere. UNTAG was nowhere in
sight. At one stage Gen. Prem Chand,
commander of lhe UN troops, walked
out of lhe front door of lhe hotel, ig
noring the demonstrators. got into his
car and drove off.

This incidem reinforced people's
general disappointment with the role
played by UNTAG. The only time
they see UNTAG is when ilS members
arc being trained or briefed by lhe
South Africans. the SADF or lhe
South West African Territorial Force
(SWAlF). Whenever Ihere is a tense
situation, UNTAG is nowhere to be

NAMIBIAN INDEPENDENCE
seen. SWAPOL has lhe real
power to enforce "law and
order". while UNTAG arc
simply observers. The armed
clashes in the north of Nami
bia, when UNTAG
authorised SWA1F attacks
on SWAPO guerrillas who

were intending to hand lhemselves
over to UNTAG. will only increase
this suspicion and bitterness. The
Namibian peace agreement states lhat
SWATF will be disbanded, because it
is the army of the oppressor.

Building a nation

Privatisation is notlhe only tactic
South Africa is using to sabotage
Namibian independence. The South
Africans are using every possible
means to increase lhe divisions and
fragmemation in lhe country. so as to
make SWAPO's task of building a na
tional government as tough as

Parties fighting the independence election

• SWAPO (South Wesl Africa People's Organisation) - the main national
liberation movement of Namibia.

• NNF ([he Namibian National Front) - a front of small progressive parties
which have tactical and ideological disagrccmenlS wilh SWAPO. Say Ihey
arc willing to co-operate wilh SWAPO. but that SWAPO is ignoring them.

• UDF (United Democratic Front) - ethnically based parties lhat panicipated
in the interim government for a while and in lhe second tier ofcolonial ad
ministrmion. Says SWAPO is communist inspired. a ~wolf in sheep clothes."

• DTA (Democratic Turnhalle Alliance) - the grouping that South Africa
hoped to be able to install in power. Composed of various ethnic and olher
parties. Support base in the elhnic administrations, chiefs. wealthy petty bour
geois and bourgeois blocks. local white business. Have adopted much of
SWAPO'S slogans and rhetoric. Argue for minority righlS. Portray SWAPO
as an Owambo organisation.
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possible. At the most deslIUctive
level, SWATF troops are reponed to
be leaving concealed caches of wea
pons in the bush before they report to
the UNTAG-controlled bases where
they are supposed to be disanned and
demobilised. The concealed weapons
will be available for the several ethnic
armies that were created under the sec
ond-tier of the colonial government
The ethnic armies could easily
become the MNR bandits of Namibia

At another level, SWA
Televsion (SWATV) has pro
claimed its new 'neutrality',
and is giving equal air time
to all 43 political parties in
the territory. This is part of a
general emphasis on fragmen
tation and division in the
country, and efforts to bolster
ethnic and minority parties.

The immediate task facing a
SWAPO government will be to build
one united nation. Ethnic divisions in
Namibia are far more significant than
in South Africa. Namibia is much less
urbanised and industrialised than SA,
and it is in the towns that divisions are
usually broken down and national
unity crca~. Even those who live in
the towns have strong links in the
countryside. These features have been
exacerbated by the deliberate divide·
and-rule strategy of the German and
South African colonial regimes.

Socialism and national
liberation

As the MUN resolution shows,
NUNW unions arc committed to strug-
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gling for a socialist Namibia. They
support the liberation struggle waged
by SWAPO because it will bring them
significantly closer to this goal.

But clearly independence will
usher in a period of slIUggle, during
which the unions will have to prolcCt
and advance the interests of their
members at the same time as they sup
pen the objectives of the broader
struggle. This will raise the question
of the relationship between the unions

and SWAPO - one of the is
sues which is to be discussed
at the launch of the new
federation.

NUNW has a very close
working relation with the
Namibia National Students
Organisation. Apart from
working in the student sector,

NANSO is organising seminars on the
issues of transition, especially the
need to develop popular control over
the economy.

SWAPO, in its political pro
gramme, has committed itself to
building a socialist society. But it
argues that in the initial post-inde
pendence phase a realistic approach is
necessary given the dependence of the
economy on the skills of whites and
on foreign capital. SWAPO's position
is that, where nationalisation is necess
ary, the government will fully
compensate the owners.

The real possibilities and limita
tions that will face SWAPO and the
people of an independent Namibia
will only become clear after the elec
tions. The options open to SWAPO
will be crucially determined by the
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Swapo supporters dance as a policeman ponders the future
Photo: John UabenoorgiAfrapix

size of its majority, by the degree of
mobilisation and consciousness
among the masses, by the extent of pri
vatisation, and by how much damage
South Africa is able 10 inflict before
the elections.

Trade union struggle

Workers have confidence in
SWAPO. In interviews conducted
from Ludcritz in the soulh to Tsumeb
in lhe north, workers said lhat a
SWAPO government's first priority
would be to address lheir needs. For
example, workers in Luderitz who arc
living in ramshackle shacks said lhal
SWAPO would provide housing.

Workers also believe lhat SWAPO
will give them legal space and back
ing to advance their sltUggle. The fact
that lhcre arc only around five recogni
tion agrcemenLS in the whole country

(mainly at bigger companies like
Rossing and COM mines, and at
Lalandii fishing factory) shows how
important this is. In fact, the major
union issue at present is the sltUggle
to win recognition.

Apart from this. workers face the
ballie to increase lheir wages. The
average monthly wage for organised
workers is R200·300. For unorganised
workers it is much less. Prices are
very high. because virtually all com·
modilies are imported. For example, a
tin of lUna COSLS R6.12 in Tsumeb.
The tuna is caught and tinned in Nami·
bia, exported to South Africa, and
then re-importcd back into Namibia!
This shows how tightly lhe Namibian
economy is linked to South Africa. It
is factors like these that will seriously
limit Namibia's options for inde-
pendent development. -tt
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Peasantinvolvernent

counuy and !.he govcrnment's intensi
fying 'dirty war' against popular
organisalions.

This widc rangc of dcmands
fonned a platfonn thai the greal ma
jority of Peru's trade unionisIS
supported !.hrough a series of strikes
last year. Two one-day general strikes
took place, in January and October,
and there was a successful 48-hour
general strike in mid-July.

The govcrnmcnt oullawcd all
these strikes. In the January 1988
strike, 1,000 workcrs wcre dctained
and IWO wcre killed by the army. In
July and October, 700 workers wcre
held and 30 eharged as 'terrorisl.S'.

INTERNATIONAL

Unions in Peru
In 1985 Alan Garcia was elected president of Peru with
strong support amongst the people. However, as economic
crisis has deepened and repression has increased, he has
lost much of this support. 1988 saw Peru's trade unions take
increasingly militant action against the government as
JAVIER FARJE rep"'ort"'s".: _

LaLCon 9 Deccmber last year,labour
leader Oscar Delgado Vcra was traced
to lhe headquarlcrs of Pcru's anti
terrorism agency DIRCOTE. He has
not been seen since. It is fcarcd that
hc is the latest on a long lisl of trade
unionisl.S 10 be killed during the
1980s, the majorily by the armcd
forces and lheir dcath squad allies for
being so-called 'LCrrorisl.S'.

The Peruvian labour movement
also operates in an economy wilh one
of the highest innalion rates in South
Amcrica (1800% last year), and where
the division belween rich and poor is
vast. Somc Pflsant childrcn have only
newspapers 10 cal for supper.

In Ihis situalion, thc trade unions
talce a broad PJlilical stancc. Thcy
fight for human righl.S alongside de-
manding higher wagcs. They Pcasants joined in the militancy
challenge the governmcnt's economic with a huge four-day strike at the be-
policy, and campaign for Peru's ginning of December, in which ovcr
nalive communities, while also atlaCk- half a million took part. Their plat-
ing lhe steady mililarisalion of the fonn included a plan for agrarian

'" Edired and reprimed from International Labour Reports. Javier Farje is a Peruvian jour
nalist b'lIing in Brirain.
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development, price reform. and de
mands for a new trading system,
agrarian social security. credits and
the lifting of the State of Emergency.

Individual sector strikes through
1988 involved such workers as tea
chers, fannworkers and textile,
transport, oil and electricity workers.

A wave of actions in November
caused the government to abandon a
regulation to limit wage increases.
When the government then prepared a
second austerity package which
boosted wages but eliminated food
subsidies, lhe country was paralysed
by power cuts, transport slrikes and
food shortages. Even so, lhe austerity

PERUVIAN UNIONS

Peru

South
America

package was implemented.
Strikes in the coppec mines dra

matically affected international
copper prices. In bolh July and Oc
tober/November, more lhan two
thirds of miners downed tools. This
tremendous pressure on one of Peru's
most important sources ofexport earn
ings. The government responded by
declaring a State of Emergency in the
mining industry.

Troops were given powers to enter
lhe mines and the copper bosses were
allowed to sack miners at will. Mi
ners' union offices were raided. and
15 of its leaders were arrested.

Political context

The political situation in Peru can
not be understood outside of the
context of the armed struggle on the
one hand and lhe death squads acting
on behalf of the state on the other. The
trade unions arc caught in the middle.

The guerrilla group Selldero Lumi
noso launched its armed insurrection
in 1980, seeking to emulate China's
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communist revolution. They mainly
operate in the mountains of Ayacucho
in the Southeast Andes. Hostile to the
trade unions, they attack them for sup
porting the "rouen bourgeois state".

A second group, the Tupac Amaro
Revolutionary Movement (MRTA),
recently re-initiated its military cam
paign in the jungle and cities, halting
the truce they had called when Garcia
came to JXlwer in 1985. During the
period of truce they did build links
with the trade union movemcnL

The state's response has been to
suspend many of the basic rights guar
anteed by the 1979 constitution. The
right to hold street dcmonstrations and
peaceful gatherings, thc inviolability
of peoplc's homes and the right to
choose where yodive, have all been

removed. Around a third ofPcru is
under military control through the
State of Emergency.

One group, all belonging to the
President's APRA party, has set up a
death squad, the Democratic Com
mand Rodrigo Franco (CRF), named
after a friend of President Garcia who
was murdered by Sendero guerrillas.
The CRF has carried out a number of
attacks against trade unionists and
others with no connections to the
armed struggle, as well as murdering
a Sendero Luminoso lawyer. They
have also thrcat.ened priests and jour
na�ists' and evidcnce is emerging of a
link with Peru's security police after
the gang scnlletters with details of
priests' private lives.

Meanwhile, Ute main rightwing

,
85% of Peru's workforce were on genera! strikes/ast year

Photo: ILR
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Peru's trade unions
In Peru. almosl every factory has a trade union. These come logclher to
form SCClor federations and every sector has its local federation in each re
gion of Peru. Over two-thirds of all organised workers belong to the CGTP.

• CGTP: The General Workers Confederation of Peru is lhc largest or
ganisation in the Peruvian laootJr movemcnt, and is affiliated to lhc com
munist orientated World Federation of Trade Unions. Founded in 1929,
the CGTP suffered for years in the doldrums before re-emerging as a
major force in the 1970s. During the last ten years. the CGTP has grown
by accepting the affiliation of powerful unions which, in the past, were
barred due lo disputes between the lcft parties to which the different
leaders belonged. The largest groups of workers in the CGTP arc lea
chers, miners. bank employees and building. tcxtilc and print workers.

- CTP; Thc Workers Council of Peru is linked dircctly to APRA, thc
pany presently in power. Founded in 1944, it has tended lO side with
rightwing forces in the party. and one view is that its present state of dis
array can be traced back to international links Wilh the US union centre,
AFL-CIO, and its Frce Trade Union Institute. Though its membership is
in decline. groups of workers still belonging to the CTP include dockers,
textile workers and mini-bus owners. Some of these have participated in
general strikes in Peru as members of the CTP's critical tendency, which
has cmerged as somc union members have become disillusioned with
the Garcia government.

. cep: Founded in 1947. this is the larger of the lWO main peasant feder
ations. It has a long history of militant action. including strikes and land
invasions. and tends lo bring together the most radical clements among
peasants and landless agricullural workers. TIlc guerrilla group Scndero
Luminoso's leadership includes members of a small faction that split
from the eep in the 1970s.

- CNA: This was founded in 1971. following the 1969 land rcfonn.lts
members arc mainly cooperatives and they havc helped lead a number of
land strikes. -Ct
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partics, now organised in the Demo
cratic Front (FREDEMO), are trying
to clean up their image, while making
much of anti-communist propaganda.
The military, for its part, has been ex
ploring Washington's reaction to a
possible coup.

People's assembly

The lcftwing political parties re
main divided by internal disputes,
despite the trappings of a united front
in !he 'United Left' (IV) alliance.
However, since late 1987 the exua
parliamentary movement has been
welJ organised. Then the main Peru
vian unions, led by the CGTP

confederation, joined up wi!h o!hers
to fonn the People's National Assem
bly (ANP). The ANP brought toge!her
unions, tenants associations, grass
roots organisations, and leftwing
political parties. The Assembly is de
scribed as the biggest gathering of
popular organisations ever in Peru.

The ANP's 'Platfonn of the Peru
vian People', renects considerable
labour movement input, calling for a
~new ecOllOmie policy !hat, by expro
priating !he imperialist monopolies,
would guarantee the peoples' well
being, national sovereignty and
regional development." ~

• Innation: 1800%
• Workers' Purchas

ing power: Dropped
70% in the last 4
months of 1988

• Foreign Debt:
US$14,OOO million

• Foreign Reserves:
US$60 million
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A majority of Peru
vians live below sub
sistence level. A diet
of bread, a cup of tea
and heavily diluted
soup, is typical for
many living in Lima,
the capital. While they
go hungry, in Novem
ber 50 ships laden
with milk and lamb
from New Zealand,
wheat and soya from
the USA and o!her
foods stood anchored
off the coast, awaiting
payment before de
livery.

President Garcia
has been unable to
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keep his promise to
the Peruvian people to
limit the drain on the
country caused by
debt interest repay
ments to the
International Mon-
etary Fund and multi
national banks. On
coming to power, he
promised to limit debt
repayments to only
10% of Peru's export
earnings, but the
figure now stands at
36%. At the present
level of foreign reser
ves. there is only
enough to run the
country for a month. ~



SPANISH WORKERS

Spain - workers
unite against
'Socialist'
government
Two-thirds of Spain's workforce joined last December's
general strike. As KEVIN BRUTON reports, the protest
forged a rare unity between Spain's unions and marked an
historic split between the UGT and the Socialist government.·

Spaniards knew that the general Spain's major cities were par-
strike on 14 December last year was alyscd as all who could stop work did
for real when the Footballers' Union so. The Stale lelevision network was
joined in, with SlaT striker Buu-agucno closed, newspapers were not prinled
declaring, "We are workers too and and transport services, including inler-
we arc expressing our solidarity with national nighL'l, were shutdown. In
Spain's workforce". city cen(Ies only major department

The national one day stoppage - stores were open for business, provok-
Spain's first general strike for more ing clashes betwccn pickets and
than 50 years - was monumentally sue- police which led to about 50 arrests.
eessful. About six million people, Yet in most cities the atmosphere
two-thirds of the working population, was calm, partly because the police
responded to strike calls from the so- union, though unable to join the work
cialist trade union, UaT, and the stoppage, expressed its "under-
communist-oriented Workers' Com- standing and solidarity" with the
missions CCOO . strikers. B the end of the da ,the
• Edited and reprinted from International Labour Reports
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two trade union giants had succeeded
in their objective of isolating Felipe
Gonzalez' Socialist govemmenl
[Spain's Socialist Party (PSOE), does
not follow socialist policies as we
would understand them in South
Africa. It is more acurately described
as a social-democratic party, with
policies similar to the French Socialist
Party or the British Labour Party. In
general these parties support "welfare
capitalism", which aims to redistribute
some of the profits of capitalism to
meet the social needs of workers - Edi
lorl.

The general strike represents "a de
finilive break" belween the VaT and
its sister-party, the ruling PSOE. VaT
leader Nicolas Redondo declares lhat
"it will take a miracle for the VGT to
support the PSOE in the nexl election.
In six years the goverment has only
listened to employers."

"Jungle law"

The spark for December's geneml
strike was lhe government's Youth
Employment Plan. The plan would al
locate £15,000 million to firms to
employ unemployed workers below
lhe age of 25. These young workers
would be employed on short-term con
tracts al the minimum wage level. The
UaT describes the plan as, "the worSl
altack on workers since the Franco
era", because it would undermine
union members who have won wages
above the legal minimum. The UaT
argues lhal the plan breaks the prin
ciple enshrined in the Spanish
constitution of equal wages for equal
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work.
The VGT claims thallhc plan will

nOl solve Spain's problem of long
term unemployment which, at 20% is
the worst in the Western world. In the

Western
Europe

last two years, Redondo stales, only
18% of the jobs in Spain's expanding
lextile industry were permanent and
over 30% of production is in the hid
den economy. The labour markel, he
argues, has become "the law of the
jungle".

Young workers in Spain form a
reserve army of unemployed for a
huge informal economy. Of every two
people employed in Spain, one is be
tween the ages of 16 and 25. There
are 1,400,000 wilhout work in this
age group. Over 800,000 of them have
never had a job.

The conniet over lhe Youth Em
ployment Plan is the culmination of a
splil belween the UGT and lhe ruling
PSOE which has been brewing for a
long time. The Economic and Social
Accord - an agreemenl belween the
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government, the employer's organisa
tion and lhe UGT • came io an end on
31 December 1986. Since then lhe
UGT has been in biucr conflict wilh
lhe government. No agreement has
been reached on a new accord. The
VGT opposed Gonzalez' decision to
keep Spain wilhin lhe western defence
alliance (NATO). The VGT pointed
out lhat the PSOE had made election
promises to wilhdraw from NATO.
UGT MPs voted against the govern
ment over pensions legislation and,
finally, Nicolas Redondo resigned his
parliamentary seat in protest against
the 1988 budget. A fierce struggle
then developed in lhe UGT which has
seen the expulsion of regional leaders
who are close to the PSOE.

Fair shares

A recent UGT report on the econ
omic and social siruation in Spain
from 1977 to 1987 spends 300 pages
condemning the government for a
"monetarist and fiscal policy more
conservative than Helmut Kohl or
Margaret Thatcher". The report de
scribes the shrinking wages and living
standards of Spanish workers, and
lower social security provisions for
the unemployed. The report also de
scribes the massive sell-off of Spanish
companies to foreign multinationals,
and lhe deterioration in major public
services. The report concludes that lhe
PSOE government favours the private
sector and employers. It points out
that lhe rate of increase in Spain's
gross domestic product (GDP) is lhe
fastest in the European Community,

SPANISH WORKERS
(5.2% last year), but the Socialist gov
ernment has manifestly failed to
redistribute the fruits of Spain's
economic growth from the rich to
the poor.

In contrast to the unions, the
Spanish Employer's Confederation
(CCEOE), gives enlhusiastic support
to the government. Its President, Jose
Maria Cuevas, declares that the gov
ernment "should continue to fight
innation, improve firm's competitive
ness and bring more nexibility into
the labour market". This is clear evi
dence that the Socialist government's
policies are more favourable to em
ployers than to the working class.

Following the success of the
general strike the VGT and CCOO
agreed to meet Prime Minister, Felipe
Gonzalez, only if his government met
five conditions. These are: scrapping
the Youth Employment Plan; compen
sating public employees and
pensioners for their 2% drop in real
earnings in 1988; increasing t048%
the number of jobless entitled to un
employment pay; recognising public
sector employees' right to collective
bargaining, and bringing lhe mini
mum pension into line with me
minImum wage.

Besides lhese demands, the unions
propose a range of social and econ
omic measures to redistribute wealth,
protect employees, and expand trade
union rights and participation in the
management of industry. The unions
argue that when the Spanish com
panies made low profits in the early
19805 the workforce tightened their
belts to boost profitability. Now that
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Spanish workers demonstrating during the general strike
Photo:ILR

profits are higher, they argue, the wor
kers deserve their share.

The government isolated

It is not only the trade unions that
are disillusioned with the govern
menl.There is widespread public
condemnation of the luxurious life
style enjoyed by many top Socialists
and the fantastic salaries government
appointees receive when they join the
private sector. For the government to
urge moderation on workers appears
increasingly hypocriticailO many Spa
niards. In a recent opinion poll 4I% uf
Spaniards did not believe that the
PSOE was the party which best de
fends working class inlcresls.

On the day of the general slrike
the leading Spanish weekly 'Cambio
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16' commented, ~Parliament offers a
grotesque image of divOice from na
tional reality, behaving as if all were
nonnal. It's symptomatic lhatonly a
few MPs from minor parties on the
left expressed the feelings of millions
of citizens.~ In recent months Gonza
lez has isolated himself in the Prime
Minislcrial residence, leaving only for
foreign trips and never replying in Par
liament to opposition criticism. His
reaction to the trade union challenge
is to threalen an early general eJee
tion, 18 months before time, if the
unions do not come to the negoliating
table without prior conditions.

Such an election would be the
death knell for UGT-PSOE relations.
The Socialist Party's campaign would
have to include a strong anti-union
stance and those VGT leaders curren-
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tly in Parliament under PSOE colours
would be prevenled from standing as
PSOE candidates. Furthennore the
Spanish Communist Party, encour
aged by the CCOO, might well offer
Redondo and other VGT leaders the
oportunity ofstanding for parliament
as independents under the communist
banner. A loss ofonly 600,000 votes
would mean the PSOE losing its par
liamentary majority.

Rumours are rife that Gonzalez is
tired, fed up and might retire early to
lead the Party rather than the govern
ment. Although the PSOE is
outwardly presenting a uniled image,
internal criticisms are mounting, large
ly from the Party's tiny leftwing. The
only public response has been to call
on PSOE leaders to clean up their
image and to instigate a mini policy re
view known as 'Programme 2()(X)'.

Partners

What, though, are the implications
for Spain's lrade unions? It is clear the
VGT and CCOO have no intention of
letting up the pressure 011 the govern
ment. The two federations are
discussing a second general strike for
March in advance of the elections for
the European Community Parliament.
The mobilisation of nationwide oppo
sition to the government throughout
December, which culminated in a
100,000 strong demonstration in
Madrid, could be renewed.

Most importantly, the general
strike saw the greatest cooperation yet
between the VGT and CCOO, both
anxious to slrcngthen the trade union

SPANISH WORKERS

movemcnt against government and
employers. This is no easy task in an
economy based largely on hundreds
of thousands of small companies and
where tr.ade union membership is now
less than 25% of the working popula
tion. As one VGT leader comments,
~With such low membership, the
unions are left out of the major econ
omic decisions made in Spain. Most
of the government's plans for the
economy we lcam about through the
newspapcrs!~

The success of the general strike
has catapulted the new 36 year old
leader of the ceoo, Antonio Guiter
rez, into national prominence. Most
observers believe that the CCOO have
gained most from a strike they could
not have staged without the VGT.
Gutierrez is bent on sustaining and
strengthening co-operation between
the CCOO and UGT to exert pressure
on the government and to boost sup
port for the Communist Party at the
PSOE's expense. Gutierrez was re
cruited at the age of 16 to the Comm
unist Party, which paid for his univer
sityeducation. He built his reputation
in a succession of legendary marathon
strikes at Michelin and other com
panies in the Valladolid area.

His tenuous partnership with the
veteran VGT leader Nicolas Redondo
may give the trade union movement in
Spain a unique opportunity to build its
strength and membership. The unions
will succeed in this if they continue to
campaign for the PSOE government
to heed the demands of workers and
the unemployed, and honour its elec-
tion promises. "0"
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01 Notes
Legal Noles is written by the Centre/or Applied Legal Studies (CALS)

Strikes under the
new Labour
Relations Act
Part three ofa worker's guide to the Labour Relations Act

The next series of legal notes will
look at the question of industrial ac
tion under the new laoour law. In this
issue of Labour Bulletin we describe
how the Laoour Relations Act (LRA)
defines a strike. Different types of
strike-actions are covered. In the next
edition vre will look at legal strikes
and illegal strikes, and the consequen
ces of an illegal strike. In the third
pan of the series on industrial action,
we will look at what the new laoour
law says aoout fairness in strikes.

Definition of a strike
irt the LRA

Whereas the procedure for going
on a strike have been drastically al-
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tered by the 1988 Amendments, and
while the Amendments seek to ban
certain kinds of strikes, the actual de
finition of a strike has not been
changed by the Amendments. The de
finition of a strike thus remains so
wide as to cover virtually every form
ofaction associated with industrial dis
putes.

Three requirements must be satis
fied before any industrial action can
be classified as a strike. There must

"I"
• a withdrawal of labour by a num

ber of workers,
• in combination with each other,
• in pursuit of an industrial

demand.
What does all this mean?
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b) Work-to-rule

Work-ta-rule happens when wor
kers perfonn their jobs striclly in
accordance wilh the tenns of their em-

A refusal by workers 10 work over
time is called an overtime ban.
Whether or not an overtime ban is
defined as a strike by LRA will de
pend on lhe tenns of the employment
conlnlCt of the individual employees.
If the contract states that a worker
must work a specified number of
hours overtime per week, then a refu
sal 10 work overtime does amount 10 a
strike. Howevu, if the contract docs
not state lhal the worku must woli:;
overtime, the issue is more difficult
First of all the law docs oot cover this
situation; different courts have made
differcnl decisions on this qucstion.
The Supreme Court in lhe EaSlCm
Cape and Durban, as well as the Indus
lrial Court, have held lhat if workecs

a) Overtime bans

The normal strike happens when
the whole workforce stopS work or all
the workers in a particular section of
the plant. or all the members of a par
ticular union with which the employer
is in dispute. SlOp work. It is usually
easy 10 recognise that this general
withdrawal of labour is a strike as
defined in the LRA. But what about
those actions which workers have
over the years designed and de
veloped in order 10 presswise
employers where they are most vulner
able? Such actions include overtime
bans, wori:-to-rule, partial strikes, go
slows and intemliltent strikes. Do
these actions qualify as strikes in
tennsof lhe LRA?

1) Withdrawal of labour do refuse to wort voluntary overtime
(Le. overtime which is not in the con
tract} they arc indeed taking strike
action as defined in the LRA. On the
otI1a" hand the Supreme Court in the
Witwatersrand and a judge in the Su
preme Court in Durban, have found
that the refusal 10 perrorm voluntary
overtime is not a strike.

Despite the uncertainty, however
seveml points are clear:

1) If the workers have nonnally
and habitually worked overtime so
that it is normal practice, then even if
it is voluntary overtime, an overtime
ban is c!assmed as a strike.

2) Ifworkcrs refuse 10 work over
time in a plant where overtime is not
normally worked, and if they do not
accompany the action with an indus
lrial demand. then the action is not
classified as a strike.

3) If workers refuse 10 continue to
perform overtime which is illegal,
either in tenns of section 8 of the
Basic Conditions of Employment Act..
or in tenns ofa relevant Wage Deter
mination or Industrial Council
Agreement. lIlen their actiOn is not a
strike. The fact that in the past the
worlcers might have worked overtime
as part of the normal practice docs not
help the employer. It is illegal for the
employer 10 demand, allow or force
workers 10 woli:; ovcn.ime in excess of
the maximum hours IaKl down by law.
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c) Partial and intermittent
strikes

LEGAL NOT~E",S_rr'f

Strike at CNA - what does it mean under the LRA
Phoro: Cedric NunnlAfrapix

ploymcnt contracts. They do no more
than their contracts specify. This type
of concerted action, if it is not coupled
with an industrial demand, is not a A partial strike nennally involves
strike. The tnIlh is, workers may in- a complcLC bUILCffip:>raty withdrawal
deed refuse to do more lhan )\Ihal they of labour. The withdrawal of labour
are contractually required to do. But if may cilher involve the whole of lhe
the work-lO-ru!c is in pursuit of an in- workforce. or aJI of lhe union mem-
dustrial demand. and if in effcct a bers. or only a portion of the
work.to-?:,1lc amounts to an "obstruc- workrorce. InLCnniuenl slrikcs arc
lion ..... of work" or "the retardation ... also sometimes called grasshopper or
of the progress of work", lhen it may rollover strikes. An imcnnittcnt strike
be classified as a strike. involves a series of work stoppages

Whether a work-to-rule is classi- one after the other. either by the same
fied as a strike or not, may be very group of workers going out more than
important to workers in the essential once. or by different groups of wor-
services. In this sector if a work-to- kers going out one afler theolher over
rule amounts to a strike, it may not me same issue. In a ~go-slow~ wor-
only be interdicted pending Ihe out- kers simply work slower than normal,
come of the procedure laid down in thereby causing production to drop.
the LRA, but may be outrightly illegal. Go slows have been specifically ca-
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2) Combined action

A single employee cannot go on
strike. The definition refers to action
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taken by "any body or number of
persons".The action can only be
defined as a strike when lhere is a
combination,· agreement or under
smnding "betwccn them" Le. the
employees. This means thatlhere
must be a common understanding be
twccn the workers:

(I) Ihat they arc taking industrial
action

(2) thallhe industrial action is in
pursuit of a particular industrial de"
mand.

Thus, if a body of employees stops
work to force an industrial demand,
but !hey do not do lhis as a rcsuh of a
common undersmnding between
lhem, but because of an order issued
by a lhird party, it would seem that
no strike takes place.

3) Industrial demand

In order for wilhdrawal of labour
to constitute a strike, it must be done
with lhe purpose of pursuing or forc
ing an employer to comply wi!h an
industrial demand. If for example, a
trade union wishes to gain May Day
each year as a paid holiday for its
membcrs,la withdrawal of labour in
support of the May Day demand
would clearly be defined as a strike.
On lhe other hand, if lhe union con
cerned simply advises its members
not to work on lhat day but to attend a
rally, no strike would take place be
ca~se of the lack of an associated
demand.

In tenus of the definition in !he

LRA it i:; possible for workers to
strike in support. of a demand ad
dressed by themselves:

(1) to their own employer
(2) if dismissed, to their
ex-cmployer,
(3) to an employer other than their
own,
(4) to an employer who has em

ployed, but since dismissed, other
workers.

The demand must be an industrial
one. That is to say, it must concern the
teoos and conditions of lhe employ
ment relationship. These include
changes to teoos and conditions of
employment, suspensions,
tenninations, etc.

Conclusion

Strikes may be legal or illegal. In
any event, a strike occurs only after
one pany to thedispllte refuses to
negot.iate, or where negotiation has
taken place and the parties were nOI
able to resolve the dispute between
them. In order for industrial action to
be lawful, it is necessary for a union
to comply with the various steps set
out in "The New Conciliation Proce
dure" (sec previous issue of Labour
Bulletin). If the conciliation procedure
fails, the union may within 30 days
ballot the workforce, and go out on
strike. Tactical considerations will
typically decide the type of strike i.e.
whether it is going to be partial, inter
mittent, go-slow, overtime ban,
work-to-rule, or full scale strike. -cr

.. The word "combination" as used here means conspiracy: thus it has the same meaning
as the words "agreement" or "understanding".
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Economic Notes
Economic NOles is writ/en by lAbour Research Services (LRS), Cape Town.

Productivity
(SiJ(SiJ@in practice ••

a case study

Vaal Reefs is the largest gold mine productivily programme to improve
in the world and is owned by Anglo the ulilisation ofall labour.
American. Internal company docu- "By rationalising work practices,
ments from the company show how improving the measuremenl and set-
managemenllries to raise productivity ting of work standards, improving the
by dismissing workers. design and layout of working. ~

One of these documents lists the The detailed plan for the reduction
"planned Objcclives~ of the West Divi- in the labour force (Productivity/cost
sion of the mine. These include: reduction programmes No.4) has a col-

"2. To increase the profitability of umn headed "Savings per annum~.ln
the Wesl Division by: this column the following appear:

2.1 Reducing
Savi~ per annumand maintaining

costs to I% below
the CPI (inflation Shaft security 3 blacks R 14,500

rate). Timberyard IS blacks R 72,r:t:IJ

2.2 Reducing an- Fire patrols 9 blacks R 43,r:t:IJ

ciliary labour by Chair lifts 9 blacks R 43,r:t:IJ

about 50 per year Water reliculation 6 blacks R 29,r:t:IJ

for the ncxt 5 Firsl aid 8 blacks R 38,r:t:IJ

years... " Orc transport 30 blacks R 165,r:t:IJ

StaffreducLion Total 1984 35 blacks R 167,500

was to be obtained 1985 IS blacks R 122,r:t:IJ

by "accelerating a 1986 30 blacks R1,9SO,r:t:IJ
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1bese savings were 10 be obLained

by various melhods. including:
• obtaining exemption from the

Inspector of Mach inery
• installation of micro<omputer
• electronic system installation

Vaal Reefs West Division is grad.
ually running out of gold.
Consequently, there will be a reduc
tion in employment from 11.860
workers in 1986.
to 8.350 in 1995. Higher productivity,
however, will be the cause of many of
the job losses. The result is expected
10 be an increase in worker productiv
ity of more than 7% in terms of gold
produced per worker.

Another melhod of reducing costs,
used in the East Division of the mine,
was to sub-<:onlraCt some of the wortc
10 a private company_ Thus. c1eaning
was sub-contraeted to a small com
pany called Prestige Cleaning
Services. Vaal Reefs estimated that
they would save R5,840 per month by
sub-conlraCting the work. BUl38 Vaal
Reefs workers would lose their jobs.

The company also used the strike
in July 1987 to justify further"re
trenchments".

One &oeument says thai Lhcre were
a "total of 181 jobs lost after the strike
as a result of re-slIUCturing of the East
Plants..."

Another documenls says:
Ille labour strike during Agusut

1987 was bencflcialto plant manage
ment in so far as having a vastly
reduced labour foree to effectively
maintain all operations on the plants
prompted everybody to work 'smarter
and not harder'.
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~Consequcntly,a number ofareas
were identified where, with small
changes LO responsibility areas, labour
savings were possiblc... Plant labour
was reduced after the strike.

~By restructuring certain jobs,
fewer people arc needed provided that
complements arc kepc. on strength at
all time."

Management seem to be using pro
ductivity not only 10 reduce costs, but
also to ~punish~ the union for taking
strike action! 'Ct

Cargo Carriers 
Com an rofile

Cargo Carriers stancd in 1956 with
one Mercedes-Benz rig. Now, over
thirty years later, it is the laJgest
private transport operation in the
southern hemisphere.

Nearly 85% of its neet of 2,500
trucks arc Mercedes-Benz models and
it is said that Cargo is one of
Mercedes-Benz's biggcst non
government customers in the world.

Cargo Carriers' trucks drive five
and-a-half times round the world
every day, delivering 14 million tons
of freight in a year and operating from
30 branches throughout South Africa.

Cargo is owned by the Bolton fam
ily whose pcT!>Onal wealth slands at
over R50 million.

Following the death of Desmond
BolLOn in 1988, there were rumours
that the Bolton family were planning
to sell Cargo. These rumours have so
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BollOn family intercsts, through
Cargo Carriers Holding (Pty) Ltd

63.8%

CC Invcstments
(pty) Limited

The family empire
~~

CargoCarriers 49.9%

Bolton Industrial
Holdings Limited

50.1%

63.8% 5.0% 69.1% 74.1%

Bolton Properties
Limited

Cargo Carriers
Limited

BollOn Footwear
Limited

1986 1987 1988 1988
_ Cargo Carriers _ Unitrans

Labour Rcoe.areh Sc:rti«

Source: McG~gor'sTakeoverTllk

far come 10 nothing. semi.liquid as well as dry substances.
Cargo is not the only large com- Despite intense competition in the

pany which the Bolton family control. private road transport industry, Cargo
They also have interests in Bolton Carriers' profits have grown consider·
Footwear and Bolton Properties. ably over the past few years.

Cargo Carriers is not only con· Nevertheless its major compctilOr,
cemed with road transport It is also Unitrans, has managed 10 overtake
looking at olher means of transport, Cargo in the profit race.
such as pipelines, overhead cable A recent review of wages by the
ways and conveyors. Labour Research Service shows that

The possibility of building a transport companies pay very low
pipeline between Johannesburg and wages. The average wage for trans·
Pretoria is also being considered. This port labourers is R98.76 per week,

,P~ipe=lin~e~C=O="~ld:.::.bc:.::.""",=~IO=-=tr~an~s~po=rt'---_Lw~C=I'-i1below the overall average of
I RI20.66 per week.

Car~o's profits rise At several of its depots
but iall behind Unitrans 1988 profits Cargo Carriers pays well below

"M~il~"~oo~.~o~r"~'~d,---___ both of these figures. The Pon-20 c
15 gola depot currently pays a
to miserable R47.65 per week.
5 Perhaps this is how Cargo
o manages to maintain such high

profit levels. *
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Inflation
Area

ConsumerPrice
Index

(1985=100)

Jan 1988

Annual rate
of inflation
(% increase
over 1 year)

Jan 88 • Jan 89

CapeTown
Port Elizabeth
East London
Durban
Pietermaritzburg
Wilwatersrand
Vaal Triangle
Pretoria
Klerksdorp
Bloemfontein
OF$ Goldfields
Kimberley
South Africa
Source: CenU'ai Statistical Services

166.3
169.4
163.1
158.1
162.7
168.0
164.1
175.1
175.9
1S4.4
167.2
161.5
166.8

13.4%
13.8%
13.3%
12.4%
13.1%
13.5%
11.9%
14.1%
15.1%
10.9%
11.9%
11.6%
13.3%

Inflation
Area

ConsumerPrice
Index

(1985=100)

Feb 1989

Annual rate
of innation
(% increase
over 1year)

Feb 88 - Feb 89

CapeTown
Port Eli7..abcth
East London
~urban

Pietermaritzburg
Wilwatersrand
Vaal Triangle
Pretoria
Klerksdorp
Bloemfontein
OFS Goldfields
Kimberley
South Africa
Source: Central Suoti stical Services

Apri/1989

167.9
171.9
164.3
160.2
164.5
169.0
165.3
177.3
177.1
156.5
168.3
162.9
168.2
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13.8%
14.5%
13.6%
13.1%
13.8%
13.4%
12.4%
14.5%
14.1%
12.4%
11.0%
12.0%
13.5%
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South African Labour Bulletin
Publication Guidelines

I Constructive criticism of unions
or federations is welcome. How
ever, articles with unwarranted
attacks or of a scclarian nature which
have a divisive effecl on the labour
movement will not be published.

2 Contributions to lhe Bulletin
must nOi exceed the following
lengths:

The Soulh African LahollT Bulletin
is a journal which supports the demo
cratic labour movement in Soulh Af
rica. It is a forum for analysing,
debating and recording the aims and
activities of lhis movement.· To this
end, it requires contributors to lhe
Bulletin to confonn to the following
publication guidelines:

For more details, please
contact the editor.

6 Contributions should be written
in clear, understandable language.

7 Contributions lO the Bulletin
must be typed and, where applicable,
include proper footnoting and ref
erences.

8 Except in the case of public
documents, all material submitted
will be treated in confidence.

9 The editors reserve the right to
recommend to the author of any ma
terial that it be placed under another
category to that under which it was
submiued.

• to make important statements
and information from lhe labour
movement more widely avail
able;

• for reviewing new literature or
other material of relevance to la
bour;

• to make more in-depth reports
and research available lO readers;

• to allow for debate on important
contemporary ISSueS.

to the democratic labour movement.
They should be easy lO understand
and keep footnotes and references to
a minimum.

5 Debale, reviews, reports and
docwnents arc intended:

8000 words

5000 words
1000 words

• analytical arlicles
• debate, reviews,

documents, reports
• briefings

3 Articles should be submitted in a
final and correct form and in dupli
cate. Some articles may be refereed
where necessary; all articles may be
edited by the Bulletin. In lhe event
of the edilOrs deciding lhat other
lhan minor editing changes are re
quired, lhe article will be referred
back to the author.

4 Briefings should cover topical
events and developments of concern




